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nglish Professor Jim Degnan once described what he does
as the most personal kind of teaching because, he said,
writing is learned with an editor sitting at your shoulder; it
can't be taught with a list of 12 rules and a daily lecture, which
is the reason his classes are largely tutorial.
In "The Degnan Way" (page 26), six of Degnan's former
students talk about the personal impact this man has had on
their lives; nearly all of them mention how valuable the oneto-one sessions were for them.
The six also reveal a reverence and affection for Jim Degnan
that I confess I share; I have since his arrival on this campus
from Florida in 1963. And yet, there is something about knowing Jim Degnan is going to read something I have written that
strikes fear in my heart-and I believe in the hearts of others
who know him .
For example, Wes Peyton has been a journalist all of his
professional life-some 40 years-but the following credit line
appeared at the end of the article he wrote about Jim for this
issue: "Wes Peyton is a retired editorial writer for the San Jose
Mercury News who is eternally grateful Professor Degnan did
not see this in manuscript form."
Mitch Finley '73, who teaches religious studies at Gonzaga
University and is a very successful free-lance writer, is a frequent contributor to Santa Clara Magazine . He says Degnan
may be the reason he majored in religious studies. "I thought
I wanted to be an English major. So I signed up for one of
Degnan's classes. The first paper I turned in came back bleeding with red ink on every line. At the bottom of the paper, in
Degnan's famous scrawl, was this message: 'It took me longer
to correct this paper than it did for you to write it.'" Mitch
became a religious studies major.
Jim Craven '75, who wrote "Don't Call Me Mr. Mom" for
the inaugural issue of Santa Clara Magazine (Fall 1986), heard
from dozens of people when the magazine came out, all of
them showering him with praise. But when he called me to
chat afterward , he wanted only one review : "What did Degnan
say?" he asked.
Now, I think I deserve some kind of a medal for bravery.
Not only did I put Jim Degnan on the Advisory Board for
Santa Clara Magazine, but I asked him to critique each issue
as well. Thanks, Jim. I needed that.
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Seeds Bear Fruit
Thank you for publishing "Still
Planting Seeds" [Summer 1988] .
While at Santa Clara , I cringed
when my classmates made puns
about the "Portuguee Scooters"
driven by the hard-working people
behind the scenes who make SCU
a beautiful campus.
The Portuguese left a country
providing few socio-economic opportunities in pursuit of a better
chance in life for themselves and
their families. In the Azores, they
toiled their soil with love-the
same love and commitment they
have for their work on the Santa
Clara campus.
Like immigrants from other
countries, they were blessed with
the fruits of their struggles. Their
children had the fortune to do what
they never dreamed of doing graduate from college. I should
know. My father drives Scooter No.
62 . Thanks God , Dad , and SCU!
Maria dos Anjos Barros '84
Carmel, California

Caring for Parents
I want to compliment you on bringing to everyone's attention the importance of planning for caring for
aging parents and even for one's
own older years ["Caring for Aging
Parents," Summer 1988] . In my
practice, I involve myself with nursing home situations, and especially
Medi-Cal planning. Here are a few
suggestions for persons faced with
long-term care decisions for their
parents.
Before making a final commit-
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ment on a convalescent care facility,
see an attorney, especially one with
knowledge of "Elder Law." It might
seem strange to bring an attorney
into a search for a long-term care
facility, but this brief visit may save
substantial anguish and substantial
money throughout the stay. Many
times patients or their children will
be asked to sign a minimum private
pay contract, duration-of-stay contract, or other form of guarantee
that the parent will be a private pay

patient for a period of time.
It is important to understand that
duration-of-stay contracts are under
many c ircumstances voidable and/
or void. My concern is that the law
is forever evolving, and long-term
care facilities generally have their
own attorneys drafting these documents. Some attorney may discover
a way to make the contract valid.
Thus, the old adage of an ounce of
prevention" is one to heed in this
case. It is more costly to fight a

contract already entered into than
to not enter the contract in the first
place. Since many facilities will not
readily accept Medi-Cal patients, it
is perhaps best to have the parent
apply as a private pay patient and
convert to Medi-Cal sometime after
acceptance.
The final suggestion is to keep
constant vigilance over the facility
and the care your parent is receiving. If the child or relative does not
deal with legitimate complaints, the
parent often is left helpless. If no
response is given by the facility
staff or administration to legitimate
complaints, the child or parent
should complain to the State Ombudsman's Office. It is important to
understand that each patient has
rights and those rights are readily
enforceable with little or no cost to
you .
Robert M. Frost '74 (JD)
Attorney at Law
Castro !,alley, California

Editor's Note: Several organizations maintain attorney reference
lists, among them Bay Area Advocates for Nursing Home Reform,
San Francisco (415) 474-5171.

More on Aging Parents
Concern for our aging parents can
not be overemphasized. ["Caring
for Aging Parents," Summer 1988].
Preparation for this merits our concerted attention and action. Some
resources to contact when dealing
with this issue are:
I. Local Area Agency on Aging
(County AAA) for referrals to appropriate organizations in your
area.
2 . Local Senior Multi-purpose
Center. Most offer nutrition and
health information, legal and financial advice, and transportation
services (no charge or on a sliding
scale).
3. Alzheimer's Disease and Related
Di sorders Association, for help
with Alzheimer's and other
dementias.
4. Local medical school or hospital .
Many are implementing new and
innovative senior programs.
5. Your workplace. Many corporations are responding to these issues,
providing information and referral
services for employees with older
parents.
We as a nation have a long way
to go before we can say we treat our
older citizens, our parents, with the
dignity they deserve . An efficient

and effective response is long in
coming.
Julie ~mer '84
Los Angeles, California

Relocating for Jobs
I would like to expand on the
article, " Can't Beat the Location,"
(S ummer 1988) about the new
graduates job search. It's good advice for new graduates to relocate
for good entry level positions. A
comprehensive " hands-on" training that exposes one to many areas
is especially important to obtaining
a practical experience base for
future advancement.
I thought I was doing the right
thing in 1973 when I left my home
grounds in San Jose for a major
construction project in S. E .
Washington state with Bechtel
Corp. of San Francisco. After 15
years of engineering experience, an
additional B.S. degree in mechanical engineering, an engineering
license, overseas experience, two
more major employers, and normal
family /home obligations , I have
found it extremely difficult to return
to the West Coast, let alone California, where my family lives. This is
due to the intense job competition
and the cost-of-living in California .
My advice to new graduates is to
relocate for the entry leve l experience, grow and enjoy yourself
in every way possible before the big
responsibilities arrive (10-14 hour
days, 6 days a week), build a savings to relocate back home, and
maintain frequent contact with people in your home area for the future
when needed. It can be difficult living across country from family and
friends, but it is more difficult in
later years when stability and family unity are essential. A person
should be able to relocate as inexpensively as possible. This has been
my hard lesson. Please share it.
Craig Swenson '73
Bourbonnais, Illinois

TV Preachers and Peter
Cathy Wilcox's letter [Summer
1988], which questioned the
necessity of baptism for one's sal vation, raises some interesting points.
I have listened to several TV
preachers who attract huge crowds
with their messages of salvation.
Some preach about baptism of the
Holy Spirit or accepting Jesus into
one's heart. But never have I heard
an evangelist exhort his listeners to
FALL 1988

submit to baptism by water.
How different their message is
from that of the apostle Peter, who
told a huge crowd on the day of
Pentecost that they needed to repent
and be baptized for a remission of
sins before they could receive the
gift of the Holy Ghost (Acts 2 :38
Inspired Version).
Even the apostle Paul, who some
see as an advocate of faith without
works, was commanded to be baptized immediately after his conversion on the road to Damascus (Acts
22 :16 IV) .
Interestingly, the Book of Mormon, which is accepted by only a
minority of Christians today, contains some of the strongest statements for baptism .
Hugh Caldwell '81
Independence, Missouri

More Wilcox Letter
I believe in her courteous letter
[Summer 1988] Cathy Wilcox read
something into my article on
marital indissolubility that I did not
write.
From my referring to "baptized
Chri stians" she inferred that I
meant only baptized Christians can
gain salvation; or that baptism instead of Christ's death and resurrection are the source of salvation.
I meant neither. I agree with the
Catholic bishops of the Second
Vatican Council who taught that
salvation is open to any human
be ing of persevering honesty and
good will. And I agree with Ms.
Wilcox-and with all of Christian
tradition-that Christ's death and
resurrection are the cause of
salvation .
The necessity of baptism? For
entry into the Christian church , and
as a living link between Christ and
human beings. Far from conflict
between Christ and baptism , the
latter is one of the ways his loving
bndness gets to us-although certainly not the only way.
Theodore J. Mackin , S.J.
Nobili Professor of
Religious Studies

Brainwashing Questions
There are many interesting ethical
questions raised by "Is Brainwashing Possible?" [Summer 1988].
Alan Scheflin tells us of a friend
of his who, being "a very honorable
man ," lied to a U.S. government
agent in telling him that it would
not be possible to feed unconscious
messages to Nikita Khrushchev. I
FALL 1988

presume this was the same
Khrushchev who seemingly brought
the world to the verge of nuclear
destruction and who had an important part in perpetuating the repressive Soviet system.
Why was it so obviously honorable for an expert to give false information to our government? Might
the government have been developing a plan that would have promoted peace and freedom , perhaps
saved the people of various thirdworld countries from years of pain,
or begun to improve life in the
Soviet Union? Or might his friend's
lie have led our government to leave
our officials unprotected against
such messages? Is it not possible
that this honorable man's deception
was responsible for great evils?
And , if it was honorable for that
expert to lie about this area of his
expertise, why is it now acceptable
for Mr. Schetlin to give this same
information to everyone? On second thought, how do we know Mr.
Scheflin is not an honorable man
who is similarly deceiving us?
Bill Egan '58
Cupertino, California

More Brainwashing
Thank you for reprinting the article
by Al Morch on Alan Scheflin and
the possibility of brainwashing. My
mother (class of '68) , friends, and
I are interested in the subject of
brainwashing and its possible
political applications. We wonder if
others have heard rumors of mind
control experiments conducted at
Fort Dietrich, Maryland, or about
the Army's drug-related program
called MK-Ultra. We also wonder
if others have questions not only
about Dr. West's contact with Jack
Ruby, but also about Sirhan Sirhan's
confusing case ; the strange shooting death of Alard Lowenstein, a
campaign aide to Senator Ted
Kennedy before the 1980 Democratic convention; or the bizarre
comment made by John Hinckley,
Jr. , that he had a radio in his brain,
after he shot President Reagan .
Having discovered that Lee
Harvey Oswald had a CIA agent
number and given recent revelations by ex-CIA agents McGeehee,
Stockwell, and Rettinger about the
costly, if not inhumane nature of
CIA operations, can we be sure that
our military, with its PSY-OP programs, has not successfully tampered with our political process?
Celine Grenier
Sunnyvale, California

Challenged by Arata
I was saddened to read [Summer
1988] of the death of David P. Arata
'38, former Santa Clara University
registrar. But for Mr. Arata, I'd probably never have entered , nor been
faced with a challenge to enter,
Santa Clara.
Graduating from Riordan High
School in San Francisco in 1962,
my first year in college was at San
Francisco City College. I'd applied
to Santa Clara but was not admitted. I arranged an appointment with
Registrar Arata to find out why. My
dad was in attendance. Mr. Arata
promptly told me that my grades
were on the line, but they were
totally out of measure with scores
I had achieved in testing. Mr. Arata
said it was evident to him that I'd
been sitting upon my brains rather
than using them (although he used
more explicit terms) .
He told me to go out and prove
myself and apply as a sophomore.
I achieved a near 4.0 at CCSF, so
I took my grades and went down to
Santa Clara to shove them down
Mr. Arata's throat. He granted me
an interview, and laughed and said ,
" Son , you reacted just as I'd
hoped."
I entered Santa Clara as a sophomore and graduated, completing
my course of study early.
I've never forgotten David Arata .
I chatted with him whenever I had
the chance before his retirement .
I'm sorry to hear of his death , as I
know he was an inspiration to
others along the way.
Jim Green '66
San Francisco, California

Remembering David
Remembering David Jacobson's
Santa Clara days conjures up images akin to those from " The
Sorcerer 's Apprentice"
his
relentless late springtime ritual of
climbing the Administration Building stairs, laden with buckets full
of Alstroemeria blossoms from his
ample garden .
Few members of the University
staff really knew David S. Jacobson , and he very rarely met any of
the students, yet he was one of the
key persons in the administrative
and development reorganization
charted by Fathers Donohoe and
Terry in the mid-1970s. Having met
sometime earlier, when Father Pat
[Donohoe] was president at Santa
Clara and he was general secretary
at Stanford (an office he established
and held for many years) , Dave was

brought in as a special consultant
in 1973. He very quickly "adopted"
Santa Clara and served in various
consulting roles until the early
1980s. Nothing could escape the
laser of his expertise. Among other
things, he was notorious for ferreting out the typos, misspellings,
and grammatical errors that somehow escaped the rest of us.
David was not a Roman Catholic,
but through his Santa Clara work he
became interested in a number of
other church-related projects, including the Jesuit Micronesian mission school where several Santa
Clara graduates have served as
volunteers: Ponape Agriculture and
Trade School. Possessed of a bnd
of genius, persistence, and generosity, which could not be contained ,
Dave also assisted Gonzaga University, The Pontifical Gregorian
University in Rome (and its foundation in New York), Justin-Siena
High School in Napa , the Archdiocese of San Francisco, and the
Religious of the Sac red Heart,
Oakwood. Only failing eyesight and
a stroke stopped this dedicated
service.
With most of the above being
Jesuit-related , and with the early
Donohoe Santa Clara beginnings,
it was very appropriate indeed that
David Jacobson's respected friend ,
Father Jim Torrens, S.J., imparted
the final priestly blessings shortly
before death came peacefully at
home on June 13, 1988.
The Rev. Don Flickinger
St. Francis Retreat Center
San Juan Bautista

Let's Hear from You
Send your comments,
criticisms, suggestions, or
ideas to &litor, Santa Clara
Magazine, Santa Clara
Uni ve rsity, Santa Clara ,
Calif, 95053. All letters
will be considered f or
publication but may be
edited f or clarity or f or
length . Please limit letters
to 250 words.
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Likes the Pace
Paul Locatelli, S.J., takes over as Santa Clara's 27th president
aul L. Locatelli, S.J.,
plunged into his presidency at Santa Clara August 1,
forgoing a promised vacation to
the Alaskan frontier. He was
too busy, he said, to go.
Now, after three months in
office, he is still too busy but the
hectic pace of the new job is to
his liking. Although · it is not
unusual for him to attend five or
six functions a day, he claims
the experience-at least so
far-vitalizes him. ''I'm also
having a lot of fun," he said,
"and I enjoy it."
If Locatelli has a high energy
level for the task at hand, it may
be born from the excitement he
brings to the University administration. "There are many
things I hope we can do," he
said after taking office. "We
face enormous challenges. But
I think we have the talent and
resources to meet those
challenges."
Even though Santa Clara has
shaken off a more provincial
image of the 1950s and emerged
as one of the leading Catholic
schools in the country, Locatelli
is not satisfied: "I want us to
reach a new level of excellence.
I think we have all of the ingredients to do that. I'm not saying
we should or will be a nationally known institution, but I do
think we deserve to be recognized nationally for what we do
well."
To that end, top priorities, he
says, are "to help foster a learning community that respects intellectual rigor and at the same
time wants to be a force for
social change. We should help
shape students into people who
aren't just career-oriented, but
who are also involved in their
families and their communities."
Locatelli was elected last
May to succeed Father William
J. Rewak, S.J., as Santa Clara's
27th president. He has the advantage of knowing the institution from several perspectives

P
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Locatelli: Two years away provided valuable insight

-as an undergraduate (class of
'61), an alumnus, faculty member, and administrator. For
eight years during Rewak's
nearly 12-year administration,
he served as Rewak's academic
vice president. Then suddenly
in 1986, Locatelli was picked by
the Jesuit Provincial of California to be rector of the Jesuit
Community at Loyola Marymount University in Los
Angeles.
Two years away from SCU
provided valuable insight. Says
Locatelli: "I think I have a
better grasp of issues affecting
Santa Clara. I see things more
clearly and more objectively
because I was away; I am less
likely to get lost in the detail."
It's this current vision he advances to a long-range planning

committee, which is pulling
together a 5 to 10 year master
plan for the University. When
the committee's work is finished, the plan will be tested
with various University boards
this fall, and then presented to
the alumni-at-large in the
Winter 1989 issue of Santa
Clara Magazine for their comments before it is nailed down.
Meanwhile Locatelli is discussing the plan in private campus forums with a dozen people
at a time (alumni , parents of
students, board members,
friends of the University), hammering out a list of priorities for
the future. Locatelli says the administration "will continue to
reshape this plan for some time
to come; it's a working model
for us."

One objective that likely
won't change, however, is the
emphasis Locatelli places on
social justice causes for the
University and its student body.
He announced it would be a
central part of his administration the day he was elected .
"No longer can a university be
indifferent to social problems of
society," he told the San Jose
Rotary Club at an August meeting . "At a most fundamental
level, Santa Clara must serve as
a prophetic voice in the community, asking uncomfortable
-sometimes even stubbomquestions. Playing the prophetic
role does not make anyone
comfortable, least of all the
University. Minimal ethnic
diversity on campus makes me
uncomfortable, frustrated, and
self-critical. But not to speak
out would mean I am not true
to the Jesuit tradition and
mission."
Locatelli reinforced that position in his talk at the Fall University Convocation for faculty
and staff September 16. With
collaboration as his theme, he
said: "I will argue that collaboration-harmonious yet challenging relationships among

Seeking feedback from alumni
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ourselves-plays an important
role in nurturing our tradition
and our quest for excellence."
Collaboration among people
with diverse backgrounds and
points of view enriches the
University, Locatelli said, and
increasing diversity, especially
ethnic diversity, among SCU
faculty, staff, and students is
another top priority.
"Richness and vitality will
come to the University when
people are able to freely express
different points of view, including those from non-Christians
as well as Christians, from nonbelievers as well as bishops,
from Jesuits as well as women
religious, and from the underserved as well as the privileged," Locatelli said in his
convocation talk.
He summed up his position
by saying, "Piquing the conscience of the community is not
my primary point; educating
the community is."
Locatelli said he also would
like to get SCU students more
involved in international
studies, cultural diversity,
technology and the role of
technology in society, and the
fine arts. "I don't think we do
that by only changing the core
curriculum. Some of it can be
accomplished through community service," he said.
Turning to alumni concerns
about admissions and athletics,
Locatelli first mentioned that he
has noticed a distinct change in
the way people talk to him since
he has become president. "Although I knew many of them
when I was academic vice president, alumni are more candid
and open when they talk to me
now. I like it. They get right to
the point about what they perceive to be our weaknesses and
our strengths," he said.
Locatelli said he will be
"very happy " if the University
can maintain the current percentage of freshmen with alumni ties to around 30 percent, the
FALL 1988

Locatelli confers with AVP Charles Beirne, S.J., before the Fall Convocation for faculty and staff in Leavey Center

ratio for the past 12 years. "We
do that by giving special consideration to alumni sons and
daughters, and we will continue
to do so.
"This is not to say we will ad-

edge in the process."
Locatelli said he thought the
athletic program was well
balanced and that he was particularly pleased with the high
participation by students in the

"We should help shape students
into people who aren't just
career-oriented, but who
are also involved in their
families and their communities."
- Paul Locatelli, S.J.

mit someone who does not
qualify. That would be a disservice to the person as well as to
the University. But when a
freshman applicant is alumnirelated , it gives him or her an

intramural program. He did say,
however, he will meet later this
fall with the Athletic Board of
Governance to review the whole
program in more detail.
Former national alumni

president Mike King '63 says
Locatelli already has spent long
hours with the Alumni Association officers and staff, "listening, asking questions , and
making some decisions. He is
very definite about his positions
on issues, and I find that
refreshing."
King, a senior vice president
with Bank of America in San
Mateo, said Locatelli is a
pragmatist and examines each
proposal in terms of "how will
this contribute to the University
as a whole?"
At Fall Homecoming in early
October, Locatelli attended all
nine events over the weekend .
King says Locatelli has a knack
for being able to talk easily with
anyone he meets: "He was a big
hit at my class reunion-he
spent a lot of time with us - yet
I think he went to all the other
reunions as well."
Yes, Mike, he did. We asked

him.

• -Peg Major
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Mission Weddings
Alumni are learning to book the Mission before they pop the question

M

arte Formico '83 booked
his April 23 wedding
date two months before he
asked his girlfriend, Joan
Bergna, to marry him. He had
a good reason: Formico wanted
to be married in Mission Santa
Clara.
"It's such a coup to get into
the Mission [for a wedding],"
Formico explained. And what if
his intended had declined his
proposal? "I would have gotten
my deposit back, I guess," he
laughed.
Like the more than 250 couples scheduled to marry this
year in the Mission , Formico
had to do some thinking ahead
to secure a coveted spot on the
Mission's calendar. The wait
can be as long as a year and a
half, with the average about a
year, according to Betty Torres,
Mission scheduling coordinator.
Although weddings in the
Mi ssion are limited to Santa
Clara alumni, students, faculty,
or staff, the dates are filled
quickly, especially recently. For
instance, 1989 dates were nearly all booked by mid-summer
1988. Torres started taking
reservations for 1989 weddings
on January 5, 1988. That day, 22
couples were waiting to book
dates when she arrived at her
office.
Saturdays, with four available
time slots, often are a stream of
Mission weddings. During the
school year, weddings are not
performed on Sundays , but
three time slots are offered each
Sunday during the summer. Recently a 7 p.m. Sunday slot,
added in the months between
finals and orientation and traditionally a less popular hour, has
been filling up, Torres said. But
the demand may get even
tighter. This fall, Campus Ministry began celebrating a student
Mass Saturday evenings, which
limits the number of Saturday
weddings to three.
The three hours allowed be-

6
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Weddings first were performed in the Mission Santa Clara in the early 19?0s

tween weddings each Saturday,
is sometimes a tight squeeze.
Victor Castillo, who left Santa
Clara in July after four years as
Mission director, said weddings
are limited to an hour, with a

Father Ted Mackin, S.J.,
remembered a 4 p.m. wedding
one Saturday that would have
been in the last category. The
bridegroom was nearly an hour
late; then the couple realized

"From Freshman Orientation on,
I knew that's where
I would get married.''
-Wendy Abbott Sarsfield '83

half-hour for photographs. Even
then, Castillo said the threehour break between weddings is
sometimes "more than enough
time, . sometimes it's just
enough, and sometimes it's not
enough."

they'd forgotten the bridal bouquets and the rings. "This 4
o'clock wedding got started at
quarter to 6," he said. Fortunately, there was no 7 o'clock
wedding planned.
Weddings first were per-

formed in the Mission in the
early 1970s after the director of
Campus Ministry requested
permission from the diocese.
Individual permission had to be
granted for each wedding, said
current Mission director
Charlie White '77 (MA '85),
who also served as director
from 1977-1984. Eventually, he
said, there were so many requests that the diocese granted
general permission for weddings in the Mission.
" Then it became a big
business. We were doing seven
weddings a weekend and even
occasional weddings on weekdays," White said.
He attributed a decrease in
that number to more stringent
prenuptial requirements by the
diocese. A stricter definition of
who could marry in the Mission
(children of alumni no longer
FALL 1988

"Big weddings are back and the Mission
can easily accommodate 600 people." - Victor Castillo
were eligible) added to that. But
now the number is swelling
again .
" We have more requests than
we can accommodate," White
said .
So why the sudden surge?
Former director Castillo had
one explanation: "Big weddings
are back," he said. The Mission
can easily accommodate 600
people.
But besides the trend toward
bigger weddings, Mission Santa
Clara has special meaning to
many alumni and students-the
bulk of those who marry there.
" From freshman orientation
on, I knew that's where I would
get married," said Wendy
(Abbott) Sarsfield '83. Since
her husband, John '84 (JD '88) ,
also was a Santa Clara graduate,
there was no question about
where to marry, she said.
Formico, whose father also
graduated from Santa Clara and
whose sister was married in the
Mission, called marrying there

"a part of Santa Clara."
Terry Malley '76 said his
reasons for wanting to marry in
the Mission were simple: "It's
obviously a beautiful church.
And there's a lot of tradition."
And for Doug Dell-Omo '84
and Molly Shocklee '84, who
met and fell in love at Santa
Clara, "it just seemed right,"
Shocklee said . Both attended

Marte Formico '83 and Joan Bergna: "A part of Santa Clara"
FALL 1988

Mass in the Mission as students
and had happy memories of the
University, she said.
Some alumni have gone to
great lengths to marry in the
Mission. White remembered
one young man whose relatives
flew from Portugal for the occasion. Flying in families from
out of town isn't uncommon , he
said .

To set wedding dates, couples
who want to marry in the Mission sometimes have to be creative and adaptive. Last year,
several young men booked wedding dates before asking their
brides -to-be , Castillo said .
Their requests were kept secret,
he said , except for one. When
the Faculty Club sent out its
usual reception brochure to
couples who had scheduled a
Mission wedding, one recipient
didn't yet know she was to be
married.
Shocklee and Dell-Omo
booked their date more than a
year in advance, five months
before they announced their
engagement.
Some couples have rescheduled their date by several
months in order to have a Mission wedding. The Sarsfields
had a July wedding because
May and June were booked,
Wendy said. Others, though,
avoided the pinch by picking the

right weekend.
Malley and his wife, Leslie,
booked St. Patrick's Day, which
also happened to be a day when
"the students weren' t in
school," he explained. Still, the
couple had to hold their reception in Leavey Center - the only reception ever held there because the Shriners were using
Benson Center. Malley's sister
Kim (Malley) Bellotti '79
scheduled her July 5 wedding to
Jerry Bellotti '75 and beat the
crowds who were away for the
July 4 weekend.
There are other considerations as well. It can get hot in
the Mission on summer afternoons, as the Sarsfields
discovered.
Both were kneeling during
their candlelight service when
Wendy started to faint. It may
have been the crowd at the altar:
There were 14 in the wedding
party besides herself and John,
she said. Before she fainted ,
however, someone swooped her
into a chair and gave her a glass
of water.
When John stood up to come
to her rescue "his eyes kind of
rolled back," Wendy remembered. "I thought 'Oh, my God,
he's going to die and leave me
at the altar.' " Instead he fainted,
tumbled , and was soon revived .
The two finished the ceremony
sitting in chairs. "We kind of
shouted our vows at each other,"
Wendy said, with a chuckle.
"We've had quite a few faint ,"
White said, " mostly the bridegrooms." In preparation, he
said, the Mission staff keeps
smelling salts at the altar and
encourages the use of chairs
during long ceremonies.
The long wait and the heat,
however, don't seem to deter
many alumni from their dream
of marrying in the Mission. For
some, there is no choice.
"The Mission was going to be
the place I got married ,"
Formico said. "No question."
-Barbara Wyman

•
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Freshmen in the Year 2000
They'll have computers and electronic blackboards at their fingertips

T

hey will be adaptable,
mobile, caring, aware,
highly trained-and moving
away from the "me" generation
toward the "we" generation .
They'll have computers and
electronic blackboards at their
fingertips. But mostly, college
freshmen in the year 2000 won't
be learning in the same way today's students learn.
That, says Dr. Lee Mahon ,
director of educational administration in Santa Clara's
graduate Division of Counseling Psychology and Education,
means big changes for schools
from the elementary grades
through college.
Mahon , a consultant for
school districts who has assisted
them in developing strategic
planning programs for schools
for the past several years, said
we must restructure the educational system if these students,
many of whom are now in
kindergarten , are to succeed.
" The whole system has to
change. Freshmen of the year
2000 will fail in the 21st century
if today's schools do not make
the adjustment now," she said .
"Maintaining status quo spells
failure in tomorrow's world ."
An increased use of technology, more specific demands
from the business world, a
society requiring workers to
think and work in groups, and
more frequent job changes will
be hallmarks of the coming century, Mahon said . It will be an
exciting time, but also a challenging one, she said. And if
schools don't meet the challenge, corporate America will
step in with its own academic
degree programs.
"The corporate world is the
'in' world ," Mahon said . "It's
the world where finances are
available. But it's also the world
that's been telling us for the past
20 years that 'you are not giving us the kind of students we
need to make corporate America successful.'. . .Corporate
8
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America wants a student
designed for its kind of work."
Mahon said schools should
use businesses as an example of
how to restructure.
" Business and industry
started restructuring in the 60s,"
she said . "They realized there's
a consumer out there, and they
weren't meeting the needs of
that consumer. So they began
designing for the consumer of
the future ."
She believes that corporations
will very likely begin offering
their own degrees-they may be
very specialized degrees-and
will begin hiring quality instructors away from schools.
"That makes us [the schools]
very, very competitive," she
said . And that competition
means "the private school may
well be tomorrow's school."
Even the state colleges may inevitably become private, self-

supporting institutions , she
said . All schools will be competing for quality instructors ;
the quality of instructors will
make or break college for the
student in the year 2000.
So how do schools compete?
" First, all colleges are going
to have to stop relying on the
lecture process of learning,"
Mahon said. "Since this is an
information-processing world ,
youngsters are no longer going
to sit in a classroom for an hour
a day and listen to someone.
They want to be active participants."
Mahon cites a study she did
last year in a local high school .
Bright students suddenly were
failing some of their courses.
School administrators wanted to
know why. Mahon interviewed
students, spent time with them ,
and found the problem " inevitably was the lecture .. . .

Kids were turned off by lecturing."
Teachers will have to be
retrained , she said, at the college as well as the lower-grade
level.
"It's up to us in the univer-

---~--,- ~

Changes in the way kids are taught

t

Are these college freshmen of the year 2000? Maybe. They are participants in the Kids On Campus program at SCU.
FALL 1988

Moving away from the "me"
generation toward the "we" generation
sities to start doing that training
now," Mahon said. "If you look
at it, the university system has
a tremendous responsibility to
the freshmen of the year 2000.
We have to plan what we're going to do between now and
then."
Mahon believes the major
factor involved in any discussion of restructuring is timetime needed to retrain teachers,
time to review the system and
look ahead, and time to change
the curriculum. " We are constrained by time," she said.
But restructuring must start
now, Mahon said. "I don't think
it can wait any longer. We've

little sense of direction and no
idea what they want to do," she
said. "At one time, students
could waste one or two years in
college just taking different
courses and trying to decide
what they wanted to do." But,
as the 21st century approaches
and a college degree becomes
as commonplace and necessary
as a high school degree ,
students must get "tremendous
amounts of counseling during
that first year in order to compete in the job market," she
said.
Actually, Mahon sees counseling beginning even before the
student enters college. Students

of immediately because the
students get direction," she
said.
Students of the year 2000 will
have to be adaptable , and
educational programs will have
to reflect that, Mahon said.
Authors Marvin J. Cetron ,
Barbara Soriano, and Margaret
Gayle, in their book Schools of
the Future: F.ducation into the
21st Century (McGraw-Hill ,
1985), predicted that in the near
future jobs will change dramatically every five to ten years.
Entering students "will probably be the most adaptive
society we've ever experenced ,"
Mahon said.
Technology, for instance, will
be commonplace in schools.
"The electronic blackboard
will be a major source for tomorrow's learner," Mahon said.
"Visualize a math instructor in
a university setting presenting a
lesson to teachers in 20 elementary schools in a community via
satellite, and those teachers
responding via a computer and

students to listen to the John
Goodlads, the John Naisbitts,
and the Tom Peters by satellite
-a privilege costing big money
today," Mahon said.
Attention also must be given
to the shifts ahead in enrollment. Author L. Scott Miller,
in a 1986 article in F.ducation
l#!ek, predicted that by the year
2000 about 38 percent of the
under-18 population of the
United States will be black,
Hispanic, Native American , or
Asian. That figure, he said, will
continue to grow.
Mahon said schools must
change teaching styles to accommodate that growing
minority.
"U nless we do something
about balance ... college may
become very elitist," she said.
"Tomorrow's child is going to
have to be taught the way
tomorrow's child will learn. We
have language patterns in our
society today. If indeed the
Latin population learns visually, the Asian population learns

If schools don't meet
the challenge, corporate America
will step in with its own programs.

Mahon: "The private school may well be tomorrow's school!'

waited too long as it is."
As a first step, schools in the
year 2000 will have to give
students a greater sense of
direction, Mahon said, allowing
them to use critical thinking to
make decisions.
"I believe that 70 to 80 percent of students entering their
freshman year of college have
FALL 1988

should spend the summer preceding their freshman year
doing a career inventory with
skilled people from business,
the academic world , sociology,
and psychology, she said. With
that marriage of business and
education, " the gap of the first
two years of not knowing where
they're going ... is taken care

modem." The blackboard will
provide continuous education,
said Mahon, "bringing the best,
most current strategies immediately in line with classroom
needs."
Computers, too, will be commonplace in schools-so much
so that each school district will
need employees who deal exclusively with the technology.
Thus, new jobs will be created,
Mahon said. And , she added ,
students will have access to new
information .
"Every college classroom is
going to have a desktop computer... . Every dorm will have
a communications center for

symbolically, the black population learns kinesthetically, and
the Anglo population abstractly . . . then why are we continuing to teach only in the
abstract?"
Mahon acknowledged that
changing the whole educational
system won't be easy.
" Change always brings about
opposition," she said. " But if
we could sit down with teachers
and show them how this would
have an impact on the lives of
young adults, I don't think there
is a teacher in the world who
wouldn't jump at the chance to
say 'let's do it.' "
-Barbara lfyman

•
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Satisfying the Customer
Service moves to the top three in center'ssurvey of area managers

S

ilicon Valley companies
are no longer complacent
about their customers. A recent
survey of leading area managers
by SCU's Executive Development Center showed that improving service ranked third in
the challenges faced by executives; it had moved from 22nd
place in 1983, the first year of
the survey.
" It's clear there's been a real
attitude change toward the value
of service," said center director
Elmer Luthman. "Our survey

develop "an attitude of service
- the phone is answered on the
second ring."
But service did not replace
the primary concern of both
upper- and lower-level management-attracting and retaining
a competent and committed
workforce.
"That's the biggest issue,"
Luthman said. "It's always been
the No. 1 concern."
The bottom of the list of
concerns- becoming more
responsive to the community's

low because they are not crucial
to continued growth, which is
how the survey is worded," he
said.
The annual survey was
started to help the center design
seminars , workshops, and
symposiums.
" Lots of programs are the
direct result of the survey,"
Luthman said. He pointed to a

The center also
plans to take a
leadership role
in areas such
as ethics
in business,
which Luthman
admits can be
a hard sell.

Luthman: The No. 1 concern is a competent and committed workforce

indicates an awakening taking
place throughout Silicon Valley.
If a company is to be competitive and keep customers
coming back, it's got to focus
on them and on their needs."
That means, Luthrnan said, a
"co mplete reorientation of
everybody from the president
down ." Companies need to
10
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social and environmental-is as
consistent as the top. Every year
since the survey began , that
issue has ranked lowest in importance, Luthman said.
But he said that does not
necessarily mean companies
don't care.
"Perhaps [social and environmental concerns] regularly rank

leadership program by former
center director Jim Kouzes and
Barry Posner, an SCU professor
in management, as well as a
marketing series featuring Al
Bruno, a Santa Clara business
professor, and Alan Cleland, a
consultant.
The survey is a way for the
center to be responsive to the
business community; but the
center also plans to take a
leadership role in areas such as
ethics and business, which
Luthman admits can be a hard
sell .
Luthman quoted Manny
Velasquez , director of SCU's
Center for Applied Ethics, who
said there are two types of
people - those who need an
ethics course but won't admit it
and those who don't need it.
And , Luthman said , asking to
attend an ethics seminar can be

awkward.
"If someone asks the president of a company to go to an
ethics seminar, the president is
likely to ask why the person
needs to go," Luthman said .
The center will have to couch its
ethics seminars in a nonthreatening way, he said.
" There are a lot of things in
daily life that call for an ethical
or value decision," he said .
But, Luthman said, that's one
way Santa Clara can contribute
to the highly competitive field
of executive seminars.
"We continue to educate with
a sense of values ," Luthman
said. "We expose the executives
out there to the rich Jesuit tra·dition ."
Luthman understands the
University 's commitment to
values. He was dean of SCU's
College of Sciences before leaving to join Hewlett-Packard in
1968. He returned to Santa
Clara as executive director of
the center in February after
working as compensation
manager at Hewlett-Packard
and as a senior management
consultant with the Western
Management Group, based in
Los Gatos.
Besides a sense of values, the
center-which opened its doors
in 1957-also offers a sense of
permanence. Luthman characterized many other executive
training seminars as "whistlestop stuff."
"Here there's a sense of
stability to our programs," he
said . "Executives can meet our
faculty and develop relationships with them ."
And the Uni versity gains
more than increased funds
generated by the center from
this relationship.
" Faculty members have a
chance to exchange research
with executives," Luthman said,
putting them on the "leading
edge." That sort of exchange
"has to filter into the classes."
-Susan Frey

•
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Computer Cut Up
Frogs' legs last longer on the screen than they do in a laboratory experiment

S

tudents in David Tauck's
biology and animal physiology classes observe the functioning of neurons or muscles
without so much as cutting open
a frog . That's because Tauck's
students use computers to simulate life processes for study.
" These days computers are
everywhere," said Tauck, assistant professor of biology. "The
more students learn about computers, the better-especially in
Silicon Valley."
Tauck used computers in his
lab work, especially during a
postdoctoral fellowshi p at
Harvard Medical School,
where he studied membrane
c urre nts in si ngle neuron s
grown in culture.
When he arrived at Santa
Clara from Boston in fall 1987,
he requested money from the
Lloyd Bolton Memorial Fund to
purchase computers and related

" Students can
repeat an
experiment
until they
learn it."

hardware and software. His request was approved .
" The computers give me a
great deal of versatility in
teaching without spending a lot
of money," he said .
Among other things, the six
computers now in the Alumni
Science building allow students
to simulate some biological
systems that would be too costly
to study directly. One program ,
for instance, models the electrical activity of neurons. Without the computers, Tauck said,
" The electronic instruments
you would need to measure similar activity in real neurons is
beyond our budget.
FALL 1988

Tauck: "The computers give me a great deal of versatility in teaching without spending a lot of money!'

"These programs also enable
students to learn a great deal in
a sho rt time . Students ca n
repeat an experiment until they
learn it." For example, Tauck
said in a laboratory experiment
a frog 's leg can be used to do
only so many procedures before
the leg is useless. But on the
computer screen, the applications are endless.
Besides the experience in
computer applications , adding
the technology ha s another
benefit: No animals have to die
in the teaching laboratory.
"The sad thing is, to study
life, sometimes you have to kill
things," Tauck said. Although
he said he respects that necessity in scientific research, he will
not sacrifice animals for teaching purposes.
Already Tauck's interest in
computers is gaining support.
One alumnus , after hearing

about Tauck's use of computers,
donated a software program .
Tauck said he hopes to add
more software-a program for
measuring the electrical activity of students' hearts, for
example- and more computers.
" It would be nice to have a
dozen computers so students
could work in smaller groups,"
he said.
Tauck 's enthusiasm , too ,
seems to be contagious. Hi s
students describe him in vibrant
term s. Matt McKinley, who
graduated in June 1988, said
Tauck's animal physiology class
" really brought together all the
things I'd learned so far. He's a
great teacher." The first day of
class Tauck asked students to
call him by his first name. " It
felt funny at first," McKinley
said, "but it made him more approachable.''
Dressed in jeans and Berken-

stock sandals, his bicycle and
cycling helmet propped against
one wall of his office, Tauck
looks more like a student himself than a cellular neurophysiolgist. He graduated Phi Beta
Kappa from Middlebury College, received his doctorate in
physiology from Duke University, and studied as a po stdoctoral fellow at Stanford and
Harvard medical schools.
His decision to teach came
early.
" Both my parents and my
sister are teachers," he
explained .
And Santa Clara is exactly
where he wants to be. He liked
the campus immediately and
said he feels at home here. But
at least one thing about his new
job did surprise him , he said.
"I had no idea it was going to
be so much fun ."
- Barbara Hyman

•
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My ]

CHINA .
Year
How, I wondered
could! have
possibly made the
decision to come
here to teach
English?

Children playing in Kashgar in Xinjiang
Province, Northwest China
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BY CATHERINE MORRISSEY '85

T

he antiquated steam engine puffed
its way steadily southward on the 250mile journey from Beijing (Peking) to
Handan (Hantan) . I sat quietly in the fourpassenger, soft-sleeper compartment
(China's first-class accommodations),
watching the countryside roll past my window. The dry, flat terrain wasn't at all what
I had envisioned from the soft hills and narrow, winding river valleys often shown in
Chinese art.
Seven hours later, with whistles sounding
and brakes screeching, the "iron horse"
shuddered to a standstill. The only word I
understood over the loudspeaker was
" Handan ," but I knew I had reached my
destination. I stepped onto the platform,
laden with overstuffed luggage. It was hot
(112 degrees), dusty, and humid. Tears
found their way down my cheeks. I felt
desperately alone and I was afraid . How,
I wondered , could I possibly have made the
decision to come here to teach English? I
couldn't read or speak Chinese. I was 6,000
miles away from my family and friends.
What was I doing here?
My story begins in Fall 1985, right after
I graduated from Santa Clara. Two of my
political science professors, Dennis Gordon
FALL 1988

Socialist Realism sculpture in front of
Chairman Mao's tomb in Beijing

and Timothy Lukes, wrote me that I was
one of three Santa Clara graduates chosen
by the department faculty to apply for a
teaching position in northern China. I had
never been to China, but I knew it from my
father 's many trips there. A mountain
climber-a heart surgeon in his spare
time- he led the first successful expedition
(1983) to climb the east face of Mount
Everest. From his stories, China was full
of mystery and adventure to me. I wanted
to see it for myself. A month later, I was
elated to learn I had been chosen by Handan
Institute to fill the position.
For the next nine months, I prepared
myself to teach English as a second
language by taking courses in education and
working as an aide in an ESL classroom.
The anticipation of living and working in
China for a whole year provided all the
motivation I needed for the task. But one
thing I had neglected to prepare for was
cultural shock.
Standing now on the platform, I wiped
away my tears , and muttered under my

breath, "I'll get you for this , Dennis
Gordon!" I was approached by two representatives of Handan's North China
Institute of Water Conservation and
Hydroelectric Power. They seemed surprised to see me. I learned later that what
I had passed off as a typographical error
really had not been: They were expecting
to meet Mister Cathy Morrissey.
Mr. Wong and Mr. Dong helped load my
baggage into a 30-year-old Soviet car for the
hour-long drive to the institute. There was
little conversation enroute, and I was
grateful for that. My chin was still quivering and I was afraid if I looked at anyone
I would start to cry. I stared out the window and tried to cope with the realization
that this barren country would be my
"home" for the next 12 months.
In Handan, my escorts proudly showed
me my living quarters. It was the type of

Brome statue in Forbidden City, Beijing

apartment usually reserved for government
officials-one bedroom with a study area,
living room , kitchen , and bathroom on the
fourth floor of a small apartment complex.
Mr. Wong pointed with pride to the
"Western-style" toilet, modern refrigerator,
and color television. The toilet, I would
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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later discover, was for looks only; I had to
flush it with a bucket of water.
I knew I had been given the very best of
what was available and I thanked them profusely. After they left I began to unpack and
tried to settle in . I was completely out of
sync with my new world and nearly exhausted. The next few days, I tried to recover from jet lag, compounded by a severe
bout of homesickness and a full-fledged
case of apprehension . During that time, I
saw no one, although food was left on my
table-vegetables and rice-presumably
while I was asleep.

Handan is considered a middle city
because of its size and its industry. Before
I got there, I had been told it was a city of
10,000 people. But I knew when I arrived
that figure was totally inaccurate. In fact,
it has a population of 1.8 million-a small
miscalculation. Its major industries include
such varied items as steel and porcelain
production and embroidery, as well as coal
mining and a large chemical plant. In spite
of its size, the city has no sewage treatment
plant or water processing facilities.
A week before my classes started, Mr.
Wong, who was the head of the English
Department , gave me my work assignments. He said I would teach four groups
of students: two freshman classes, one
postgraduate section, and one class of

Woman selling cabbage in
Yangshon (far left); grain
baskets for sale in Dali (above);
shop in Northwest China on
edge of Taklamaken Desert,
Kashgar (left); Making the
delicacy, Baozhi, with sugar
and black beans, in Yangshon
(below left); Traveling through
Handan by donkey cart after
the wheat harvest (below).

I soon became bored with the green walls
of my apartment and decided to investigate
my new surroundings. Using sign language,
I borrowed a bicycle from my neighbors.
Riding around the city gave me the sense
of freedom and independence I needed.
(Later the officials gave me my own
bicycle-bright blue, with a hard seat and
habitually flat tires.) People were so surprised to see me riding my bike that I frequently caused minor collisions. Handan
had only been open to non-Chinese for a
year, and I was the first foreigner permitted to live there permanently since before
the Cultural Revolution . But the Handanites
were never angry or cross with me. After
such an entanglement they would usually
laugh, and I laughed along with them .
I learned also to beware of the women
streetsweepers, who wore surgical-like
masks. They swept the roads with 20-foot
bamboo brooms and paid absolutely no attention to anyone riding by. Other road
hazards I learned to watch for were donkey
carts overflowing with hay, hand carts, and
three-wheel bicycles carrying vegetables
to market.
14
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English teachers. He explained that I had
a choice of what material I would use for
the teachers' class. But an hour later, he
handed me the only book available in multiple copies. I was to use Peter Trudgill 's,
Sociolinguistics: An Introduction to Language and Society. I tried to explain to Mr.
Wong that I hadn't studied linguistics or

sociology and therefore didn't feel qualified
to teach the material. That admission was
a real mistake: I struggled with its repercussions for the whole semester. So much
for free choice.
The first day of class, I was extremely
nervous. I walked along the dark , unlit
hallway to my 8 a .m. class. The halls were
damp from an early morning mopping, and
the dust still hung in the air. I had been told
there would be about 10 postgraduate
students in the class. When I entered the
room , there must have been 50 people. At
FALL 1988

first I thought I was in the wrong room, so
I casually walked out and checked the
number a second time. I concluded it must
be the right room; besides, there was no one
there to question.
I began the first lesson as planned . The
class lasted two hours, and for the first
hour, I told the students about myself and
what I had scheduled for the semester. I
spoke very slowly and tried to articulate my
words. Whenever a difficult word arose, I
wrote it on the chalkboard.
In the second hour, I tried to locate my
students by asking their names. Most of
them did not understand my question and
the ones that did were so nervous their lips
quivered and beads of perspiration formed
above their lips. At first I was comforted to
know that at least I was not alone in my nervousness. But later I wondered how I could
possibly teach English to students with so
little comprehension of the language.
My other three classes began similarly :
I was a nervous wreck, and the students
were scared to death of me, the foreigner.
The class for the English teachers was the
easiest for me, because they had a better
command of the language.
After a month of "sociolinguistics" six
hours a week, I began supplementing the
material with exercises in listening and
speaking skills. I also typed work sheets
with topics for discussion and raised ques-

Layered in padded cotton clothing for winter
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Handan had only
been open to non-Chinese
for a year, and I was the first
foreigner to live there since
before the Cultural Revolution.

tions concerning problems in Chinese and
U.S. society. I often asked the teachers for
their opinions and discovered that once a
leader in the department had given his opinion, very few would contradict that view.
Slowly I learned that some subjectspolitics, for instance-are too sensitive to
discuss in class. I also learned not to refute
anything students said in front of their peers
because of the danger of their "losing face."
It made for some touchy situations at times.
Another problem was the shower at my
apartment, although it eventually led to a
breakthrough in relationships for me. Attached to the far wall of the shower was a
steel box with a spigot and a cord to plug
into an electrical outlet. That was my "hot"
water outlet. It looked dangerous to me so
I avoided it as long as I could. While the
weather was warm , I took cold showers.
But as winter approached, that was far from
appealing. I attempted to use the hot shower
and was shocked so badly, I never tried
again . Because everyone at the school was
trying so hard to please me, I decided not
to mention the shower problem. Instead , I
heated two kettles of water and poured the
water over my body. This was a tedious
undertaking and quickly lessened my desire
for daily bathing.
One day I noticed some of my students
fingering little white tickets and was told
they were for the showers. Each ticket cost
a few pennies. I found where the showers
were located on campus and what the hours
were. I also asked what was the best time
of day, with the least number of people. In

high school I was modest about taking
group showers after gym classes, and so I
was really apprehensive about going to a
public bath . I convinced myself, however,
that no one would notice me. Once inside
the area designated for women, I peeled off
four layers of clothing and entered the
shower room, weaving through the mist and
a multitude of bodies. This was the "quiet"
time? I thought. There were three separate
shower areas with eight showers in each
area and about 25 women waiting for their
turn under the warm, running water. On the
floor nearby, little children sat and played
in large basins filled with water.
When I reached one of the pipes coming
out of the wall , the women began chattering to one another and moved away from
the shower head. I understood enough
Chinese to know they were talking about
my white skin and other differences in my
anatomy. Soon women from other sections
came over to look at me. So much for not
being noticed . Finally, Wong Ai Yi, an
older woman who helped me prepare meals
and was teaching me Chinese cooking, saw
me and came over to say hello. She spoke
no English but because of her and my desire
to learn Chinese, I was picking up some of
the language. She asked me ifl wanted my
back washed . I would never pass up that
offer-even with an audience. With a rag
she nearly scrubbed off the top layer of
my skin.
After that episode, however, people
became more friendly. Although I was still
wai-guo-ren (the foreigner) I didn't hear
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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that as much as I had before. Instead I was
called laoshi, which means teacher. I
visited the showers once a week after that,
and it became a highlight of my social life.
I think my being there made them realize
that at least biologically I wasn't too different from them .
Weekends I often went to the movies, one
of the most popular forms of Sunday entertainment, with some of my postgraduate
students. It was a very distracting experience. People continued to talk throughout
the show, and children ran up and down the
aisles. But afterward, we would sometimes
prepare a Sunday meal together at my
apartment. The Sunday meal was the most
elaborate of the week, withjiaozi (Chinese
dumplings) often the main course. It took
me months to learn how to mix the filling

Gao ri Xiao helped Cathy to speak Chinese and to make Jiaozhi

Cathy's freshman students in the spring

and fold it into the shells. Preparing meals
was another social time for me because we
talked informally about ourselves and our
thoughts . I learned and shared much during those times.
Teaching had its own trials, but it became
easier as I was able to speak and to interact
with my students in English. It was a secure
environment with me in control. Outside
the classroom, surrounded by Chinesespeaking people, however, I was forced to
communicate in their language. Each evening I memorized words and phrases in the
Chinese-English dictionary I had brought
with me. To practice, I would hop on my
bike and visit the nearest government-run
department store or marketplace. At the
markets, walking my bike, I would ask the
farmers what they were selling. They would
look at me as if I were crazy and point to
their goods. Then I would explain that I was
trying to learn Chinese and they would
become very helpful , telling me the names
of the fruits and vegetables.
Although I started out on these trips
16
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On Christmas Day a group of students surprised Cathy at her apartment, arriving
with a bag of presents and Santa Claus, the latter dressed in a blue Mao jacket

alone, I usually attracted an entourageonce I counted 75-who followed me to
listen and laugh at my poor attempts to
speak their language. After I spoke my
well-rehearsed lines to the seller, there
would be roars of laughter behind me.
Some of them would pat me on my arms
and tell me I was doing a good job. The
women would squeeze different parts of my
anatomy and tell me how "fat" I was. I
don't consider myself fat at all , and so at
first I was offended. But to be called "fat"
in China is a great compliment. I learned
to say thank you .
People on the street were always curious
about me. They usually asked my nationality, my reason for being in Handan, and then
my age. Once they knew I was 25, they
wanted to know ifl was married. When I
said I was not , the older women would

shake their head s. Inevitably someone
would ask if there was something wrong
with me-if I had an ailment or a special
problem . They could not believe that I
chose not to be married. These encounters
soon convinced them that I was too young
to be so far from my family and that I
should go home and look for a husband.
In another area of Handan I frequented ,
people sold their wares on unpaved streets.
A young man seated beneath a tree had a
pile of stuffed grey animals in front of him.
I moved closer for a better look and realized that the animals were actually stuffed
rats-proof that he had the best mousetrap
in town. Another man sat on a plastic tarp
with a mound of brown shavings in front
of him. I couldn't figure out what it was.
Using my scanty Chinese and hand gestures, I asked him to explain . He grabbed
FALL 1988

my foot and started to peel the callus from
my heal .
There are a number of areas within the
city that are closed to non-Chinese. I was
never told which ones were illegal, so by
the time I left Handan, I had unknowingly
visited most of them . One such place was
a small Christian church outside the city.
I had been invited to the church by a
Handan Christian, who accompanied me.
It was a 25-minute bicycle ride from
Handan , and by the time we got there, it
was growing dark . The congregation was
not used to foreigners , and I began to feel
quite uncomfortable, to the point that I
finally left early and returned home. I
learned later that if I had explained on my
application that I was a religious person , it
would have been all right for me to attend.
But because I hadn't mentioned it, they
were suspicious of my intentions. I didn't
go back to that church during the rest of
my stay.
After several months, I was beginning to
feel at home in Handan and things at school
seemed to be going well. Then in November, the officials put a new regulation into
effect , which stopped all visitation of
students and other friends to my apartment.
I was not told about the new "rule," but
after a week of silence, I knew something
had changed. I decided to talk to the president of the institute about the situation. I
told him I wanted, and needed , friends
because I was very lonely. He replied that
he would find a friend for me. I told him
that if he chose my friends, I should be able
to choose his friends. He was a kind man

eyes: There was barely enough room for me
to squeeze into the connecting platform between two cars, and no room at all in the
smoke-filled , hard-seat compartment, the
lowest class in train travel. Not only was the
train crowded beyond belief, it was also one
of the slow trains, stopping at every station.
After traveling for 10 hours, we finally arrived in Beijing. It was one of the longest
nights of my life. I got off the train and
followed the river of weary travelers into
Beijing. There were people as far as I could
see; the mass of humanity was incredibly
humbling. I thought about my reason for
being in the city and my complaint
seemed trivial.
But the matter was settled easily in
Beijing, and I was reassured that it was legal
for students to visit me in my quarters and
was told that the institute would be so
notified. After my return , my friends
gradually started to stop by my apartment,
but they were always a bit tense, unless they
came in groups.
When the first semester ended, I went on
a six-week tour of southwestern China ,
traveling by train (hard-seat class) most of

I always felt
safe and never
once observed
or heard of
any crime.
and had helped me in a number of ways, but
my point this time was not well received .
He was too busy to deal with the lonely
American teacher. Next I went to the people
in charge of foreign affairs, but they could
do nothing to help me.
I knew I could settle the matter quickly
in Beijing. So I bought a ticket for the 10
p.m . train. It arrived two hours late. I
stepped aboard and couldn't believe my
FALL 1988

the time. I was never afraid to travel or to
be alone at any time in China. I always felt
safe and never once observed or heard of
any crime. The people in the southern
region , however, seemed more relaxed to
me : They appeared friendlier, and I didn't
see as many police or soldiers in the street
as in Handan . Stores and restaurants stayed
open later at night, and there was more interaction between the Chinese and foreign
visitors. It was quite a change from the
more rigid posture of people in the North.
The farther west I ventured, the more
dramatically the terrain changed. While in
Kunming, I heard of a small city, Dali ,
nestled among snow-capped hills on the
shore of a large lake. That appealed to me
so I bought a bus ticket for the 19-hour trip.
A large wall enclosed the city, with lookout
posts near the gates. Inside, cobbled streets
wound in and around homes and shops. The
Bai people of this region , one of China's
50-plus ethnic groups, wear traditional
dress, which is bright and colorful . I spent
a marvelous week there, visiting the large
marketplaces , walking in the hills, and
watching the men fish with cormorants. It
was spectacular.
However, I found myself missing
Handan , my students, and my friends . I
realized that Handan had become home to
me. I was ready to return. I also realized
I would never be completely accepted by
most of the people in Handan, but I was not
going to worry about that. Instead , I decided to concentrate on my work and to
spend more time with my closer friends .
In the second semester, things went well
and I had good rapport with my students.
But through the grapevine, I learned that
some of the leaders still questioned my

Bai woman in Dali embroidering baby carriers

A meadow in Taxkurgan
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competency. I also discovered this questioning was based entirely on my remarks that
first day of class, when I said I was unqualified to teach sociolingui sti cs. I
wondered how I could once and for all put
the subject to rest . I came up with a plan.
I decided to start my own class, on my own
time, using my own material- an open
class-for any students in the institute interested in English and life in America. I
didn't tell the leaders about it because I
thought that if it were a success, they'd surely hear about it.
My first open class had 20 students, but
by the end of the month 50 students were
coming each Wednesday night. Later, more
than 100 attended weekly. I designed the
class to include lots of student participation.
I taught them songs. Because many of them
wanted to learn the U.S. national anthem ,
I taught them the words. After practicing
it several times, they taught me the words
to the Chinese anthem and also a love song.
Each class was exciting because we were
learning so much about each other's culture
and traditions.
Because of the great interest , I also
organized an English Club. At the end of
the year, we had a speech contest. Most of
the students
had barely been
able to
,,,,,,,.,.....""'
answer simple
at the be-
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ginning of the year. I was very proud of
them . Once the leaders heard about the success of the open class, they concluded I was
worki ng ha rd to improve the students'
knowledge of English, and the matter of my
competency was never again raised.
The second semester passed quickly, and
suddenly it was time to return to America.
For the three days before my departure, I
was never alone. Students, teachers, and
friends came to say good-bye. We had par-

athy Morrissey '85 is bas ica II y s hy, says po liti ca l
science professo r Dennis Gordon,
who taught her at SCU. " But
she is the kind of student who
puts learning above all else.
So if it is something she
really wants to do, she
will take the calcul ated
ri sk and do whateve r
it takes, even though
it may be di fficult
fo r her perso nall y."
'•
It was that
spirit, Go rdon
says, that took
Cathy to China.
" If I were to
tell her I thought
she was brave
for doing that,
she would
laugh at me
and tell me she
was scared to
death . And yet,
in her own gentl e
way she gets the
maximum from
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Map tracing Cathy's travels
during her China year

ties , played games, and prepared meals
together. The morning I left Handan , 20 of
my friends rode their bikes to the train station to see me off. Most of us were in tears.
I hear frequently from some of the people I met. The most rewarding news was to
hear recently that 10 of 12 students whom
I taught passed the country-wide English
exam. Since my return to California, the institute has asked me to return to Handan to
teach again. One day, I probably will.

every experie nce."
Gordon fi rst observed that quality in he r wh e n he led a Peace
Co rp s-ty pe p roj ec t fo r a doze n
SC U students to Jamaica in summer 1984. " I th ink she took away
as mu ch as anyone did from that
trip. She made the most fr ie nds
among the Jamaica ns. She would
j ust ease into a situation and quietly win their trust. I'm sure the same
thing happened in China."
Bo rn in Sy racuse, NY. , Cathy
li ved in Misso uri and East Afri ca
(the latter when her parents were in
the Peace Corps), before her family
settled in Stockton when she was in
the ft fth grade. Stockton is where
her fath er, a heart surgeon, li ves
today. He r moth e r, a reg iste red
nurse and masseu se , li ves in
Eugene, Ore.
Afte r attending a Stockton co mmunity college and the Uni versity
of Southern Cali fo rnia fo r a year,
Cathy transferred to Santa Clara fo r
her final three years. She thri ved at
Santa Clara. " It was the right e nvironment for her," Gordon says.

•

She profited from the patented close
relati onship between professor and
student th at Santa Clara is know n
fo r, claiming recently she had "only
one mediocre professo r the whole
time, and he's gone now."
Currently Cathy is a g rad uate
stu de nt in the Spanish bili ngual
c redenti al prog ram at UC-Davis.
After she fi nishes next Ju ne, her
long-range plan is to teach for a
coupl e of yea rs and then return to
school to get a maste r's in agricultu ral development. Eventually
she would like to work in that field
a t th e g ra ss ro o ts in Ce nt ra l
America.
During a brie f res pite fr o m
school late last Au gust , she and
c limbing partne r/ frie nd Tom
Hayes , a UOP g radu ate she met
when she was in college, scaled Mt.
Clark in Yosemite National Park.
" It was a tough climb. We ran into
snow and ha il at the top, but we
made it," Cathy says.
You get the feelin g that Cathy,
rega rdl ess of her goal, will always
make it to the top.-Peg Major

•
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Sometimes
it pays to

Let
Your Kid
Run Wild
BY KEVIN KELLY

H

e doesn't speak Japanese, and he hates
sus hi . But R. Michael Franz '75
(MBA '76) didn't seem to be out of place
at Murata Machinery Ltd.'s last yearend
party in Kyoto, where he gulped sake and
arm-wrestled with line workers. As employees from Murata headquarters pressed
around and thanked him for the profits his
U.S. subsidiary had just generated, Franz
recalls, "I felt total appreciation. I felt like
I was Japanese."
The 34-year-old executive has one of the
more remarkable relationships ever forged
between Japanese and American businessmen. Although his Dallas-based Murata
Business Systems is a subsidiary of the
Japanese machinery maker, Franz controls
all marketing of Murata facsimile machines
outside of Asia. His management team is
totally American, and the parent company
hasn't assigned anyone from Kyoto to look
over his shoulder. Very few Japanese companies have granted such independence to
their foreign operations. Says Dataquest
Inc. analyst Julie Weiss: " For a Japanese
subsidiary to be in control is extraordinary."
So are the results. After five years in
FALL 1988

Franz and Murata on Maui: A remarkable relationship

Franz told Murata he'd need
$5 million in seed money, equity
in the subsidiary, freedom,
and three years. He got
everything he asked for.

business, MBS earned some $12 million in
the fiscal year ended May 31, Franz says,
as it doubled its sales to $120 million and
accounted for 13 percent of the parent's
$900 million in revenues. In the current
fiscal year, Franz predicts, MBS will more
than double its sales, to $250 million, by
shipping 180,000 machines. That would
give it 18 percent of the market in unit terms
and make it No. 3 behind Sharp Inc. and
Canon Corp. Franz is also building
business in Europe, which accounts for 35
percent of MBS's revenues, and in Latin
America. The parent company manufactured 12 percent of the fax machines

produced in Japan last year as its own
output soared by 170 percent in unit terms .
Franz's new growth engine is an $890 fax
aimed at the booming home-office market.
Available at Sears and other chain stores,
the machine has already generated more
than 100,000 orders. Although a bare-bones
model-there's no document feeder, for
example-its price, the lowest in the industry, keeps customers coming. " It could
be the highest-selling machine in the industry this year," says Casey Dworkin, an
analyst at Personal Business Technology, a
market research firm in Boston .
Buoyed by his success, Franz is predictSANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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ing that " we'll be a billion-dollar company
in five years." Boast or not, rivals are taking the upstart seriously. "Murata is coming on strong," says Joseph Cosgrove, a
product marketing manager at Sharp.
" They're a big threat to us." Already, the
market leader has reduced the price of its
low-end machine to compete with Murata's.
Not bad for a venture that began as a
marriage of convenience. A small latecomer to the fax business, Murata first
distributed its machines in the U.S. through
Burroughs Corp. for sale under non-Murata
labels. When the Japanese company de-

profits. Franz, meanwhile, has become a
rich young man .
What's more, far from asserting control,
Murata has given Franz so much latitude
that last year, when he decided to start selling through U.S. mass merchandisers, he
went ahead without asking Kyoto's assent.
This year sales through such stores will
account for half of MBS 's revenues. " He
knows better than the head office does,"
says Murata. "I leave it all up to him." By
contrast, Sharp, Canon, and Ricoh all keep
tight reins on their U.S. subsidiaries. For
example, in 1986 Sharp insisted that its U.S.

"I had to help them
understand the idea
of a fast-track kid,
but they trust me now."
- Michael Franz

A football scholarship brought Franz to SCU

cided to branch out in 1982, it hired Franz,
then marketing manager of Burroughs' fax
division, to open a three-person office in
Dallas. Although only 29 at the time, Franz
had caught President Junichi Murata's eye
as an ace negotiator. "He was very intense,"
says Murata, who is 53. "Of the managers
at the Burroughs division whom I'd met, I
felt he'd been the most successful." For
Franz, it was an opportunity to build a
presence "in a wide-open industry that I
knew an awful lot about."
Within months, Burroughs pulled out of
the then-tiny fax business. Without his main
outlet, Franz needed a new business plan.
To make family-owned Murata a force in
the U.S. fax market against such big-league
competitors as Sharp and Canon, he decided, meant establishing the brand as fast
as possible. To do that, he told President
Murata he'd need $5 million in seed money,
equity in the subsidiary, freedom, and three
years. He got everything he asked for.
Today, with the $5 million long since
repaid , MBS is increasingly important to
Murata Machinery's overall growth and
bottom line. This year it could bring in
more than 20 percent of the parent's sales
and almost 20 percent of its operating
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unit sell a model designed to send 4-inch
by 5-inch memos. "The U.S. wasn't ready
for it, so it flopped," says analyst Dworkin.
In addition to emphasizing low prices,
MBS has built a solid reputation among
retailers, even while growing at a rate that
might swamp other companies. Says
Miami-based fax distributor Abe
Ostrovsky: "We've been selling them for
three years and only had [shipment] delays
twice." MBS's midrange models are also
drawing high praise.
Sir Speedy Inc., a U.S. chain of photocopy stores, bought 750 of Murata's F-30
machines for $1 million because, says Chief
Executive Donald F. Lowe, they're "simple
to operate."
Besides the marketing autonomy, MBS
exerts growing influence on engineers back
at Kyoto headquarters. No product development for the U.S. market goes ahead without MBS's approval. After Franz put his
foot down, Murata added a laser printer
interface for its fax machines, something
competitors had already done. As the yen
grew stronger, Franz fought so hard to keep
a lid on prices that President Murata had
to intercede between the American and the
62-year-old chief of the fax division in
Kyoto. "Japanese fall into line with company policy," says Murata. " Sometimes
Franz rejects our recommendations." Even
so, Franz attends Murata Machinery 's

quarterly board meetings, and the president
even suggests that Franz may one day
become a member.
Murata could yet stumble. Having staked
out the low-price market, it remains vulnerable to its giant competitors and their
economies of scale. It's considering opening a factory in the U.S. or Mexico, an
option that would expand Franz's role in
the company.
Success hinges on the teamwork between
the American innovator and his Japanese
boss and on their ability to bridge cultural
differences. Murata, who attended Babson
college in Boston , admits it's not easy.
" Both sides have to put up with a lot," he
says. The American inclination to argue has
been especially hard for Murata Machinery
management to swallow. Says Franz: "I had
to help them understand the idea of a fasttrack kid, but they trust me now."
In early August, MBS feted its top
salespeople and their spouses with a fourday, all-expenses-paid vacation on Maui. At
the parent company, Murata notes, such
gatherings last one day, and spouses stay
home. But true to the spirit of this venture,
Murata went to Maui, played golf, and captained a sailing team. He even brought
along his wife.

•

Reprinted from the August 29, 1988 issue of
Business Week by special pennission. ©1988 by
McGraw-Hill, Inc. By Kevin Kelly in Dallas,
with Ted Holden in Kyoto, and bureau reports.

The SCU Connection
Michael Franz '75 (MBA '76) came to Santa
Clara, he says, because of a football scholarship and the easy charm of then-coach Pat
Malley. "Pat Malley recruited me out of
Leigh High School [in San Jose], but I
thought I knew better and went to Washington-a mistake for me," Franz recalls. He
transferred to SCU as a sophomore running
back, but he was plagued by ligament injuries
that cut deeply into his playing time. "It has
left me with the feeling that SCU and Pat
Malley gave me more than they got. Some
day I hope to do something about that." Franz
makes his home today in Dallas with his
wife, Wendy, and three sons, Robbie, 10,
Jamie, 5, and David, 2.
Kevin Kelly '83 graduated in political
science from SCU. He said doing the story
on Franz gave them an opportunity for "a
rather odd but delightful alumni reunion ."
Kelly was with Business »i?ek in Los Angeles
as an editorial assistant before being named
a Business Week correspondent in January
1988 in Dallas.

•
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The
Rewak
lears
(1977-1988)
H o w they cha nged Santa Clara
God has a habit
of responding by dragging
me over the farthest star
when all I
want is a
peanut butter
sandwich
Without the
jelly.

- W. J. Rewak , S.J., December 1984

BY JEANNE HUBER
ill Rewak's goal became clear soon
after he was sworn in as University
president on January 12, 1977 - the 200th
anniversary of the founding of Mission
Santa Clara.
Santa Clara, he let it be known , would
be the preeminent Catholic university in the
West. And it would become so not by copying other institutions, but by excelling at
what it is: the only Jesuit University in the
heart of the Santa Clara Valley.
Never mind that it was a decade of
drought for higher education-years when
the post-World War II baby boom was playing itself out and small colleges across the
country were struggling to keep buildings
full , faculties employed, and standards
high .
And never mind that Santa Clara was on
a par with several other Catholic colleges
in the West and dwarfed by neighboring
universities with some of the fattest
research budgets in the world .
Rewak set out to establish SCU as a
university with a difference-a center of
higher education built on a sound ethical

B
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': .. It was partly his
challenge to see that
Santa Clara still retained
and gave some attention
to its unique features,

foundation, connected to Jesuit teachings,
the community, liberal education , and the
future.
Some of Rewak's critics-and they are
inevitable when one is in a position of
power-say that he merely reaped the
harvest of changes started by his
predecessors and the innovations of those
who served under him.
- .......-...~"""...,.;'.'t
Nevertheless in 1981, during his tenure,
the University adopted a core curriculum
that requires all students to take courses in
ethics, literature, Western culture, art ,
history, science, mathematics, and a foreign
language during their freshman and
sophomore years. In addition, the University retained its requirement of three
-Jerry McKevitt , S.J.
religious studies courses during the four
years. U.S. Secretary of Education William
Bennett praised the curriculum as a national
Catholic university, and certainly a unimodel. And the combination of "high-tech
versity that is much more nationally known
internships with classical Jesuit education"
for academic excellence," said Joseph
was one reason US. News & World Report,
Subbiondo, dean of the College of Arts and
in fall 1987, rated SCU second overall and
Sciences for eight years and a faculty
first in humanities among 137 universities
member for 19.
in its class.
"And we've done that by maintaining and
Although the core curriculum was one of
stressing . . . quality undergraduate educathe great innovations of the Rewak era, he
tion ."
neither claims nor necessarily gets credit
Rewak was 42 when SCU's Board of
for it. The program was developed over
Trustees chose him as the 26th president of
the University ; he was the first president
selected by the board rather than by the
Jesuit superior general in Rome.
Tuition
TUITION EXPENSE
He took office nearly 20 years after Santa
D Tuition Adjusted
1977-1988
for Inflation
Clara had taken strides to become less provincial. That began near the end of Father
Herman J. Hauck, S.J's, term as president
(In thousands of dollars)
-9000
in 1958. The changes to become more
($8,784)
secular and professional accelerated under
Fathers Patrick A. Donohoe, S.J. , and
Thomas D. Terry, S.J. SCU admitted
-6000
women and added so many faculty, departments, and buildings that the early campus,
as generations of Santa Clarans had known
it, was gone forever.
- 3000
"So Rewak comes along and all that
change continued," said Jerry McKevitt, a
Jesuit and campus historian . "But it was
partly his challenge to see that Santa Clara
-0
still retained and gave some attention to its
77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88
unique features, its Jesuit and Catholic
Source: Vice President for Business and Finance
character."
Jesuit universities had legally separated
from the order in 1968, and the move
several years by a committee headed by
prompted a great deal of soul-searching.
Father Paul Locatelli, S.J., who served as
When Rewak took office, SCU was still
Rewak's academic vice president for eight
wrestling with the implications of that
years and who succeeded him as president
separation.
in August.
Rewak invested countless hours in ar" We really became a national university,
ticulating how the University would remain
in the sense that we moved dramatically
Jesuit. He considered the task one of his
during the Rewak years from being a good
most crucial duties.
Jesuit university to being a major Jesuit and

its Jesuit and
Catholic character."
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Rewak as he began presidency in 1977

" We're a Jesuit University with roots in
the 16th century; we're the oldest university in the state of California," he wrote in
a "vision statement" in 1987.
"But we live in Silicon Valley, the most
futuristic area in the world . .. the research
and biotechnology in artificial intelligence,
in defense-all of it is overwhelming and
all of it is present on our doorstep . It
represents an enormous opportunity, for we
can be partners in this activity for the wellbeing of our future."
Santa Clara's special role, he wrote ,
should be to "bring to these issues a cast
of mind that may not be available elsewhere: We can bring an ethical viewpoint,
we can ground our technological advances

Shapell Lounge in Benson Center, built in 1986

in a curriculum which, because of our
Jesuit emphasis on the liberal arts, situates
them in a humanistic context."
A teacher at heart, Rewak encouraged excellence among the faculty by initiating
annual Faculty Recognition Awards, which
carried a $1,000 grant to each honoree.
Although his presidency left him little free
time, Rewak continued to teach a Monday
night poetry class he designed for engineering and science majors.
Academic programs or departments
added during Rewak's term include majors
FALL 1988

in communications and classics, a women's
studies program, an international business
program, a retail management institute, a
center for applied ethics, and a graduate
program in religious education. The socalled Santa Clara Plan with its classless
Wednesdays was abandoned; classes are
now scheduled five days a week.
Most of these changes developed from
the ground up, Rewak said, citing women's
studies. "About a year after I became president, there was great concern about women
on campus, as there was across society. So
we developed a program. I thought it was
very important. I pushed it. It became a
success." But he didn't claim credit for it.
The series of University-wide institutes
on such topics as war, poverty, technology,
and the family, however, was Rewak's idea.
And he is proud of how the institutes turned
out.
Usually held during winter quarter, each
institute included classes and special programs involving the campus and the community. The programs were "symbolic of
the cohesiveness education should have,"
Rewak said. "They were our attempt to
relate the disciplines to one another, for
both students and faculty. It's amazing how
the faculty really responded to that."
The institutes also were symbolic of
another of Rewak's personal goals-to
involve the University in the community.
Soon after he became president, SCU
and the city of Santa Clara set up a liaison
committee, and a University representative
began to attend City Council meetings. The
University sponsored workshops on ethics
for local government officials. Rewak wrote

The new Thomas J. Bannan Engineering Building in remodeled Sullivan Engineering Center

million over the next four years. Under
Rewak 's leadership, the University
strengthened its financial footing with this
largest and most successful drive ever by a
Catholic college in the West and attracted
some of the brightest high school graduates
in the land in greater numbers than ever.
The money helped build SCU's endowment from $11 million to nearly $80 million
and helped with operating expenses, which
rose from $25 million to $72 million during Rewak's term .
Under Rewak, the physical appearance of
the campus was transformed by the addition of the Bannan Engineering Building,

a remodeled chemistry building, a greatly
expanded Benson Student Center, an expanded Heafey Law Library, and a restored
and remodeled Adobe Lodge faculty club.
The biggest change, however, is the rerouting of The Alameda. Two presidents
before Rewak had tried to move the road,
but got nowhere. Rewak made it happen
after a young sociology professor was killed
on the busy state highway that bisects the
campus.
"This is the first time in this kind of project that the state, a city, and a private institution got together," Rewak said. "We
said to ourselves that it's got to be done. We

D Total Applied
llJl Total Accepted
Total Enrolled
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1970-1988
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Restored and remodeled Adobe Lodge (1982)

an article for the San Jose Mercury News
on the need for regional cooperation among
cities in Santa Clara Valley. Largely through
his efforts, Stanford and San Jose State
universities joined SCU in sponsoring an
ongoing conference that began in 1986 on
regional solutions to problems of growth.
The ties to the community paid off when
SCU launched its $50 million Campaign
for Santa Clara in 1981, which raised $55
FALL 1988
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had to pull out all the stops to get this
through ."
"All the stops" included significant
political work, plus $4 million in cash and
some land from the University.
The project includes the construction of
a 15-acre industrial park that eventually will
bring the University more than $400,000 a
year, said Ralph H. Beaudoin, vice president for business and finance.
It also includes a new $2 million entrance
and road to the University and $2 million
to turn the old Alameda into a pedestrian
mall . Critics among the faculty question
whether such features will serve any educational purpose, but Rewak said they were
important to the "physical healing" that will
make the campus whole.
" We are affected by our surroundings,"
he wrote last year when outlining the
University's goals for the next five to 10
years. " We take impressions from the
buildings we work in, teach in, go to class
in. If the campus is a noisy, smog-ridden,
automobile-packed, run-down version of
Tortilla Flat, we're going to be affected by
that.
" It may not hinder our search for truth;
our students will not necessarily be worse
mathematicians ... But an objectionable
environment communicates a message: It
means that a university does not consider
important the opportunity to do something
it should do, to provide a place where
architecture and environment
contribute to learning."
John Privett, S.J. , new
rector of the Jesuit community, won some chuckles
on campus by poking fun
at Rewak's seeming obsession with making sure
all University
buildings
and fittings
(even
the gar-
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Reroute
Proposed Entrance Road
Proposed Mall
Future Building
New Site for Buck Shaw Stadium

When the Alameda Reroute is complete, which could be as early as Summer 1989, Santa Clara
will have a unified campus. Existing buildings are shown in color.

bage cans) were painted " Mission colors."
Under Rewak, Privett said, the University
theme song had become "Oh tanand-brown."
And historian McKevitt said a
new verb has emerged on campus : "to Rewak" -to paint brown
or tan .
But if the push for a uniform campus appearance was a hallmark
of the Rewak era, the goal
was quite the opposite in
another key indicator
of campus quality :
admissions.
Daniel Saracino,
whom Rewak recruited from the
University of
Notre Dame in
1977 to be admissions director,
said he had "no
desire to be at a
a school that was
just regional , or at
a school that was lily
white, especially
in a state

--

that by the turn of the century will be more
than 50 percent minority."
When Saracino arrived, among his first
tasks was drafting a memo listing goals and
asking Rewak whether he agreed with
them.
"It's a great school," Saracino recalls telling Rewak, " but it seems so provincial. So
let's work on getting diversified ."
In 1978, SCU received about 2,000 applications for 875 openings in the freshman
class. In 1988, 3,450 applied for the same
number of openings. Or at least that's what
everyone thought-until 975 applicants
decided SCU's admission offer was one
they couldn't refuse. "It's the largest class
so far," Saracino said, "and we won't want
to do that again."
This year's freshmen have an average
SAT score of 1,102, compared to 1,040 for
those who started in 1970. But the most
dramatic change is in their diversity.
When Rewak became president, 82 percent of the freshmen were from California;
now 58 percent are. They represent not 20
but 36 states. And where 12 percent of the
freshmen used to be minority, now 26 percent are.
Saracino is quick to note, however, that
FALL 1988

"Santa Clara began
to grow in the early 1960s,
and the momentum has
not faltered." -William Rewak, S.J.
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the University still has far to go in
recruiting Hispanic and black applicants.
Nearly the entire growth in minority enrollment has been in the University's Asian
population, an embarrassing fact in an area
with a huge Catholic-Hispanic population.
The push to diversify and raise standards
has disappointed some alumni whose sons
or daughters didn't make it.
Saracino said, though , that for the past
ten years, about 30 percent of entering
freshmen have had alumni ties.
"We're juggling balls-trying to increase
the quality, the diversity," he said.
"Twenty years ago we were a nice,
regional Catholic school-the challenge
has always been to be a school that's
Catholic with a capital "C" and a University with a capital "U."
Ironically, Rewak has noticed that alumni
who criticize the University for failing to
admit a friend or relative often praise SCU
for the strides it has taken, the national
attention it gets.

" Santa Clara began to grow in the early
1960s, and the momentum has not
faltered ," he said. "The student body has
gotten better, the faculty is better, the
physical plant is better....
"Alumni are very proud of the fact that
it's become one of the leading institutions
on the West Coast-and definitely the
leading Catholic institution in the West."

•

Jeanne Huber '72 plies her craft today as a Mercury News bureau chief

J

eanne Huber was bent on a
career in journalism by the
time she graduated from Santa
Clara in 1W2. She was a staff writer
and an editor for The Santa Clara
(student paper) during her undergraduate years; there were those
who thought she should have been
its first woman editor-in-chief. But
that distinction was not claimed by
a woman until nearly ten years later
(Roberta Furgher, 1981).
When she graduated, Huber
went to work for the Sebastopol
Times, one of a two-member staff.
Bei ng a woman reporter in the
1970s meant writing for the society
section, and Jean covered the territory well, including a feature
story on the Redwood Empire's first
Dairy Goat Queen . It was an experience that taught her about goats
and Jed to her purchase of one.
A year later, through an ad in
F,ditor & Publisher, she was hired
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Huber: Heads 13-member staff

sight unseen by a new daily paper
in Presque Isle, Maine, 145 miles
north of Bangor. This position was
fol1owed by a four-year stint on a
popular, influential weekly in
Caribou , Maine. "It was a big

paper in terms of its impact. Some
legislation was even changed
because of a story I did . I interviewed many people of power in
Maine," she said.
Happy in Caribou, she moved into a log house outside of town,
which she wired for electricity. " I
learned about house remodeling ; I
was fascinated with learning how to
do things. I raised some goats and
got elected to the planning commission," she recalls. " It was a good
period for me. I had a lot of fun."
One Christmas.holiday, however,
the cruel winters finally took their
tol1 . She headed home to California
and went to work on the Telegram
Tribune in San Luis Obispo. A
reporter for three years, she put in
another three as city editor and a
brief period as assistant managing
editor.
In 1982 she went to work for the
San Jose Mercury News as a copy

editor. After a round of promotions
that included assistant bureau chief,
night city editor, and assistant city
editor, today she is Peninsula
bureau chief, covering the area between San Francisco and San Jose
and heading a 13-member professional staff.
Huber has been married for three
years to David Ansley. (They met
as copy editors on the Mercury:
" We worked from 3 p.m . to midnight and had Tuesday and
Wednesdays off," laughs Huber) .
Ansley is the Science & Medicine
section editor of the Mercury. He
and Jeanne have invested much time
in remodeling and landscaping their
1914 craftsman-style home in San
Jose, which they bought several
years ago. Their travels, when they
can arrange their vacations together
(not an easy task), have taken them
to the East Coast, Alaska, Europe,
and Hawaii.-Peg Major

•
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THE
DEGNAN WAY
First the students write
and Degnan edits. Then the students
rewrite and rewrite and rewrite, as often as necessary.
BY WES PEYTON

o say that James P. Degnan, professor
of English and 25-year Santa Clara
faculty member, is a writer who teaches (as
opposed to a teacher who writes) is true.
But it's not the whole truth.
Degnan's ascerbic, no-nonsense prose
has been found in hundreds of articles,
short stories, parodies, and satires in
publications as diverse as Harper's, The
Atlantic, Hudson Review, Sewanee Review,
American Heritage , and Reader's Digest.
He confesses he went into teaching so he
could afford to write.
Without question, Degnan is
a writer of substance, style,
urbanity, wit , and no little passion. But to concentrate on the
writing exclusively would be to
fuzz over the importance of
Degnan, the teacher, and to
miss the point of what he's
been trying to do all these
years.
In the early 1970s Degnan
was asked to devise a writing emphasis that
would not dilute the undergraduate liberal
arts program and, at the same time, would
offer gifted students practical training.
"What I tried to do," he says "was to create
an approach to writing that would emphasize 'creative non-fiction' (or 'non-fiction
as literature') , the sort of writing the best
writers in all of the disciplines turn outwriters ranging from Edmund Wilson to
Lewis Thomas and Edward Abbey; from
Tom Wolfe to Loren Eisley and Fred Hoyle;
from Joan Didion to Jacques Barzun and
Lewis Mumford . .."

T

Did Degnan pull it off? You be the judge.
During the years Degnan has goaded
student-writers into producing prose of
publishable quality, between 200 and 300
students in assorted disciplines- everything
from philosophy to combined scienceshave passed through his informal writingfor-pu blication program . The rite of
passage is not easy, but the gain appears to
be directly proportional to the pain.
Deceptively simple, Degnan's approach
involves two stages.
First, he sets the would-be writers to

teacher has arm-twisted and cajoled uncounted magazines, newspapers, and corporate public relations departments into
providing internships for his young writers,
some of whom have, in their professional
maturity, made room for sub sequent
Degnan students.
If all that sounds like hard work, it is.
That's the Degnan way. Writers learn to
write by writing, and they learn to distinguish good writing from bad writing by
turning their bad writing over to a good
editor. Jim Degnan is nothing if not a good
editor.
It is, of course, only a step
from good editor to good
teacher, and, in Degnan's case,
to good friend .
Six former students, all of
whom credit Degnan with
more than passing responsibility for their professional success, see him in those terms.
When they talk of Jim Degnan,
the warmth and affection they feel for him
are palpable and far transcend mere professional respect.
Julie Sly '82 always aspired to a career
in journalism. Since May 1988, she has
been the information officer, spokesperson,
and de facto lobbyist for the California
Catholic Conference, headquartered in
Sacramento; but she put in a respectable
apprenticeship first. Jim Degnan got
her started.
"I took several courses from Jim," Julie
recalls, "and it was the one-to-one part that
really helped me-that, and the personal

"He instilled in me a love
of writing, and a scorn
for incorrect use of language.''
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- Lewis Buzbee '79

writing-if they haven't already whipped
out their nomination for this year's Pulitzer
Prize and slapped it on his desk. Those
Degnan deems capable of writing publishable non-fiction meet with him regularly in
one-to-one tutorials. The students write,
and Degnan edits, critiques, and makes
them rewrite-and rewrite and rewriteas often as necessary. These are the winnowing weeks when the thin of skin and
fragile of ego usually bail out.
Second, Degnan tries to match promising
students with compatible publishers or
organizations. Over the years, this writer-
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" Yes, I'd agree he's a writer who teaches,
but he never stops caring about you-or
teaching. When I sent him my first copy of
the Key, he wrote a brief note on a halfsheet, written on that battered old manual
typewriter of his. 'Nice looking paper,' he
said, 'but watch your use of commas."'
Jim Degnan calls Neil Jimenez ' 80
screenwriter and author of the powerful , if

"It's not what you
learn from
someone, it's
what you admire
about him that
affects you
in later life."
- Paul Kuykendall '80

Degnan confesses he went into teaching so he could afford to write

e ncouragement. There was plenty of
criticism, but it was always tempered with,
'No, don't give up. This is good material ;
it just needs refining.'
"Then , in my senior year, he helped me
shape an article on why Catholic lay missionaries are persecuted." That piece,
" Missionaries, Marx.ism and Murder," appeared in the now-defunct journal Sign. It
was the beginning of a career.
Julie went on to a master's degree in journalism from Marquette University, did a
piece for the National Jesuit News on
Father James Vizzard of the National
FALL 1988

Catholic Rural Life Conference and his impact on farm workers, worked for Catholic
publications in Los Angeles and Kansas
City, and settled penultimately as editor
of Catholic Key, the diocesan paper in
Kansas City.
"I wouldn't be where I am today," says
Julie, "if it weren't for Jim Degnan. He
taught me to be less self-centered, to take
criticism. He instilled responsibility in me.
We met only once or twice a week, and he
left it up to me to research and write-and
rewrite. I learned from Jim that nobody's
going to get the story for you.

controversial, River's Edge, the "fastest
study I ever saw.
"We'd go over something he wrote; I'd
suggest changes . He'd come back with
them , not next month or next week , but
next morning."
Jimenez, who completed his undergraduate work at UCLA, calls Degnan " the
only worthwhile thing in the program [at
Santa Clara]. It was the confidence he gave
me in myself.
"The first story I ever gave him, he gave
me a C. He could be very specific about
what's good writing and what's not.
Through his class I sent off a piece to
California magazine. They didn't buy it,
but they bought others." It was a start.
"I remember one afternoon in his office:
We were going over some of my stuff, and
I was worried. I'd decided to transfer to
UCLA , and I wasn't sure I could make it
as a screenwriter. But Jim said, 'Don't
worry ; you've got what it takes.' Coming
from him , that meant something."
Paul Kuykendall '80 didn't aspire to be
a writer. In fact, he took his bachelor's
degree in philosophy and then drove a cab
in Reno.
"I got an excellent education at Santa
Clara," he recalls, "but not the skills most
tangible to employers. It was Jim Degnan
who opened doors for me.
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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"I always felt I was a good writer, but I
learned through Jim's classes that writing
is a discipline. He turned my attitude
around right away. It's no exaggeration to
say that Jim Degnan has had a major impact on my life."
Because Degnan believed Kuykendall
had what it takes to succeed, he persuaded
high-tech Amdahl Corporation to let the
philosopher-cab driver edit its employee
newspaper.
"I didn't know business," Kuykendall
confesses, "but I did know how to write."
Kuykendall left Amdahl to try his hand
at free-lance writing, joined Fujitsu
America, and ultimately gravitated to sales,
where Silicon Valley's serious money is to
be found .
"Even in sales, though, if you can
write, you have an edge. You can document
what needs to be done to serve the cus-

looking forward to marking his copy. But
I kept remembering how it was when I, an
English major heavily into poetry and term
papers, handed Jim my first article. He gave
me a C. I asked him why.
"He peered over those glasses of his and
replied, 'Well, to begin with, it's incoherent
and barely literate. Do you want to go into
details, or shall you just do it over?' I did
it over."
Degnan's candor, however, is not unfeeling, Beers says. "The thing about Jim is he's
a warm, friendly, collegial person. He
never patronizes you, always treats you as
an equal-as a human being, that is. If you
want him to treat you as a writing equal,
you have to earn it."
Beers remembers with some amusement
"the diarists and creative scribblers the
high schools sent to Santa Clara." It didn't
take Jim Degnan long to set them straight

"The Degnan method is hard
on the ego, but if you don't have
what it takes it's better to find out
in college than later."-Mike Malone '75

tomer best."
While at Amdahl, Kuykendall made
room for some of Degnan's student interns,
with nary a qualm. "Jim would never
recommend a writer who's going to fail."
In Kuykendall 's view Degnan is an unsung hero.
"You know," he philosophizes, " it's not
what you learn from someone, it's what you
admire about him that affects you in later
life . I admired-I still admire-Jim
Degnan's writing and editing skills. He is
truly a writer who teaches. He let us watch
him write, and I learned from that what I
wanted to do."
Dave Beers '79 cherishes what must
be a unique experience among former
Degnan students.
Now a senior editor at Mother Jones , a
San Francisco-based national magazine of
social and political commentary, Beers tells
this story:
" Last year Jim came to me with a story,
[when Beers was with Image magazine] and
I don't mind saying I was nervous. I'm not
by nature a vengeful person, and I wasn't
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about writing.
"He'd read a piece from a magazine, for
example, and then he'd say, 'See how easy
that reads? Well , realize that there is an inverse ratio between ease and agony.' "
In other words, the easier it reads, the
harder it writes. That's how it is, as Jim
Degnan is wont to point out, when words
have meaning and moral consequences.
To English graduate Lewis Buzbee '79,
Degnan is "a hidden jewel .''
Buzbee, now a sales representative for
Chronicle Books in San Francisco, recalls
how "I went to Santa Clara for all the
wrong reasons: A girl I was in love with
lived in San Jose ... but once on campus I
began hearing about this almost mythical
person, 'J.D.' He was a writer, everybody
said , and since I thought I might like to be
a writer, I submitted a story. He agreed to
look at it, and we worked together for the
next two years.'' [The first story was later
published in Western Humanities Review.]
Buzbee, who still publishes short stories
and literary criticism in major literary journals (Paris Review, for example), is

negotiating with a publisher for the rights
to his first novel, "Fliegelman's Desire." He
credits Degnan with inspiring the determination to keep at writing.
"He instilled in me a love of writing,"
Buzbee says, "and a scorn for incorrect use
of language. He established a powerful
teacher-student bond; he was a real mentor. And it has lasted . Even today, when I
write something, I ask myself, 'Will this get
past J.D.?"'
Mike Malone, BS '75, MBA '77, is a
free-lance writer; author of The Big Score,
a semi-sociological examination of Silicon
Valley; a television personality ("Malone,"
KTEH, Channel 54); and the Degnan
alumnus perhaps best qualified to call himself a Degnan-watcher. They maintain an
ongoing, mutually respectful relationship.
"Jim Degnan is a consummate professional," says Malone. "He is utterly ruthless in cutting the fat out of a piece. He is
a marvelous storyteller; I'd say his sense of
story is one of the best things his students
have going for them-that and his refusal
to compromise.
"You write something that matters to you ,
turn it in, and he goes at it. Cuts you off
at the knees. I'll always remember those
long paragraphs crossed out with 'LOOSE'
scrawled across them. But that's how he
gives you what I call writer's sensibility,
that sense of story. The Degnan method is
hard on the ego, but if you don't have what
it takes it's better to find out in college
than later.
"Early on, Jirn Degnan gave me two solid
pieces of advice: 'Get a skill; have
something to write about. Then figure on
putting in at least a five-year apprenticeship
in developing your craft as a writer.'"
That, of course, is the surpassing value
of Degnan internships. They help students
" hit the ground running; ' in Mike Malone's
words, and he should know.
Malone's Degnan-arranged internship at
Hewlett-Packard , in the instrument and
computer firm's public relations department , "put me on the corporate jet the day
after graduation ."
Malone stayed there four years, and then
abandoned the boardroom for the
newsroom , at the San Jose Mercury News.
Book authorship, television, and a successful free-lance career followed inevitably.
" I just wanted to be a writer," he shrugs.
Jim Degnan, who gave Malone his first
boost up the ladder, would have no trouble
understanding.

•

Wes Peyton is a retired San Jose Mercury News
editorial writer who lives in Los Gatos.
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STEVE SAMPSON
AND THE

''I don't want to be average;
I want to be the best.''

POSSIBLE
DREAM
BY MIKE MC NULTY

T

he night was clear with a hint of cool
in the air. The following day, September 21, would signal the beginning of fall.
At Buck Shaw Stadium, however, a celebration was preceding the change of season.
Santa Clara had just beaten the mighty
UCLA Bruins 1-0 in a tense, exciting soccer match that resembled an athletic chess
game. For the Bronco participants, it was
their first triumph over the perennial
Southern California soccer power. In fact,
it was the first Bronco win over the Bruins
since 1978.
As the horn sounded the end of the
match, a tall, well-built gentleman in an
Adidas coaching suit accepted congratulatory handshakes-there were many-as he
made his way into the deliriously happy
winners' locker room. Steve Sampson, who
won't be 32 until January, was beginning to
see the fruits of his labor.
Several days after this first major win as
a Santa Clara coach, Sampson discussed
the sport, his background, and what he
hopes to accomplish at Santa Clara.
"It's very simple. Our immediate and
future goal is to win the NCAA championship," he stated with confidence. "I think
it's important to set high standards for
yourself, your staff, and most important,
your players."
"So tell me, why did you choose soccer?" the interviewer asked. "I was involved for a number of years in a summer
camp program at the Palo Alto Military
Academy (now Harker Academy). When I
was 8, I met a man named Ashley Buck
Cox, who introduced me to the sport. Actually it was an all-sports camp and I gained
a love for all sports, but specifically soccer.
I attended that camp every summer for
eight years and enjoyed a lot of success.
"My next step was Cupertino Junior
High School. The coach there was Earl
Montgomery. I played both football and
soccer, but Earl really challenged and
pushed me to excel. I continued to play both
sports at Homestead High School in CuperFALL 1988
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tino, but finally gave up football to concentrate on soccer after my junior year. I was
the first freshman to play varsity soccer at
Homestead and was fortunate enough to be
a part of a very successful team. We either
won our league championship or advanced
to the Central Coast Section playoffs in each
of my four years there. I played centerforward well enough to be recruited at
UCLA by Terry Fisher.
"In my one year at UCLA, I played about
60 minutes each match, and we advanced
to the semi-finals of the NCAA Tournament. Terry left after that year to coach in
the North American Soccer League, and I
decided to transfer to Foothill Community
College to play for George Avakian .
Foothill won the State Junior College championship in 1976, and I played my last two
years for Julie Menendez at San Jose State."
What Sampson did not elaborate on were
the honors he received as a player. He was
the Homestead Team Most Valuable Player
as both a junior and senior; an All-League
defensive end in football as a junior; and
the Santa Clara Valley MVP and Athlete of
the Year as a senior. At Foothill , he was a
JC All-American in 1976.
How did he make the transition to coach?
" It was a little confusing and, at the time,
very hectic. While attending San Jose State
I lived and worked as a resident assistant
and dormitory supervisor at Harker
Academy. At the same time I was offered
an opportunity to coach the Harker team ,
which I did from 1977-79. I gained a real appreciation for the coaching profession at
that time.
" In 1977 I also received an opportunity
to coach at Awalt (now Mountain View)
High School. It had been a program that
was down , but we won the league title and

and Jerry Smith, were also there: Jerry as
a player and Mitch as an assistant coach."
Steve's route to Santa Clara took a detour
through UCLA . Bruin head coach Sigi
Schmid offered Sampson an assistant's job
in Westwood in 1982. He spent three years
on the Bruin staff, the final year (1985) with
the team that won the NCAA title. In June
1985, SCU soccer coach Ralph Perez
resigned to accept a position at Nevada-Las
Vegas. Shortly thereafter, Sampson became
the first coach hired by athletic director
Tom O'Connor.
Sampson chose Santa Clara for the challenge. "There are two types of challenges
in taking a position ," Steve said. "You can
work with outstanding athletes and continue
to be a championship contender like
UCLA , or you can move to a program that
historically has potential and try to elevate
it to a national power.
"I knew there was limited scholarship
help (three full scholarships) at Santa Clara,
but Tom O'Connor influenced my decision .
He had been at Loyola (MD) and had
helped that school become a soccer power.
I felt he understood the potential for revenue
production and national exposure. In addition , my wife, Sheri, and I are both South
Bay natives, and I thought my knowledge
of the area would be a big plus in recruiting.
It all added up."
Since he was hired, Sampson and his
talented assistants, Murray, Smith, and
Andy Rasdal , have revitalized the sport at
SCU. The first year (1986) saw a 7-7-6
record. In 1987 the Broncos improved to
12-6-2, the best year since 1979 when SCU
won its only Pacific Soccer Conference
title. This year they began the season 6-0-3
including the win over UCLA and a stunning 2-1 overtime victory against then-No.

''We set up a fierce, intense off-season
conditioning program. I think it is one
of the toughest in the country."
advanced to the Central Coast Section
playoffs in my third year (1979-80) . It got
real crazy in 1979. I attended Stanford, pursuing an M.A . in Education. At the same
time I coached at Awalt and interned there;
was an assistant coach at Foothill CC ;
coached an under-19 team in Mountain
View ; was a member of the Northern
California State Select Team staff; and
played for a first division amateur team
(Celtic). While I was working at Foothill,
my assistant coaches today, Mitch Murray
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I-ranked Indiana . In early October, the
Broncos were solid contenders for an
NCAA playoff berth .
To reach that level, Sampson says,
depends on recruiting. Every sport needs
players to win and soccer is certainly no
exception. Sampson and his staff have done
a remarkable job in this area . This year's
varsity roster has a large number of players
from California (15 of 26). But one standout
freshman , striker Tommy Angelos, hails
from Bountiful, Utah; and another, de-

"I want pla;
game and a

Sampson: "We work hard at recruiting.''

fender John Hatten, is from Boise, Idaho.
The other nine team members are from
Washington ; eight live in the Seattle area
and one in Spokane. This year the staff also
signed 10 quality freshmen, including two
(Angelos and defender Cameron Rast of
Simi Valley) who are on the National
Under-20 team.
Sampson is precise about his recruiting
ideas. " We work hard at recruiting. I want
players who have a passion for the game
and a burning desire to improve. Both
Mitch (Murray) and I were on the Regional
Development coaching staff at the Regional
Trials (Boulder, Colo. , 1986) and for two
weeks we had a chance to see the best
young players in the Far West. That started
our process. Next we identified who we
thought would fit our style of play and who
would qualify academically. Because we
have so few scholarships, we look for men
who are attractive to the Admissions Office
in terms of grant monies and financial aid;
and we find qualified minority studentFALL 1988
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-CoachSampson

Advising junior Matt Barreras

With assistant coach Mitch Murray: "Coaches have to be on the same wave length."

athletes.
We' ve been fortunate to attract such
players as Matt Barreras, Steve Robertson ,
Shawn Alire, Jeff Alcala, and Guy Bazan .
Washington has been a gold mine for
colleges because players are looking for a
year-round good weather situation. We can
compete financially with the University of
California system ; there isn't that much
difference between our costs and the UC
system's out-of-state costs."
Sampson says there is one other piece in
molding a winning program-chemistry.
" It is the most important element ; the
coaches have to be on the same wave length.
At UCLA I learned a great deal from Sigi
(Schmid), who allowed me to coach and
have input in every area. The same thing
is true here with our coaching staff."
Sampson thinks these factors bode well
for the SCU soccer program. " It's possible with good coaching, organization, and
successful recruiting for us to be consistent
Far West contenders. With additional

scholarship help, I believe we can challenge
nationally," he said .
"Realistically, the UCLA win this year
was a good indicator of how far we've
come. In my first year here (1986) , we were
beaten by UCLA 5-0. It was disappointing
at the time, but it gave me the impetus to
reshape the team . We made changes in our
style of play after that loss that we have
carried through to this day. After the '86
season , we set up a fierce, intense offseason conditioning program. I think it is
one of the toughest in the country. Our
players have sacrificed tremendously; the
more demands we made on them , the higher their grade point average rose as a team .
They learned how to manage their time. But
we are now at a critical stage in our
development. We have been nationally
ranked (12th in early October) , and other
teams are now pointing toward Santa Clara.
We can't afford inconsistency. We want to
take that next step, and develop to the
caliber of team that can win a national title."
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Sampson is a demanding, dedicated individual , with a Jove for his chosen profession that is above the norm. But he puts that
all in perspective. " My coaching and my
teams are a statement of my life. All of us
should have an area of our lives we can call
our own. I don't want to be average ; I want
to be the best. For some it may be painting,
for others it could be music. For me, it's this
game of soccer, and I don't want mediocrity
to seep inside."
Following the UCLA win, Sampson enjoyed his biggest personal moment ever. It
happened at 11:09 a.m., Sunday, September
25, when Sheri gave birth to a 19 1/2",
7-pound , 4-ounce boy, Brandon Scott
Sampson. "I think he'll play a forward
spot," said the proud father.

•

Mike McNulty is the sports information director at Santa Clara and a frequent contributor to
the magazine.
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'30

Edward Altenbach and his wife, Ida, live in
Oakland, where he is a consultant on inventory control.

'33

Louis A. Maier is retired and lives in Manz.anillo,
Colima, Mexico. He has the largest English library
within 150 miles, and is called the ''American mayor"
of Manzanillo.

'50 James E. Binckley is a structural engineer for
William M. Simpson, in Newport Beach .. . Frank
Britton owns the Britton Building, in Calexico. The
building was the first to receive funds from the
Storefront Rebate Program under the auspices of the
Redevelopment Agency .. . Robert Finocchio is a
senior corporate officer of the Plaza Banlc, in San
Jose .. . M. Eugene Rodrigues lives in Upland and is
an educational projects consultant for Modular
Building Systems, in Ontario.

'51

Jack H. Bartlett is the manager and vice president of Marine Midland Automotive Financial Corp.,
in Aurora, Colo ... Andrew Collins practices law with
Sedgewick, Detert, Moran & Arnold, in San
Francisco.

'52 Eugene Acronico and his wife, Lynne, live in
Los Gatos. He is the president of Diana Fruit Co., in
Santa Clara . .. Marcel Fiore (MA '66) is dean of
students at Wilcox High School, in Santa
Clara .. . Peter Laxalt lives in Vienna, Va., and is a
partner in a Washington D.C. law firm.

'53

Ernesto Aboitiz is president of National Power
Corp., in Cebu City, Philippines. He was appointed
by President Corazon Aquino on November 2,
1987 .. . John Maloney is retired and he and his wife,
Cecelia, live in San Jose, where he plays clarinet with
Emperor Norton's Jazz Band at the Drying
Shed ... Charles Sebastian is president of Aerojet
Ordnance Co., in Tustin. He and his wife, Linda , live
in Newport Beach.

'54

Earl Morgan is a manager at GTE Government
Systems, in Westborough , Mass.

'55

Leslie Moran and his wife, Lee, live in Grass
Valley. He writes that he is retired from Georgia Pacific
Corp., in South San Francisco, and "enjoying retired
life in the foothills of the Sierras."

'57

Charles Cantoni is president of Image Communication Systems, Inc., in Santa Clara.

'58

Casey Clark is a senior technologist and facility manager with GTE Government Systems, in San
Diego .. . Nicholas Galiotto, retired Mountain View
police captain, was appointed foreman for the Santa
Clara County Grand Jury . . . Ralph Mack, M.D. , is
an orthopedic surgeon in Santa Ana .

'59

James P. Conn is president ofBay Meadcms Race
Course, in San Mateo .. . Robert Chinchiolo cmns the
Chinchiolo Fruit Co., in Stockton.

'60 Terry Flanagan is a physicist with Jaycor in Los
Angeles . . . Dennis Kehoe practices Jaw in Aptos.

'61

Richard Azevedo is a systems specialist with the
Santa Clara County executive offices in San
Jose .. . Robert Carmignani and his wife, Patricia,
live in Novato. He is a clinical psychologist in San
Francisco .. .James P. Hoffman, M.D. , is vice president of Medical Services for Merck Sharp & Dohme
(MSD), the U.S. prescription drug division of Merck
& Co., Inc .. .. Thomas D. O'Keefe is vice president
and division manager of the Sacramento office of Industrial Indemnity Co. He and his wife, Joan, and four
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children live in Sacramento ... David Wilson has a real
estate company, in Fremont.

'62

James Downey is president and chief operating
officer of Read-Rite Corp., a thin-film magnetic-head
maker, in Milpitas . .. Sam Sebastiani (MBA '66) has
changed the name of his 10,000-case Sam J. Sebastiani
Winery to Viansa Winery, a contraction of his name
and that of his wife, Vicki . Now making wines at
Napa's Rambauer and Monticello Winery facilities,
Sam is buying 175 acres six miles south of Sonoma
and plans a "cave" winery, the first phase of which
should be completed in February 1989.

'63

Tun and Patti (Fifield '65) Hartnagel are spending 1988-89 in England while Tim is on study leave
from the University of Alberta, Canada, as a Visiting
Fellow at Cambridge University.

'64

Timothy Anderson lives in Portland, Ore., and
is president of Portland Ironworks .. . Hon. H. James
Ellis (JD '71), is a judge of the San Mateo County
Municipal Court.

'65

Mary Frances (Dugas) Callan is executive director of human resources for the Boulder Valley School
District in Boulder, Colo .. .James Carter, M.D. ,
practices medicine in San Clemente. He and his wife,
Grace, live in Capistrano Beach .. .Carol (Cocconi)
Cunningham is an associate broker with Century 21,
Breneman & Associates, in Carlisle, Penn ... Paul
Manfredi (MBA '69) is president of Coca Cola Bottling of Ohio. He and his family live in Akron . . .
Erwin Paschoal lives in Honolulu and is president and
general manager of Molokai Mule Rides, Rare Adventures, Ltd ., in Kualapuu, Molokai .

'66

Lawrence Cronin (MBA '67) was selected as
the Jack Richter Memorial Underwriter of the Year
by San Jose Life Underwriters Association, an award
recognizing career achievements and service to the
community, clients, and the life insurance profession
... Ernie (JD '73) and Joan (Merchant) De Gasparis
live in Santa Maria where Joan is a travel agent and
Ernie is a partner in the law firm of Weldon & De
Gasparis. Their son, Charlie, is a sophomore at
SCU .. . Janice De La Briandais is operations
manager for The McDougall Press, Inc. , in San Francisco ... Karen (Pahor) Eckles teaches senior English
and advanced reading at Jefferson High School in
Tampa, Fla ... Lucie (Laxague) Fjeldstad and her
husband , Bob, make their home in Stamford, Conn.
Lucie is a corporate vice president for IBM in White
Plains, N.Y .. .Jim Pavisha works for the Ritz Carlton
Hotel Co., in Atlanta, Ga. , in hotel development and
construction.

'67

Dwight Allen is a partner in the San Francisco
CPA firm of Allen & Cook, Inc . .. Anthony Detweiler
(MBA '69) is corporate president of Golden State
Financial Corp. in Fresno . . . Richard Glover lives in
Hong Kong and is general manager of Occidental
Chemical China, Ltd ... Susan Rosselli is an administrative assistant at the University of California,
San Diego.

'68

Ken Bauman is president of Bauman-Ash
Associates, manufacturers representatives for architectural hardware in Walnut .. .Gerald Burke is a partner and financial adviser with HB Capital Resources,
in Pleasanton .. .Winthrop "Bernie" Carter, D.D.S.,
has re-entered the U.S. Navy for the next three to five
years, and is stationed at the dental clinic, Marine
Corps Air Station, Kaneohe Bay, Oahu, Hawaii. He
completed a two-year, full-time post graduate course
at Loyola-Chicago last May, and was awarded a clinical
specialty certificate in periodontics .. . John Dean is
president of ATI, Inc., in Milpitas ... Steven Douglas
is president of Aries Properties, Inc., in Colorado

Springs, Colo .. . John Knappenberger is a manufacturers representative of dental equipment for Professional Sales Association of Portland, Ore ... Thomas
Mulroy, Jr. , has been a partner in the 250-attorney
Chicago law firm of Jenner & Block since 1979. He
is the chairman of its product liability defense
group ... Michael (MA '78) and Sue (Ballard '69,
MA ''70) Rewak live in Edmonds, Wash. Michael is
a training manager for John Fluke Manufacturing Co.,
and Sue works for Boeing in Everett.

'69

Vincent Bigone is the senior vice president of
Continental Savings of America in San Francisco
... FJlen (Malloy) Cook earned a master's in religious
education at USF in 1979 and a master's in adult education at the University of Wisconsin, Madison , in 1987.
She has published a book on religion and mental retardation, Sharing the Journey. She and her husband,
Marshall, who was on the SCU faculty from 1967 to
1970, live in Madison , Wisc. She is a personnel administrator for Hazleton Laboratories ... Brian Robinson
is a clinical psychologist. His wife, Barbara (Carroll
'72) is a counselor. They live in Monterey, with their
two sons, Jay and Jeffrey .. .Carol (Brost) Webb and
her husband , Drew, make their home in San Francisco.
She is an assistant manager at D.R. Bryant & Co. , Inc.

'70

Jon Aboitiz is president of Aboitiz Shipping
Corp. , in Cebu City, Philippines ... Philip Adamo is
vice president of sales and marketing for Jason International , Inc. , in Little Rock, Ark .. . Byron Arndt
is a physician at Wheeler Hospital in Gilroy. He and
his wife, Colleen (Estrade '73), live in Morgan
Hill ... Dennis Awtrey owns an auto detailing
business, Awtrey's Auto Salon, in Phoenix , Ariz ...
Andrew Bataille is a regional account manager for
Computer Consoles, Inc., in San Ramon ... Joaquin
Campbell lives in Reno, Nev. , where he is a stockbroker with Prudential Bache Securities, Inc .. . Jim
Caviglia is the controller for K. R . Anderson Co. in
Santa Clara . . .The Rev. Robert Christian, O.P. , is
the assistant dean of the theology faculty at the
Angelicum University in Rome . He teaches ecclesiology and sacramentology .. .Thomas Douglas is an
investment banlcer with Prudential-Bache Securities,
Inc., in New York City. He and his wife, Adilia, live
in Westport , Conn ... Louis Ogbogu lives in
Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y., and is self-employed in
the field of international business.
Richard Certo is vice president and chief fmancial officer of Rugged Digital Systems, Inc., in Mountain View .. . Peter Cirelli and his wife, Edwina, live
in Vallejo, where he is a teacher ... Laura (Driscoll)
Goodwin (MAE '73) is a professor at the University
of Colorado at Denver, teaching courses in statistics,
research methodology, and measurement. She lives in
Boulder with her husband , Bill , and their son ,
Matthew .. .Tun Kado (MBA '73) is with Seidman &
Seidman Citicorp Center in San Francisco .. .Carolyn
Kalb lives in Newark and teaches at Evergreen Valley
College/ Learning Systems in San Jose .. . Nancy
(Beaumont) McNeil and her husband , Robert , live
in Fresno, where she is a housewife and freelance
writer . .. Dennis Muldoon is a forms design executive
for Forms Management, Inc., in Dallas, Texas. His
wife, Kathleen (Murphy) is a certified financial planner and vice president of Carter Financial Management. . . John and Molly (McKinley '73) Sequeira
and their two-year-old son, Christopher, have moved
to Sao Paulo, Brazil . John is a partner with Arthur
Young and accepted the position of regional director,
South America, Management Consulting Group.
Molly earned her master's in special education at
George Washington University in 1987.

'71

'72

Steven J. Allan is corporate vice president of
Avantek, in Santa Clara ... Mark Duchesne (MBA
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''A Pretty Heavy List"
Jeanne Labozetta '71 runs programs for schizophrenics, the homeless, and children in crisis

hat could OCC (old corrugated cardboard) and
CPO (computer printout) have
to do with running a successful
mental health program , you
ask? Plenty, says Jeanne
Labozetta, '72 (MFC276).
As director of mental health
services for Catholic Charities
in Santa Clara, Labozetta oversees six programs, one of
which, the Vocational Learning
and Treatment Center, has
taught Labozetta the value of
OCC and CPO. Under the
auspices of Catholic Charities
and companies like HewlettPackard, persons with mental
illness have found steady
employment- not to mention
increased self-worth- in a
business of recycling the vast
quantities of paper materials
used by companies.
" They (the employees) get
great satisfaction; we get great
work. Weyerhaeuser says our
employees make the neatest
bundles they've ever received,"
Labozetta says.
A recent venture, "The Front
Office," a storefront new and
used-office furniture business
staffed by VLTC clients, is
another of Labozetta's programs. She credits Jose Cruz of
Hewlett-Packard and Anne
Locke and Marilyn Palla Droke
of Catholic Charities for its successful beginning. So far, it's
operating by word-of-mouth
advertising, but Labozetta says
they are planning a marketing
strategy. Proudly, she adds, we
" give good service, good
prices, and good delivery. It's
an opportunity to buy well and
do some good at the same
time."
Also under Labozetta's enthusiastic supervision are the
Shared Housing Project for
"seekers" and "providers;"
Senior Day Services catering to
those having difficulty with the
aging process ; Community
Therapy Center which treats
family problems; and the

W
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Labozetta: Now oversees "The Front Office;' as well as five other programs

Children's Counseling Center,
which handles children unable
to function in a normal school
setting.
What propelled Labozetta
into such a field? "At Santa
Clara I started out as a political
science major," she reports,
"and at the first mention of
nuclear build-up, I decided to
get out." She became a
sociology major. "I wanted to
work with people to help them ,
not harm them."
After graduation, her first experience at "helping" was with
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps in
Montana. She worked in family
therapy with Cheyenne Indians.
" It was so COLD," she says,
wrapping her arms around
herself. From there she moved
to a warmer California climate
where she worked with families

who had disabled children
about to be institutionalized.
"Only one family [she worked
with] institutionalized their
child," she adds.
When she went to-work as
program director of ~atholic
Charities' day treatment program, she decided that she and
the "clients" deserved better
than the daily diet of jigsaw
puzzles. That's when she went
to work to revamp the structure,
placing more emphasis on vocational training.
"Work is important to all of
us. Some of our clients have
never been able to hold a job.
We set goals with them. They
work full time, part time or do
volunteer work in landscaping,
computer operations, mailing,
clerical, desktop publishing-a
variety of jobs. We try to in-

crease their stability and their
job tolerance," she says. And
the statistics are good : 60 percent are in their jobs after six
months.
"Don't you ever get depressed?" is a question often
asked of Labozetta. After all,
she is reminded , she works day
in and day out with programs
that serve schizophrenics, children in crisis, the homeless-a
pretty heavy list.
"How can I be depressed
when I receive letters like this
one?" she says holding up a letter from a client she worked
with five years ago. The client
had given up, but now holds a
responsible job and had written
to thank her. "I'm so gratified
to see a person who's been told
he can't do anything, advance
and do well."
Labozetta's sunny attitude is
reflected in her approach to her
staff as well as her clients. Her
coveted "In the Chips Award ,"
which consists of a generous
supply of her famous homebaked chocolate chip cookies, is
presented to deserving staff
members nominated by colleagues for special recognition.
In addition to directing
a mental health division,
Labozetta sits on several community and professional boards.
For recreation, she swims three
times a week and does yoga.
She lives in San Jose with a
golden retriever, a terrier mutt,
and a black and white cat she
describes as "wonderful."
Overseeing Catholic Charities' enterprises has taught
Labozetta the practicalities of
running a business. Now, she
says, it's time to learn the finer
points. So, she plans to apply to
the MBA program at Santa
Clara. An MBA will help her to
help nonprofits start their own
businesses, she says.
"I get bored fairly easily," she
says with a chuckle. That's a
plus for those whose lives she

touches.-Paddie Fowler

•
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'77) lives in Saratoga and is vice president, sales and
marketing, for Multidata Corp. in San Jose . ..
Franklin Elia (JD '75) is a Superior Court judge in
San Jose ... James Jensen earned his MBA from the
University of Oregon and is an operations manager
for Sequent Computer Systems, Inc., in Beaverton. He
and his wife, Sharon, and two children live in Portland .. . Paul Kozlow, legal counsel, is senior vice
president of American Savings and Loan Association .
Based in Stockton, he is responsible for prCNiding legal
services to the American Real Estate Group, a division of American Savings ... Michael Moran is chief
of the lands staff at the U.S. Bureau of Land Management in Las Vegas, Nev . . .Christopher Pablo (JD '75)
lives in Honolulu , where he is an attorney in U.S.
Senator Daniel Inouye's office ... Dale Saso owns Dale
Saso's Custom Bicycles in San Jose ... Richard
Toohey is a deputy district attorney in Orange County.

'73

Henry Bataille is president of Gateview Financial in Campbell ... Rick Burdick is an attorney with
Akin , Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld in Houston ,
Texas ... Louis Costanza (MBA '78) is the owner of
Costanza & Associates, an advertising agency, in
Sacramento . .. J. Stephen Czuleger was appointed a
judge of the Los Angeles Municipal Court by Governor Deukmejian April 13. He lives in Los Angeles with
his wife, Rebecca, and their two sons, 3-year old Alex
and 9-month old Eric ... Linda Esparza is an
ESL/language resource teacher for limited and nonEnglish proficient students at Reed Elementary School
in San Jose ... Peggy (Conlon) Fancier and her husband, Paul , and their four children live in Salinas,
where Peggy is a freelance artist . . .Toni Filice works
for the Community Hospital of Los Gatos as the director of contract marketing ... Lawrence Flagg is a real
estate broker and developer in Arroyo Grande .. . Mark
Leino is a senior auditor-finance division, at NBC,
in Burbank ... Martin Loftus is working for the
United Nations in Jakarta , Indonesia . He works with
the placing, feeding and caring for refugees. His wife
and three children are with him .. .Jose Mata, Jr. , (JD
'78) is an attorney in Portland, Ore ... Michael
Mitchell teaches at St. Francis High School in Mountain View .. .Chris Nagel, D.D.S. , practices dentistry
in Fountain Valley. He and his wife, Debbie, live in
Irvine .. . Robert Ortalda, Jr. , is a CPA , in Redwood
City .. . Alexander Runciman is a writing lab coordinator at Oregon State University in Corvallis. His
second book of poems, The Admirations, will be
published late this year by Lynx House Press of
Boston . . . Montgomery Toscano (MBA '77) is the
wholesale R.V. distributor for Bigfoot of America , Inc.
He and his wife, Elena (Berto '73) and three children
live in Sonoma.

'74

Daniel Airozo, Jr. , works for United Airlines
security at O'Hare Airport in Chicago .. . J. Peter
Campagna and his wife, Pam (Musel '75), live in Los
Altos Hills. He is a tax manager for Intel in Santa
Clara . . .WIiliam Chambers teaches math and coaches
varsity soccer at Bellarmine College Preparatory in
San Jose .. . Nancy Chin-Chu is a senior staff engineer
with Hughes Aircraft in Canoga Park .. . Peggy
(Campbell) Debolt is a CPA in Lakeport ... Jeannette
Garretty is a vice president and senior economist at
the Bank of America World Headquarters, in San Francisco. She does economic forecasting and planning for_
lending operations ... Bill Kerler lives in Menlo Park
and is vice president for National wide Boiler, Inc.,
in Fremont . . . Bridget (Lipoma) Gransee is an executive training manager for Macy 's. She lives in San
Jose . .. Don Pettibone is the physics group manager
at Resonex in Sunnyvale ... Edward Rossi lives in Farmington , Conn. He is the national sales manager for
General Electric Supply Co ... Bill Wagner lives in
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San Jose and is a vice president and chief engineer for
HMH, Inc.

'75

Michael Berg works for Petrolite Corp. in Brea
as an account manager ... Donn Callaway is chairman
of the English Language Department of City U niversity in Bellevue, Wash ... Ronald Campbell lives in
Santa Ana and is a reporter for the Orange County
Register . . .Jim Craven is government affairs manager
at Currier/ McCormick , a government affairs and
publi c relations consulting firm, in Salem,
Ore ... Patrick Hager is an economist with Portland
General Electric in Portland, Ore ... Roger Idiart
works for Wyle Electronics in Santa Clara as a product manager ... David Lamb (MBAA '76) is a partner in the New York-based law firm of Milbank ,
Tweed , Hadley & McCloy and is resident in its Los
Angeles office ... Ned Naumes is a CPA with Arthur
Andersen & Co. in Po rtland , Ore ... Maureen
(McManus) Rathjens is an editor for Singer Link in
Sunnyvale. She and her husband, Dietrich, also have
a technical writing firm, Communication Concepts ... Angie Real is in sales with the Savin Corp.
in South San Francisco ... Martha (Elvebak) Saal is
the ow ner of Interior Innova tions in Lo s Gatos
... Richard Sofos lives in Hillsborough and is a
general building contractor ... Inez (McDonald)
Taylor works for Hewlett-Packard in Palo Alto as a
senior programmer analyst ... Peter Vernaci is a CPA
in Los Gatos .. .Thomas w.m.schura is marketing services manager at Gardco Lighting in San Leandro.

'76

Jeffrey Bergmann lives in San Jose where he
is a CPA for Peat Marwick Main & Co .. . Brian
Buckley lives in Las Vegas and is first vice president
of Paine Webber, Inc . . .Teri (Abel) Fernandes is a
CPA in San Jose ... Lawrence Foster is a senior process enginee r, electro nic materials , for Morgan
Semiconductor in Garland, Texas ... Ted GritTm practices optometry in Laguna Niguel . . . Spero Kinnas,
M.D. , practices medicine in Westchester, Ill. , where
he specializes in surgery and diseases of the eye
.. .James Maccora (JD '81) is an attorney, in San Jose,
handling workers compensation defense work ...
Linda Machado lives in San Diego, where she is a
registered nurse in surgical intensive care ... Michael
O'Hara is a major in the U.S. Army, stationed at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., with the Combat Systems
Test Activity. He received a master's degree in 1987
from Florida In stitute of Technology, Melbourne
.. . Kathleen (Calden) Pyne is a vice presidentproduct management for Schwab Investor Information
Services. She and her husband , Bill, live in San Francisco . . .Colleen Toscano earned an MBA from the
College of Notre Dame and is a stockbroker and financial planner, and pursuing a career in entertainment
as a singer and actress, with her own company, Colleen International. Her professional name is Colleen
Chanel . .. Robert Williford ow n s a systems
engineering-consulting company, Wilco Systems, Inc.,
in Centreville, Va.

'77

Christine Bedbury is the office manager for
Nichols , Melburg & Rossetto , AIA , in Redding
.. .Gwyneth (Evans) Colburn is vice presidentcommercial real estate for the Bank of America in Los
Angeles .. . Matthew Filice is a civil engineer with
Bissell and Karn , Inc., in Vallejo ... Martin Jenkins
is an attorney in the Pacific Bell legal department in
San Francisco, and on the Pacific Bell/ Pacific Telesis
legal department hiring committee . . . Jim Lepetich
is a senior product assurance engineer for Lockheed
in Sunnyvale .. .Tom Petit is president of Sega Enterprises, Inc. , (USA), which develops action simulator
amusement games, combining advanced graphics with
computer-driven interactive electro-mechanics. Tom's
home is in Los Gatos ... Bill Quiseng is general

manager of Camelview, a Radisson resort, in Scottsdale, Ariz ... Ann Roth lives in San Francisco and is
a flight attendant for United Airlines . . . Mary Ann
(Stewart) White is a financial planner with Hamilton ,
Martell & Associates in San Ramon .

'78

David Car ty, M. D. , specializes in internal
medicine at Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation
in San Diego .. . Barbara (Wall) Casey (MBA '82) is
a marketing analyst for Dole Packaged Foods in San
Francisco . . . Lauren (Johnson) Clapham teaches a
computer c lass at Gavilan College, in Gilroy . ..
Thomas Daly is a systems engineering manager for
IBM in Seattle . He and his wife, Nancy, live in
Kirkland . . .Theresa (Powers) Engdahl (MA '80) and
her husband , Ted, live in San Jose, where she is a
supervising probation counselor for the Santa Clara
County Probation Department . .. U. Michael Gurley
is operations officer on the U.S.S . O'Brien (DD ff75 ),
conducting tanker escort and patrol operations in the
Persian Gulf. .. Paul Hardy is a sales manager for
Lamonts in Seattle ... Donald Hutchinson is a senior
programmer analyst for Crowley Maritime Corp. in
San Francisco .. . Rick Medeiros works for Xerox
Corp. in Oakland as a marketing representative . ..
Mike Osorio, who is group sales manager for Macy's
Oakridge store in San Jose, was promoted to buyer,
fme watches . . . Sylvia Rankin owns Cinnamon Solutions in San Jose which does marketing for small entrepreneurial businesses .. .Oyde Von Der Abe is with
the Orange County district attorney's office. He and
his wife, Leslie (Cole '?J) live in Irvine with their yearold daughter, Diane ... Steven Wallace is general
manager of Parker's Seafood Grill in Balboa .. .Gary
~ is a senior estimator for Rudolph & Sletten, Inc.,
in Foster City.

'79

Diane (Rockwell) Adrian lives in Santa Clara
and is an installer-trainer for MAI-Basic Four in Foster
City . .. Edward Albini is an accounting manager for
Genentech in South San Francisco .. .Glenn Alfaro
works for Ryerson Steel and Aluminium in Emeryville
as product manager. He and his wife, Cory, live in
Burlingame .. .Walter Birdsall , his wife and three
children live in Martinez. He is an accountant for
Swinerton & Walberg in San Francisco .. . James
Brennan, M.D., practices thoracic and cardiovascular
surgery in Los Angeles . . . Penny (Gibbons) Burke
is a staff pharmacist at Madison Park Pharmacy in
Seatt le ... Mark Christenson is an engineer at
Lockheed in Sunnyvale .. . Karolyn (Kane) Dudley
is a programmer analyst at Applied Materials, Inc.,
in Santa Clara ... Sarah (Cahill) Finnegan is a
marketing officer with the Bank of the West, in San
Francisco .. . Julia Hagan and her husband, Michael
Murphy, live in Portland , Ore., where she is a trial
atto rney with the Metropolitan Public Defender
.. .Gayten (Bernal) Harmon is a certified financial
planner with Cal Cap in Hayward. She and her husband , Scott, and year-old daughter, Kirsten , live in
Woodside ... Jim Herrera is a registered representative with Waddell & Reed, a financial planning firm,
in San Jose .. . Lisa Kieraldo is director of private
placement fo r CIS Corp., in San Francisco. She and
her husband , Richard Turney, live in Walnut Creek
. . .Carol Lanning is a stockbroker with Investment
Management and Research in Corvallis, Ore .. .Gary
Lazzeroni works for Universal City Studios as coordinator of services. He lives in Los Angeles ... Ken
Markey is a management supervisor for Young &
Rubican in Chicago .. . Jean (Kelley) McElroy is an
attorney with the King County prosecuting attorney's
office in Seattle ... Laticia Mendoz is a teacher at the
Learning Center at San Jose City C ollege .. . Leslie
Orta (JD '82) is a deputy county counsel for the Santa
Clara County Counsel 's office. Her husband , Paul
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Treading the Boards
Michael Martin '76 is the classic story of talent, hard work, and a couple of big breaks

A

ct 1, scene 1: A lanky,
handsome Santa Clara
University English major auditions for a University theater
production-for the fun of it.
He gets the part and appears in
several shows, including Mayer
Theatre's inaugural production
of A Man for All Seasons.
Several acts later: English
graduate Michael Martin '76
returns to the Mayer Theatre
stage-this time as an Equity
award-winning guest actor and
star of Theatre Santa Clara
Summerfest's 1988 production
of the musical Carousel.
The years between those two
appearances tell the classic
story of talent, hard work, and
a couple of big breaks.
Since graduating from Santa
Clara, Martin has appeared in
about 80 shows. He has been a
member of such prestigious
companies as the Pacific Conservatory for the Performing
Arts, the American Conservatory Theater (ACT) in San
Francisco, and, currently, the
Denver Center Theater
Company.
He received Los Angeles
Drama-logue awards for his
portrayals of Bo in Bus Stop,
Lancelot in Camelot, Chris in
All My Sons, and Bertram in
All's Well That Ends Well. He
also appeared in the film Peggy
Sue Got Married, the television movie "Perry Mason:
The Case of the Avenging
Ace," and episodes of "Falcon
Crest" and "Crazy Like a Fox."
During a break this summer
in the production of Carousel,
Martin discussed his surprising
success in a career that is difficult even for those who plan it.
Martin's story begins with
his childhood in Santa Clara
Valley. Even then, his penchant
for performing surfaced in his
hobbies of puppetry and playing the bass in a grammar
school rock-and-roll band. His
first real interest in the theater
came during his junior year at
FALL 1988

Bellarmine College Preparatory. As a member of Bellarmine's football team, he was
helping backstage during the
school's annual musical when
he heard the chorus. "I thought,
'I can sing louder than that,' "
he remembered. So the next
year he auditioned and got a
part in Guys and Dolls.
But theater was a hobby, not
a career. He took voice lessons

the Pacific Conservatory of the
Performing Arts, a well-known
summer program in Santa
Maria, and worked there
through 1980. When ACT
director Allen Fletcher, who
had directed ''Ah, Wilderness"
in Santa Maria, decided to do
the same play for the 1978-79
ACT season, he wanted to
reassemble the summer actors.
Martin got a call to audition

Martin: "He is Jimmy Stewart times 10!'

simply because he enjoyed
them and starred in SCU productions for fun. Finally, the
time came for him to make a
decision about acting.
"In my senior year I said,
'This is the year I'm going to
get it out of my system or get
it in my system,"' he said. It
was the latter. He appeared in
several productions immediately after graduation, signed
up for a year with the California Actors' Theater in Los
Gatos, and played bit parts for
a small stipend.
In 1977 he landed a job with

and got the part. So, at age 24,
he joined one of the country's
most prestigious theater
companies-a rare occurrence
for one with so little experience. He spent the next two
seasons with ACT, then returned full time to the Pacific
Conservatory until 1984.
Martin's move to Denver
came under similar circumstances: The man who ran
Pacific Conservatory's program took over the Denver
Center Theater Company. It's
a small world in the theater
business.

"Sometimes we joke that
there are only 80 actors in the
world who keep rotating theater companies,'' Martin said.
The young actor was 30 and
moving to a new state when "I
really realized this was a
career," he said. Denver was a
big change: Martin had never
lived in the snow, friends and
family were back in California,
and he was working six days a
week.
"One thing about this
business is it takes faith. You
never know what's going to
happen," he said.
So what is the secret to
Martin's success?
Friends and professional acquaintances use one word to
describe him: refreshing.
Jim Coyle '76, a friend and
fellow actor, said in a world
filled with facade, Martin is
genuine: "a breath of fresh
air."
"He loves people and people
love him," Coyle said. "Besides being likeable, Martin is
so eminently castable . .. He is
the all-American person. He is
Jimmy Stewart times 10."
Although Martin's performances have met with rave
reviews, he makes it a policy
not to read them.
"If you believe them when
they're good, then you have to
believe them when they're
bad," he explained.
Even in a world where "it's
usually all or nothing," Martin
keeps the faith in his career
choice. "I think one of the keys
to this as a profession is to feel
good when things are going
well and feel okay about the
rest of the time," he said.
And his advice to newcomers? "Work with the best people you can," he said. "It's like
playing tennis. You improve
your game by playing with the
best players. Most of all,
though, if you know it's what
you want to do, stick with it."
He did.- Barbara W),man •
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Jensen (JD '80) has a law practice, in San
Jose .. . Michelle (Massaro) Tabler has been an
Allstate Insurance agent for five years and opened an
office two years ago in Anchorage, Alaska ... Steven
Webb works for Dow Chemical, in Midland, Mich.

'80

Lynn Combs (JD '83) practices law with Musick,
Peeler & Garrett in Los Angeles . . . Blaise Fanucchi
lives in Rockville, Md. , and is district sales manager
for NCR Corp ... Keiren (Donovan) Araujo and her
husband, Gus, live in Lake Oswego, Ore., with their
year-old daughter, Katie. Keiren is a systems engineer
manager with IBM in Portland ... Louis Carella is a
consulting civil engineer for Kennedy/Jenks/Chilton
in San Francisco .. . Nancy Drummond is a
paralegal/legal secretary for Unocal, corporate law
department, in Los Angeles, while attending law
school. She lives in South Pasadena ... Brad Haley
(MBAA '82) works for Foster Farms in Livingston as
fresh products marketing manager. His wife, Alisa
(Minor '81, MBAA '86), is a financial analyst for
American Savings and Loan in Stockton. Their home
is in Modesto .. . Scott Jensen is a district account
supervisor for the Hershey Chocolate Co. He and his
family live in Clifton Park, N.Y .. . Joan Langley was
director of education programs for the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival in Ashland ... Timothy Piper
earned his MBA from Harvard Business School in
June, and he and his wife, Susan, have left for the
People's Republic of China, where Tunothy is teaching
a graduate business program for one year, and Susan
is assisting by teaching English as a second language ... Daniel Schurman is director of the San Mateo
County Food Bank. His wife, Molly (Matheson), is
a librarian for Bain & Co., in San Francisco ... John
Sylvia (MBA '81) is assistant treasurer of the California Energy Co., in San Francisco. He is also an adjunct
professor in economics at USF's College of Business
... Blanca Valenzuela is a consultant with Pension
Management Systems, Inc., a capital management
group in San Jose . .. Robert Winslow is a marketing
manager for IBM in San Francisco ... Felix Battistella
is a surgical resident at UC Davis Medical Center,
Department of Surgery, in Sacramento.

'81 Mike Benham works for Varian in San Carlos
as a budget manager .. . Ramona Breslin is a registered
nurse in San Jose, where she lives with her husband,
Philippe Monin . . . Megan Brown is a graduate student in genetics at the University of Washington in
Seattle .. . Jean (Wiedermeyer) Courtney is in the
master's program in occupational therapy at San Jose
State ... Mark Dames (JD '86) is an attorney in the
law offices of David Malnick in Cupertino. He lives
in Burlingame .. .J. Harry Demos and his wife, Mary
Frances, and their three sons live in Tulsa, Okla. ,
where he is a senior sales account representative for
A.S.K. Computer Systems ... Mark Eastland, D.C. ,
is a certified athletic trainer and clinic director of
chiropractic therapy at MORE, Mission Orthopedic
Rehabilitation & Exercise, in San Jose ... Steve
IJF.sperance is a sales representative for Kellogg Sales
Co. of Bellevue, Wash . He and his wife, Shawn
(Stinson '82) live in Portland, Ore. Shawn is a personnel representative for First Farwest Insurance Co
.. .Yvette (Rosas) Million lives in San Jose and is
surgical services office manager for O'Connor Hospital ... Lorrie Nugent-Twohill is a marketing
representative for CTEX in San Francisco .. .Corbett
Roy is a police officer in Honolulu .. .Thomas Turk
is an assistant professor of strategic management at
Texas A&M, Department of Management, in College
Station, Texas.
'82 Dennis Capovilla is a sales manager for Xerox
in Portland, Ore ... Andy Cavagnaro is a psychiatric
technician at Veteran's Administration Hospital in
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Fresno . . . Mark Christensen works for Lockheed in
Sunnyvale as a mechanical design engineer ... Tom
Colby is a financial planner for Apple Computer in
Cupertino .. .Chris Colli is a marketing analyst for
Opcom in San Jose ... Mike Debarros works for Photo
& Sound Company of San Francisco as a sales
representative for Alameda County ... Dan Fake is in
the corporate controller's department of Lucky's, Inc.,
in Dublin ... Steven Lewis (JD '86) is sales manager
for Bob Lewis Volkswagen in San Jose .. . Joseph
Mansfield is a financial planner and registered
representative with Sumner Financial Group in
Portland, Ore .. . Mary Jean (Anderson) O'Rourke
is a data processing assistant manager at Mariani Packing Co., and her husband, John , is a legal representative at Robert Cook Legal Services in San Jose
... Helen (Daley) Ott is the marketing coordinator
for San Jose State University housing services ... Julie
Sly is director of communications and public information for the California Catholic Conference in
Sacramento. She directs the conference's communications, including articles for diocesan and secular
newspapers, writing and editing of the bishops' pastoral
statements, and media relations . , . Anita (Roxstrom)
Smith is vice president-manager of Metrobank in Los
Angeles ... Brian Torr is a product support engineer
for Hewlett-Packard in Rohnert Park . . . Joseph Vella
is a sales engineer for General Electric Supply Co. in
Emeryville.

'83Lynn Balling (MBA '87) is manager of product
marketing at Silma in Cupertino .. .Carol (Smith)
Barnewolt, M.D. , is in radiology residency at Fresno
Valley Medical Center. . .Carol (Valenti) Baron works
for Digital Equipment Corp., in Santa Clara ..
Margaret Boulanger manages the office for Worrnald
Fire Systems in Anaheim, a fire sprinkler contractor
. .. Eileen Bradley is a graduate student at Portland
State University School of Social Work . . . Robert
Comfort is an attorney with Johnson , Cusack & Bell,
in Chicago. He and his wife, Joan, live in La Grange
. . . Mary (Archer) Daniels is an accounts manager
for CF Airfreight , in San Francisco. She and her husband , James , also have their own computer graphics
systems and video music production company, James
Daniels Productions, in Palo Alto .. . Jim Douglas
(MBA ' 87) is a product marketing manager for Dataquest in San Jose ... Steven and Jill (Croft '86) Foster
live in Evanston, Ill. Steven is working on his MBA
from the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University . . . Steve Granzella is a systems
engineer at Technology for Communications International (TCO in Fremont . . .Ted Hoffman and his wife,
Lisa, live in Elk Grove. He is a CPA and financial accounting supervisor for Claude C. Wood Co. , general
contractors, in Lodi ... Phillip Hicks is a financial
planner with New York Life in Oxnard .. .Thomas
Hopkins is an accountant with Peat Marwick Main
& Co. in San Jose .. .Cameron Kelly is a data communications analyst for Varian Associates in Palo Alto.
He and his wife, Linda , live in Cupertino .. . Kevin
J. Kelly is a journalist for Business ~ek Magazine.
His home is in Dallas, Texas .. .Gerard Kerbleski
graduated from Dr. Wm. M. Scholl College of
Podiatric Medicine in Chicago in May. He is doing
a residency in podiatric surgery at the V. A. Hospital
in Albuquerque, N. M . .. Mark Lester works for
Norris , Beggs & Simpson, in San Francisco ...
Thomas Lynch, M.D. , specializes in internal
medicine at Lutheran General Hospital in Park Ridge,
Ill ... Kathleen Magnani is a science teacher for the
Ridgeland Public Schools in Oak Lawn, Ill .. .William
Moore lives in Eugene, Ore., and is a divisional
manager for Dun & Bradstreet. . . Susanne Mulcahy
is program manager for the Sunnyvale Chamber of
Commerce, president of Sunnyvale Women in Busi-

ness, and a graduate of the 1988 class of Leadership
Sunnyvale. She also works in music ministry and youth
and young adult ministry at St. Lawrence Parish in
Santa Clara . . . Jim Nageotte is an associate systems
engineer in telecommunications division , technical
center, at the Bank of America in Concord. His wife,
Terry (Hess) , is a regional representative, senior
manager at Sotheby's, in San Francisco ... Nancy
Peverini earned her law degree from McGeorge School
of Law at UOP and is an attorney and legislative advocate with the California Trial Lawyers Association ,
in Sacramento . .. Robert Santos is a marketing
engineer at Hewlett-Packard in Cupertino. He and his
wife and two children live in Sunnyvale .. .Greg
Smestad is an optical design engineer with HewlettPackard in San Jose ... Elizabeth (Vorsatz) Smiley
works for Arthur Andersen & Co., in San Jose ...
David Soberanis is a mechanical engineer and project engineer for Optical Coating Lab., Inc. , in Santa
Rosa ... Tony Vertongen, D.D.S., practices dentistry
in San Mateo ... Dawn Vincent is an investment
banker with Ehrlich Bober & Co., in Santa Monica
... Robert Viviano works for Rockwell International,
AES , in Anaheim , as a contract administrator
. . . Susan White is a marketing analyst with Mattel
Toy Co. in Los Angeles. She lives in Manhattan
Beach ... Stefani (Fowler) Willhoft is director of
development at Notre Dame High School in San
Jose .. . Madeleine (Arias) Ziemba is a senior buyer
at Applied Materials, Inc., in Santa Clara.

'84 Andrea Bahmann earned a master's degree in
fine arts from New York University graduate acting
program in June. She spent two days in July as a contract player in television's The Guiding Light
.. .Cynthia Bernardi is an electrical engineer with
Mountain Computer in Scotts Valley ... Karen Boberg
is in accounting at Hollander-Smith, Inc. , in Milpitas ... Amy Brown is a sales associate with Pacific
Bell Directory in Walnut Creek ... Marilyn Brown
is vice president and operating partner of Fox and
Carskadon Commercial Services, Inc., in San Jose
.. .Charles Corchero is an electrical engineer at IBM
in Tucson , Ariz . He has received a U.S. patent, with
three co-workers, entitled ''Apparatus and Method for
Digital Compensation of Oscillator Drift".. . Maureen
Covey is an attorney with the San Jose law firm of
Buchalter, Nemer, Fields & Younger .. .Chris Costella
is the restaurant manager at the Courtyard by Marriott,
in Fresno. He and his wife, Deborah, and their three
children live in Clovis .. .Christine De Chutkowski
is a communications representative with LSI Logic in
Milpitas ... Doug Dell "Omo is a television director
and editor with KSTS TV 48, in San Jose ... Robyn
De Martini lives in Chicago, where she is an office
leasing broker with the Malanky Realty Group .. .Tom
Dieringer is an institutional bond broker for B.C.
Ziegler & Co. in Portland, Ore ... Tim Donnelly lives
in Seattle, where he is a branch manager for TNT
Skypak ... Mark Duffy (JD '87) is a deputy district
attorney in San Jose .. . Maria "Mia" (Fialho) Frey
is the manager of Calvin Klein and Alion fashions at
Ala Moana shopping center in Honolulu. Her husband,
Greg '83, is a trial attorney. Their home is in Hawaii
Kai ... Alan Gazaway is a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy
on board fast-attack Los Angeles class submarine and
he has completed one year of Navy advanced nuclear
power training and submarine school. He is now attending Nuclear Engineer School ... Eileen Harris is
an administrative officer, corporate lending, for Hokkaido Takushoku Bank, Ltd ., in Seattle .. . Mary
(Vranizan) Mitchell is a marketing representative for
Lloyd Center Courts Athletic Club in Portland,
Ore ... David Ocampo earned his MBA from Santa
Clara in June ... Kevin Polg)ase works for Science Application International Corp. in San Diego as an operaFALL 1988
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tion administrator ... Philip Russick (MBA '86) works
for Wells Fargo Bank in San Jose. His wife, Jeanne
(Davini '86) , is an accountant for Dairni, Anderson
& Chin, in San Leandro .. .John Semans is a graphics
programmer for Sterling Software in Palo Alto ...
Theresa Smith is an assistant product manager for networking and communication products at Apple Computer in Cupertino ... David Thornley teaches
"sheltered" English to fifth and sixth graders at Mattos Elementary School in Fremont. These are students
from different countries who speak no English at all.

'85

Chrisopher Babiarz received his master's in
chemistry from the University of Wisconsin at
Madison . . . Jim Beecher is a contract manager for
Beecher Controls Corp. in Los Alamitos. He lives in
Rolling Hills Estates . .. Michael Blach earned his
MBA from Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, in June. He
is a general contractor in Santa Clara . . . Brent Bunger
is a financial planner for John Hancock Financial, in
Belmont. .. his wife, Tanya (Monsef '86), is a cost
analyst for Lockheed in Sunnyvale ... Maria Calderon
is an account analyst for National Semiconductor in
Santa Clara ... Philip Caulfield is a real estate loan
officer with World Class Mortgage, in Daly City
. . . Kent Cooper is with Cunningham Associates, in
Sunnyvale, as a commercial real estate broker ... Lisa
Crabb is an account manager for Space Designs, in
Mountain View. She lives in Campbell .. . James
Cravalho has a tile contracting business in San Mateo,
Peninsula Art Tile Co .. . Eduardo Duran had one of
his poems published in the Great American Poetry
Anthology, which is published by Ubrld of Poetry. He
is employed at the San Diego Space Theater and
Science Center . . . Laura Froio is program director for
Sunnyvale Senior Day Services. She lives in Burlingame . .. Sheila James works for Catalina Coupon
Systems, in Toronto, Ontario, as an account director
. .. Laura (Kirn) Laird is an archeologist with the
National Park Service at Yosemite National Park
.. . David Lesyna words for Loma Linda University
Medical Center, Department of Radiation and Oncology, as an electrical engineer ... Steven Lozano earned
a master's degree in public administration from the
University of Washington . He is a management analyst
for the U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Division, in
Washington, D.C ... Demetrio Meduri is a computer
programmer for Lockheed in Sunnyvale ... Melissa
Merk is a production manager for Rogers & Associates
in Santa Clara. She lives in San Jose ... Irma
(Ramirez) Reilly and her husband , Paul , live in San
Jose, where she is head of the cost accounting
department-construction for J. Lohr Properties ,
Inc ... Aurangzeb Saigal works for Supertronics in
Karachi, Pakistan , an import/export business ,
marketing computers and peripheral equipment ...
Dominic Taddeucci is an account executive for Commercial Press, with offices in Sand City, Monterey,
and Salinas . .. Teresa Torres teaches a bilingual fifth
grade at Meyer Elementary School in San Jose ... Tim
Torres is an officer in the U.S. Air Force, stationed
at Wright-Patterson AFB, in Dayton , Ohio, as a computer software analyst .. .Colleen Toste is an assistant
buyer for Emporium-Capwell in San Francisco
... Salvatore Vaccaro is a sales representative for P.W.
Stephens, Co., in Hayward . His wife, Ann (Skelley),
is a law clerk in the office of Abramson & Smith in
San Francisco . . . Brian Walsh is a project manager
for Citation Homes. His wife, Michelle (Premo '87),
is a distributing specialist at Apple Computer. Their
home is in Santa Clara.

'86

Lisa Albo is a sales representative for Esprit de
Corp in San Francisco .. . Lisbeth Armentano is an
assistant division promotion manager for Carnation
Foods in Los Angeles ... Steven Bland works at J.
FALL 1988

Chambers Advertising in Santa Monica . He lives in
Hermosa Beach ... Leslie Boggs completed her second
year at St. Louis Medical School ... Margaret Burns
is a reporter for the Brookline Citizen in Brookline,
Mass .. . Jeanne (Bourcier) Coleman is a legal
secretary to Ernie Weiss '79, in Tustin ... Peter Collins
is an accountant for Arthur Andersen & Co. in Los
Angeles ... Todd Dal Porto is a mortgage banker for
First Franklin Financial in Westlake Village ...
Kathleen (Dixon) Crowley is a communications
engineering manager for Hewlett-Packard in Palo
Alto .. . John Devlin lives in Santa Clara and is a
mechanical/systems test engineer for Lockheed ...
Andrew Dreyfuss lives in Cupertino and works for
Apple Computer as a distribution specialist ...
Jennifer Earls is an underwriter for Chubb Group Insurance. Her home is in San Jose ... Annemary
Franks completed her second year at Creighton
Medical School in Omaha, Neb .. . Robert Frizzell
is a market research analyst with VLSI Research , Inc.,
in San Jose ... Ken Green is attending SCU for a
teaching credential in life sciences. His wife, Terri
(Toepfer '87) , works in the personnel department of
H.S. Crocker, a lithography company in South San
Francisco ... Anne Hansen is an art consultant for the
Martin Lawrence Gallery in Valley Fair shopping
center, in San Jose . . .George Hegarty is a production planner for Sun Microsystems in Mountain
View .. . Mark Vallancy is manager, central region,
for International Micro Circuits in Santa Clara . . .
Vladimir Milutin is an associate buyer for the May
Company in North Hollywood ... Francis Ogbogu
finished his MBA at Golden Gate University in San
Francisco, last December and is a stockbroker with
Paine Webber in White Plains, N.Y ... Linda Phipps
is working at Memsco, in Irvington, N.Y. . . Lisa
Richards is an assistant media planner for D'Arcy,
Masius, Benton & Bowles, in New York City ...
Cynthia Rishwain works for Automatic Data Processing in Santa Clara as an account executive ... Lenore
\¥.lgner is an advertising sales representative for Metro
Newspaper in San Jose. She lives in Los Gatos ...
Sheila Ward works for The Boston Company in Palo
Alto as a lending officer .. .John Wible is a marketing
officer at Pacific Western Bank in San Jose .. .Guy
Zaninovich earned a bachelor's degree in fine arts at
Film School, Tisch School of the Arts, New York
University. He is working in the animation department
of MTV in New York and doing free-lance set construction in various New York production studios.

'fr7

Jim Alfred is an account executive at Automatic
Data Processing (ADP) in Santa Clara ... Zaid Ayoub
works for Basic Engineering Services in Sunnyvale as
a test engineering manager ... Mary Baldner is a
mechanical engineer with Boeing in Seattle, as is her
roommate, Anita Sheridan ... Linda Bergen works
for Synchronous Communications in San Jose as a
mechanical engineer ... Kathleen Campini lives in
Newport Beach and is a communications coordinator
for The Irvine Company .. .Gina Colombo works at
Chubb Insurance Group in San Francisco .. . Joe
Cooney is in commercial real estate office leasing with
Iliff, Thorn & Co. in Walnut Creek ... Benito Cortez
is an engineer at Magnetic Reference Laboratory in
Mountain View. He also plays violin with The Mila
String Quartet .. . Jerry Fox is an accountant at
Caesar's Tahoe at Stateline, Nev . .. Mary Ellen Fretz
is a junior kindergarten teacher at Creative Frontiers
School in Citrus Heights, where she lives ... Kim
McFarlane is a personnel assistant with Schlagh electronics in Santa Clara .. .Cheryl (Manson) Porter is
a marketing coordinator at Resource Publications in
San Jose ... Margaret Powers is a staff accountant at
Deloitte, Haskins & Sells, in San Jose . .. Elizabeth
Sasseen lives in West Hollywood and is a staff assis-

tant at Walt Disney Studios in Burbank ... Robert
Schmidt is a marketing sales representative for Renta-Computer in Santa Clara ... Daniel Shaw works for
Cunningham Associates in Sunnyvale, as a commercial real estate broker. .. Tod Theocheung lives in
Santa Clara and is a systems manager/project engineer
for Electrofusion Corp. in Fremont. . . Jenny Weiss
lives in San Jose where she works for Dataquest as
a research associate.
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Carrie Brennan, Kelley Walker, Annie
Jarch ow, and Mary Hingston are roommates in
Washington, D.C . .. Bonnie Dunseath is a staff accountant with Ernst & Whinney in San Jose. She lives
in Fremont.

ADVANCED DEGREES
'49

W illiam G. Clark (JD) has practiced law in San
Jose since 1951. He and his wife of 41 years, Beth, have
eight children. Their son, John , is a third year law
student at SCU.

'64

Emmett E . H earn (MBA) is a supervisor, contracts administration, at Lockheed Missiles & Space
Co. in Sunnyvale .. . Barry M undt (MBA) and his
wife, Sally, live in Darien , Conn . Barry is a management consultant for Peat Marwick Main & Co. in New
York City.

'65

Robert Dench (MBA) is a business executive at
Nieco/Alco in Burlingame .. . Frederick Heim , Jr.,
(MBA) and his wife, Janet, have moved to Rome, Italy,
where he is director of finance for the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
. . .James R. Kline, Jr. , (MBA) is vice president and
director, business management, for Lockheed Space
Operations Co. in Titusville, Fla. He and his wife,
Kathryn , live in Merritt Island . Their son, Dan, earned
his MBA from Santa Clara in June ... Ronald Street
(MBA) lives in Arcadia and is vice president , real
estate, for Foodmaker, Inc., - Jack in the Box Restaurants . .. Parry A. Watkins, Jr. , (MBA) has a CPA
firm in Jackson , Wy.

'66

Brian Sinder (MBA) lives in Guilford , Conn. ,
and works in Yonkers, N.Y., for Ultrasonix , Inc. , as
vice president, marketing-diagnostic medical
equipment.

'ffl

J. DuWayne Dickson (MBA) is a senior staff
engineer for Lockheed, Sunnyvale, and has been planning commissioner for the City of Campbell since
1973 .. .Thomas Hansen (JD) is a Santa Clara County
Superior Court judge in San Jose ... David Redo
(MBA) and his wife, Judy, live in Lafayette. David was
appointed president of Sierra Asset Management in
1987, a subsidiary of Bechtel Investments, Inc.

'68

J ohn D. Gash (MSAM) is a program manager
for Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. He and his wife,
Mieko, make their home in San Jose . .. John Meyers
(MBA) is general manager of AMC, in Conyers, Ga.

'69

Douglas Campbell (MBA) is a management
engineer for Ralph M . Parsons Co., of Washington,
D.C. He and his wife, Elizabeth, live in Smithfield ,
Va ., after five years in Saudi Arabia, where the company was building a new industrial city on the Red
Sea .. . John Deutschlander (MBA) is a manager,
marketing communications, for Spectra-Physics,
Autolab Division, in San Jose .. . Michael Kovarik
(MBA) works for Southwestern Bell Telephone in St.
Louis, Mo., as a contracts manager. .. Gary Lyen
(MBA) lives in Westminster where he is a branch
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manager fo r Northbrook Property & Casualty Insurance Co . . . Ralph Ortolano (MBA) is a consulting
engineer for Southern California Edison Co. in Westminster, and was recently awarded his tenth U.S. patent
on steam turbine design ... Roger Smith (MBA) is
president and chief executive officer of Silicon Valley
Bank in Santa Clara .. .Thomas Wendel (MBA) is the
pres ide nt and chief executive offi cer of Libe rty
Brokerage in New York City.

Jose .. . J errold G ililland (MBA) is an operati on
manager for the Hewlett-Packard labs in Palo Alto
.. . Aj it Goel (MBA) works fo r Zy mos Corp. in
Sunnyvale, as director of reliability/quality assurance
.. Robert Hicks (MBA) is vice president fo r operations at Stationers Distributing Co. in Ft. Worth ,
Texas . . . Linda Hendrix McPharlin (JD) is a partner in the San Jose law fi rm of Hopkins & Carley,
specializing in business litigatio n.

'70 F. Leighs Church (MBA) has joined Amdahl in
Sunnyvale as director of software product management,
after 25 years with IBM . . .Terry Espeland (MBA)
owns Tieco Insurance Agency, Inc., and is also owner
and operator of The Opry House and Club Almaden
Restaurant in San Jose ... Robert Wolf (MBA) and his
wife, Cathleen, live in Incline Village, Nev. Robert
is manage r of the Nevada Employ me nt Security
Department .

'77 Richard Butterfield (MBA) is manager of production planning and inventory control for Ore-Ida
Foods, Inc. , in Boise, Idaho .. . Steven Castle (MBA)
is a commercial real estate broker fo r Cooper/Brady
in San Jose ... Richard Fellows (MBA) is a marketing
engineer-military products for Hewlett-Packard, in San
Jose. He is also director of the Cupertino Sanitary
Distri ct ... Frank L. Hannig (M BA) works fo r
Watkins-Johnson Co. in Palo Alto as the informat ion
systems manager. . . Pamela Rhodes (JD) is a financial planner in San Francisco .. . Robert Schuchard
(JD) works in the corporate area at Musick, Peeler &
Garrett in Los Angeles and is in his second year as
chai r of the Recruiting Committee. He also continues
to be an active Masters rough water sw im competitor
... Robert Shapiro (JD) is a partner in the Oakland
law fi rm of King, Johnson & Shapiro.

'71 Jose Debasa (MBA) is chief financial officer for
the Archdiocese of Los Angeles . . . Edwin A. Smith
(MBA) is a rea l estate broker with Monte rey Bay
Properties in Aptos .. . Richard Winegarner (MBA)
is president of Sage Concepts, Inc., in Forestville.

'72

Gary J . Coelho (MBA) is a banker with Security
Pacific Nationa l Bank in San Francisco . . . Robert
Durham (JD) is a partner in the Portland , Ore., law
firm of Du r ha m , Drumm o nd s, Co lom bo &
Smith . . . Jeffrey Hack (MBA) wo rks fo r ESL in
Sunnyvale as a staff engineer. . .Tony Torson (MA)
is a parter in the Sacramento law firm of Torson, Knox
& Associates.

'73

Charles Crow (MBA) is vice president, planning,
for Winston Management in Burlingame ... Frank M.
Mangan, A.L.C. (JD) a San Jose attorney, was elected
lawyers representative to the 9th Circuit Judicial Confe rence for the 1988-90 term .

'74

Rober t B. Sparkma n (MBA) is president of
Worldwide Marketing of Cupertino.

'75 J a mes Childers (MBA) and his wife, Liza, live
in Mableton, Georgia, where he is assistant managerfinance for BellSouth Corp .. .Viola Finefrock (MBA)
has retired from her marketing and business planning
consulting company. She writes that she and her husband , George, have moved aboard their boat and are
"sailing to warmer weather"... N. Jay Haskin (MBA)
is a construction consultant with S & S Electric Co.
in San Jose .. . Zoe Lofgren (JD) was re-elected to a
third term on the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors. She is serving as chairperson of the board and
as chair of the County Traffic Authority . . .William
Lozoff (MBA) is a marketing manager for IBM/Rolm
in Santa Clara .. . Larry Peden works for End-Run
Communications, Inc., in Santa Clara, as an engineer
and manage r . . . John Sondeno (M BA) wo rks in
engineering and marketing for GaSonics in Sunnyvale . . . Robert H . Stockwell (MS) lives in Sunnyvale
and is a marketing engineer for Hewlett-Packard .. .G.
Anthony Tessier, Jr. , (JD) is a managing partner in
the Sacramento law fi rm of Wohl , Ci nnamon &
Hagedorn ... Lee Whipple (JD), her husband , Craig,
and daughters , Jessica and Karen, live in Fremont ,
whe re Lee is a n atto rn ey in the office of F. J.
Donehue . . . Ronald M. Wilson (JD) is an attorney
with the Colorado National Bank of Denver.

'76 Cherry Amabisca is a marketing manager for
Intel in Hillsboro, Ore . .. Robert Beard (MBA) is
manager-contract administration at TCI in Mountain
View ... Thomas Bun (MBA) works fo r Compumax,
Inc. , in Menlo Park, as a software engineer. . . David
Busch (MBA) is general manager, building material
division, for Graniteroc k Co. in Watsonvi lle . .
Michael Crow (MBA) works for Merrill Lynch in San
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'78 Gerald Chua (MBAA) and his wife, Joyce, live
in Bakersfield where he is export manager for the
Superior Farming Co ... Mary Curtis Davey (MBA)
is chief executive officer of Planned Parenthood of
Santa Clara County, Inc .. . John Ehrmann (MBA) is
in sales fo r Varian. He lives in Campbell . . .Colleen
Engelmann (JD) is corporate counsel for Pyramid
Technology in Mountain View . . . Justin Qung Go
(JD, MBA) is controller for LSI Logic in Milpitas
. .. W. Winston Wood (MBA) is an impo rter and
di stributor of stationery products. Hi s Foster City
business is called Somerset Trading Co.

'79 Michael T. Adams (JD) is a deputy district attorney for Santa Clara County ... Mark Borges (JD)
is a n atto rney with Wa re & Freide nri ch in Palo
Alto .. . Richard J. Browne (MBA) and hi s wife ,
Jeanette, live in Campbell. He is a fin ancial consultant for Merrill Lynch in San Jose . . .Gary Connor
(MBA) works for Integrated Device Technology in
Santa Clara as a marketing manager. . .James Greene
(MBA) works in Menlo Park as a consultant with
Arthur Andersen & Co . . . Katherine Leonard (MBA)
is a CPA in San Diego . . .Wilbur Olson (MBA) has
an accounting and tax preparation business in Oakhurst. . . M ary Rees (JD) lives in Arlington, Va . ,
where she is an atto rney specializing in estate planning . . . Stephen Rose (MBA) is a partne r in the
Bellevue, Wash., law firm of inslee, Best, Doezie &
Ryder. .. Margaret Saal (JD, MBA) is an attorney
with Cooper, Epstein & Hurewitz in Beve rly Hills.

'80 Bruce Bonfield (MBA) is vice president of
Debcor in Cupertino . . . Jack R . Brown (MBA) is a
marketing manager for Boole and Babbage, Inc. , in
Sunnyvale ... Mark Ca lkins (MBA) and hi s wife ,
Kathy, live in Orem, Utah . Mark is the vice president ,
marketing, for Novell , Inc., in Provo .. . Howard Chan
(MBA) works for Wyse Technology in San Jose as product manager. . . Michael Freie (MBA) is di rector of
engineering at Deico Electronics in Fremont . . . Steven
Hall (JD) is an attorney with Hillyer & Irwin in San
Diego. He special izes in construction litigation and
government contracts . . . Richard Horn (MBA) is a
materials manager for Acuson in Mountain View. He
and his wife, Susan (Johnson '76) , live in Saratoga
... Dennis McBride (MBA) is the corporate controller
fo r Silicon Graphics, Inc., in Mountain View .. . Jeff
Metzger (JD) practices law in Laguna Hills. His wife,

Lisa (Jane '81), is an administrator for Calay Systems,
Inc. , in Irvine .. .Vilas Mujumdar (MBA) is the president and chief executive officer of All Flow, Inc. , in
Bu ffa lo, N .Y., a bulk tra ns po rtati o n syste ms
business .. . John G. Powers (JD) is a partner in the
Los Angeles law office of Hill , Betts & Nash ...
Jeffery Sumida (MBA) is a financial analyst for Amdahl Corp. in Sunnyvale . .. Leslie Train (MBA) is the
manager, business planning and analysis, for Network
Equipment Technologies in Redwood City .. . James
L. Weber (MBA) is senior account executive in the
commercial loan department of Union Bank's Santa
Clara Valley Regionals office in San Jose.

'81 Marilyn Coon (MBA) is a vice president at Wells
Fargo Bank in San Francisco .. . Marsha Poenisch
(MBA) is a vice president-corporate banking for Bank
of the West in San Jose .. .Jessica Prince (MBA) lives
in London and is a marketing manager for Apple Computer .. .Cindi Rosse (JD) is a senior staff counsel for
the Cali fo rnia Public Util ities Commission in San
Francisco .. . Agnieszka Winkler (MBA) is president
of Winkler McManus, a Santa Clara advertising agency
. . . Leslie Wolin (JD) practices law, in Los Angeles.
'82 Josephine (Morano) Alvaro (MA) teaches
second grade in the Berryessa Schoo l District, in San
Jose . . .John Brennan (MBA) has a business development consulting firm in Paci fie Grove, Bren nan
Associates .. . Robert Byrne (MA) received a doctorate in psycho logy in June from the California
Graduate Sc hoo l of Fa mily Psychology in Men lo
Park ... Nancy Crow (MBA) is a vice president and
manager fo r First Interstate Bank of California in San
Jose . . . Jennifer Hamburg (MBAA) lives in West
Hollywood and is a marketing manager for the Carnation Co. in Los Angeles . . . Paul H utter (JD) is an
attorney and instructor in the international law div ision of the Judge Advocate General's School, U.S.
Army, Charlottesv ille, Va ... Benedict Koller (JD) is
an attorney in the office of the Atto rney General of
New Mex ico . . . Paul L . Lion, m, (JD) is a partner
in the San Jose law firm of Hopkins & Carley .. . David
Norbury (MBA) is vice president, subassemblies division , fo r Avante k, Inc. of Santa Clara ... Mary
Ruddell (MBA) is an engineering manager with Digital
Equipment Corp. in Cupertino .. . Rochelle Schaetten
(MBA) is a marketing-sales engineer with IBM in Los
Angeles ... Bob Strieker (JD) is a deputy district attorney in the juveni le division of the San Jose district
attorney's office .. . Jill Van de Velde (JD) is a criminal
defense attorney in San Jose . . . Michael Wilk (JD) is
an attorney with Haight , Dickson, Brown & Bonesteel
in Santa Monica.
'83 Dan Donahoe (MBA) works at Ford Aerospace
in Palo Alto, where he lives . . .James Hanschu (JD)
is an attorney in the Gold River law firm of Moore
& Bennett . . . Edward Hill (MBA) is manager of administration and operations fo r GTE Government
Systems in Rockville, Md. He and his wife, Diane,
live in Bethesda.
'84 Benjamin Brown (MBA) is an instructor at The
Master's College in Newhall .. .Joseph Cavalli (MBA)
is the manager of corporate fac ilities for Appl ied
Materials in Santa Clara . . . Jeffrey Fisher is in sales
for Adaptec in Milpitas . . . Eugenia Geannopoulos
(MBA) does part-time contract work for HewlettPackard's direct marketing division. She and her husband , George, live in Portland , Ore . . . Leslie Lee
(MBA) is an audit supervisor for Coopers & Lybrand
in San Francisco . . . Sharon Matsumura (JD) is an
attorney in Alexandria , Va ... Rajeev M unjal (MBA)
is a senior quality assurance engi neer for Intel in Santa
Clara . .. Amy Newson (MBA) is a programmeranalyst for AT&T in Sunnyvale ... Ann Ruehling
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(MBA) works for Panshopic Systems, Inc., in Minneapolis, Minn., as an application software senior product consultant. . . Josephine Vincent (MA) is a
registered nurse at the Veterans' Administration
Medical Center in Palo Alto in the relapse preventionchemical dependency program. She is also interning
in Casa SAY, ""Social Advocate for Youth," a nonprofit organization ... Eugene Wypyski, Jr., (MBA)
is the regional human resources manager for Apollo
Computer, Inc. , in Atlanta, Ga .

'85 Alton B. Miller (MBA) works for Bank of
America in San Francisco as a senior financial
analyst. .. Donald Robinson (JD) is an attorney with
Phelan, Stuppi, Sorensen & McQuaid in San Francisco .. . Steven Schroeder (MBA) lives in Fremont
and is a senior financial analyst for Ross Stores, Inc.,
in Newark . . . Scott Swisher (JD) is a deputy district
attorney for Alameda County.
'86 Katherine Anderson (JD) practices law with
Ferrari, Alvarez, Olsen & Ottobo ni in San Jose
... Steven R. Boyle (MBA) is a consultant with
General Electric in San Francisco . . . Ellen Marie
Cohen (JD) is a law c lerk for bankruptcy Judge Leslie
Tchaikovsky, northern di st rict of California, in
Oakland . . . Jeffery Bryan (MBA) works for Pacific
Western Bank in San Jose as ass istant vice president,
corporate banking officer. . . Ronald Digesti (JD) is
an atto rney with Gassett, Perry & Frank, in San
Jose .. . Richard M. Foster (MBA) is a marketing
engineer with Intel in Santa Clara . . .Walton Gill, III
(M BA) works for Chevron USA in Concord as a
marketing supervisor ... Alisanne Gilmore (MBA) is
a marketing manager for Pacific Bell in San Ramon
... Douglas Gonsalves (MBA) is a corporate banker
wit h Bank of America in San Jose .. . Gerry
Guadarrama (MBA) is president of RMC Group,
Inc., Santa Clara , which offers capital sourci ng,
business planning a nd deve lopment for reta il ,
who lesale, manufacturing and serv ice industries
. . . Rudy Mui (MBA) is an engineering manager for
Watkins-Johnson in San Jose ... Rebecca Palfreeman
(M BA) is a self-employed contractor and works part
time as an accountant for Ampex in Redwood City.
She and her hu sband, Scott (MBA '87), live in
Pleasanton, with their daughter, Jill . . . Simon Poon
(MS) is a senior engineer at Laserdrive, Ltd ., in Santa
Clara .. .Catherine Torres-Yoshii (JD) is an attorney
with Moore, Clifford, Wolfe, Larson & Trutner in
Oakland.
'87 Douglas Crosby (JD) practi ces law with
Donahue, Gallagher, Thomas & Woods in Oakland
. . .Thomas Holden (MBA) is a microwave engineer
with Pacific Monolithics in Sunnyvale ... Lance Lee
(M BA) is an accountant with Coopers & Lybrand in
San Jose . .. Fred Rey (MBA) works for Seiler & Co.
in Redwood City as an accountant ... Kurt Thorne
(M BA) is finance manager of Don Young Ford in
Walnut Creek.

'88

John Billman (MBA) is a missionary wi th
Bethany Missions in the Philippines.

MARRIAGES
'71 Cecilia Barrie to Bill Chambers '74, on March
26, in Santa Clara Mission. Their home is in Campbell.

'73

Mary "Mimi" Seyferth to Jerrold Haneburth ,
on June 19, in Middleburg, Virginia. They live in Annandale . .. George Sweet to Candee Erickson, on
FALL 1988

September 12 , in Milwaukee, Wisc., where they make
their home.

'77 Mary Ann Stewart to Tim White, on November
14, 1987, at St. Timothy 's Episcopal Church , in Danvi lle. They live in Pleasanton.

'78 Barbara Wall (MBA '82) to Reid Casey '79, on
May 30, 1987, at St. Timothy 's Church , in San Mateo.
They make their home in Fremont ... Thomas J. Daly
(MBAA '84) to Nancy Anderson, on April 30, at St.
Joseph's Church, in Seattle .. . Bart Minor to Marion
Weeks, on October 3, 1987, at Sattui Winery, in Napa .
Their home is in Parlier.
'79 Glen Alfaro to Corinne Hunt , on April 9, at the
Santa Clara Mission. They live in Burlingame ..
Michael Hausler to Susan Lamb , on January 9, in St.
Christopher's Church , in San Jose, where they live
. .. Neal J. Hoffman, D.D.S., to Jayne Senikowich,
D.D.S., on March 5, in the Santa Clara Mission. Their
home is in Santa Clara.
'80 Anita Volta to Jim Reed, on September

former SCU Alumni Association president, J. Michael
Hagan '61 ... Stewart Hayes to Mona Roberto, on
April 16, in the Santa Clara Mission . Their home is
in Mountain View ... Kevin Earley to Catherine
Long, on October 25, in Mission Santa Clara .. .Colleen Fitzgerald to John Dilts, on Jul y 2 , at St.
Catherine's Church , in Burlinga me ... Melissa
Finocchio to Patrick Booth on June 24, in the Mi ssion
Church. They live in Santa Clara ... Stewart Hayes
to Mona Roberto, on April 16, in Mission Santa Clara.

'87 Catherine Kennelly to Matt McCormick , on
August 21 , in the Mission Church.

'88 Sally Carbullido to Roger La pi e rre , on
September 3, at Queen of Apostles Church, in San
Jose.

BIRTHS

10, at

St. Justin's Church in Santa Clara.

'81 Julie Barber to Christopher Bene, on May 28,
in Spokane, Wash. They live in Seattle ... John Kelm
to Laurie Lyons ' 83, on April 9, in the Santa Clara
Mi ssion . . . Jeff Walsh to Silvia Schmitt, on May 28,
in Santa Clara Mission.

'82 Mar.k J . Christensen to Tammy Lee, o n
November 14, in Santa Clara Mi ss ion. Their home is
in Santa Clara . . . Diane Luhrs to Michael Morando,
on September 26, 1987, at St. Dunstan's Church, in
Millbrae. They live in San Francisco .. . Helen Daley
to Jim Ott, on November 28, 1987, in Los Altos. Their
home is in Pleasanton .
'83 Paul F. David to Mary Pitt '84, on April 16, in
Santa Clara Mi ss ion ... Steven Foster to Jill Deane
Croft '86, on June 4, in Santa Clara Mission. They
live in Chicago.
'84 Doug Dell Omo to Molly Shocklee, on April
30, in Santa Clara Mission . They live in Sunnyvale
. . . Julia Harper to David Cooper, on January 9, in
the Santa Clara Miss ion. Their home is in San Jose
.. . John Horwitz (JD) to Kate Latham '86, on May
9, 1987, in Orange, where they make their
home ... Heidi LeBaron to Jay Le11pp '85, on August
13, in Santa Clara Mission ... Keval McNamara to
Justin McCarthy, in October, 1987. They live in Menlo
Park ... Rob Yoklavich to Mary Anderson, on May
21, at St. Bridgid's Church in San Francisco. Their
home is in Antioch .. . Juli a Harper to David T.
Cooper, on January 9, in the Mission Church. Their
home is in San Jose ... David Purser to Marisa Manzo, on April 23, in La Habra.

'85 LiLinda Carta to James L. Samuels, on June
26, in Santa Clara Mi ss ion . They live in San
Jose ... Mary Ann Crowe to Terence O'Hara , on
August 6, at San Fernando Mission Church , in Mission
Hills ... Ann Skelley to Salvatore Vaccaro on July
2, in Santa Clara Mission. They make their home in
San Bruno .. . Brian Walsh to Michelle Premo, on
July 2, in Santa C lara Mi ssion . They live in Santa
Clara .. . John Faylor to Moniqu e Shinn , on
September 25, in the Santa Clara Mission .
'86 Brian Baumann to Angela McDonald , on July
9, in San Bernardino at the Norton Air Force Base
Chapel ... Derek Granath (MBA) to Jennifer Janda,
on April 23, in Santa Clara Mission. They live in Los
Altos ... Kenneth J. Green to Terri Toepfer '87, on
October 15, in Santa Clara Mission . Their home is in
San Mateo ... Debra Hagan to Victor Anselmo, on
April 23, in San Clemente. Debra is the daughter of

'65 To Paul Manfredi (MBA '69) and his wife,
Diana, their second child , Dane Louis, on March 14.
They live in Akron, Ohio.
'69 To Mark (MSEE '72) and Laura (Hofmeister
'73) Williams, a daughter, Clare, on November 22 ,
in San Jose.
'71 To Donna (Von Raesfeld) Howell and her husband , Cecil, their fifth child and third son, Justin
Addison, on May 16. They live in Union City.
'72 To Rick (JD '75) and Chris (Schmuck) Goethals,
their fifth ch ild , John Paul "J.P.", on February 8, in
San Francisco. The family lives in San Mateo ... to
Kevin and Maureen (Daley '73) Rooney, their third
daughter, Kara Colleen, on March 27, in Agoura.

'73

To Kevin Bedolla (JD '76) and his wife, Deborah,
their second child, Kimberly Kay, on June 5 ... to
Duncan (MBA '80) and Patty (Randall '74) Holaday,
a son , Randall Duncan, on April 26. Their home is
in Santa Clara .. . to Clyde and Ivana (Artukovich)
LeBaron , their third daughter, Ivana Francesca, on
July 18, in San Jose ... to Mimi Taylor-Hendrix and
her husband , Michael, their second chi ld , Alicia
Mercedes, on June I, 1987, in University City, Mo.
. to Peggy (Co nlon) Fancier and her husband , Paul,
their fourth child , Molly McCanna , on December 2,
in Monterey . . to Jim Diggins and his wife, Chris,
thei r second child , Kevin James , on June 10. Their
home is in Danville.

'74 To J . Peter and Pam (Musel ' 75) Campagna ,
a son, Clint Frank, on November 24. Their home is
in Los Altos Hills ... to Don and Karen (Duka '75)
Pettibone, their sixth child , Jenice Eileen, on October
9, 1987. They live in Cupertino.
'75 To J err y and Kim (Malley ' 79) Bellotti , a
daughter, Caitlin Carmel on June 2. They live in Los
Gatos ... to Ronald Campbell and his wife, Jane, their
first chi ld , Peter Morgan, on March 16, in Santa
Ana ... to Roger Idiart and his wife, Jan , a daughter,
Kathryn "Katie" Arlene, on March 15. They make their
home in Santa Clara.

'76

To Sheila (Faherty) Hugo and her husband ,
Christopher, their third child , Alissa Ma rie, on
September 28, 1987, in Woodland .. . to Chauncey
Kendall (MBA '78) and his wife , Yvonne, a daughter,
Alison Bourget, on July 4 . .. to Michael and Mary
(Russell) O'Hara , their fourth child , James .

'77 To Christine (Angelillo) Bedbury and her husband , Robert, a daughter, Stacey Leigh , on September
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22, 1987, in Redding ... to Ernest " Skip" and Mary
(Treder '78) Hughes, thei r fi fth child , Rachel Rose,
on February 6, in Los Banos.

'78 To Anita (Gallegos) Brashear and her husband,
Steven, a son, Kevin Michael, on October 18, in San
Jose .. . to Lauren (Johnson) Clapham and her husband, Dave, their second son, Adam Carson, on June
18. They live in Hollister.

'79 To Gayten Bernal-Harmon and her husband,
Scott , their first child, Ki rsten, on June 6, 1987 . . . to
Jim and Angie (Chakalian '80) Herrera , a son ,
And rew Ja mes, o n Ap r il II. T heir home is in
Milpitas ... to Michelle (Massaro) Tabler and her
husband, Kevin, their fi rst chi ld , Rebecca El izabeth ,
on January 10, in Anc horage, Alaska ... to Leslie Orta
(JD '82), and her husband, Paul Jensen (JD '80), their
second child, Ryan Orta Jensen, on April 20, at Stanford University Medical Center. They live in San
Jose ... to Paul and Nancy (Loughran '80) Turantino,
a daughter Diana Elizabeth, on September II. They
live in San Carlos.

Malia , on May 12, in Honolulu.

'84 To Jeffrey a nd Maureen (C rawl ey)
Abercrombie, a son, Jeffrey Joseph , II, on January
16, in Fresno ... to James and Desiree (Cervantes)
Webb, a son, Michael Mahoney, on February 19 in
Sacramento.
'85 To Michael J. Blach and his wife, Margaret, a
daughter, Catherine " Katie" Elizabeth, on June 24.
They live in Santa Clara .

DEATHS
'11 Addison Posey, on June 11, after a long illness.
His home was in Carmel.
'27 Kenneth J. Larkins, on April 7. His home was
in Greenbrae.

cloistered there. He served as a captain in the dental
corps in the Air Force during the Ko rean conflict , at
an air base in New Mexico. Upon his release from
military service in 1954, he retu med to his practice,
retiring in 1983. He is survived by his wife, Alice; a
son, Edward, Jr.; and daughter, Kathleen Pasin ; and
two grandchi ldren.

'45 The Rev. Raymond E . Bluett, on August 29, of
kidney disease. His home was in La Quinta.
'50 Hall G. Haynes, on June 13, at his Los Gatos
home, of a heart ailment. He was 59. A punter and
halfback, he was captain of the Bronco team that
defeated Kentucky in the 1950 Orange Bowl. In the
fall of ,950, he joined the Philadelph ia Eagles of the
National Football League, but his career was interrupted when he was called to active duty by the U.S.
Army to serve as a reconnaissance officer in Korea.
First Lt. Haynes was awarded the Bronze Star for
meritorious serv ice during milita ry operations at
Sniper's Ridge and Triangle Hill near Kumwha. After
22 months in Korea , he returned to the U.S. to play
with the Washington Redskins, but suffered a back injury. In 1954, he was traded to the Los Angeles Rams.
He left professional football in 1955. He worked briefly
as a civil defense coordinator for the city of San Jose,
before becoming San Jose district manager for the
Granite Rock Co. , a Northern California manufacturer
of asphalt and concrete. He retired two years ago. He
is survived by his wife, Dona Lou; daughters Jean and
Janet; and six grandchildren .

'80 To Chris (Curry) Carlyle and her husband,
Sand , a daughter, Emi ly Christine, on May 26, in
Hillsboro, Ore ... to Camille (Preaseau) Eder and her
husband, Roy, a daug hter, Cameron Noelle, on
November IO, in Palo Alto .. . to Tracy (Stempel)
Hogan and her husband, Will iam, their second son,
John William "Jack," on Septem ber 21 , in San Francisco . .. to Scott J e nse n and his wife, Susan, a
daughter, on March 5. They live in Clifton Park ,
N.Y. .. to Molly Matheson and Daniel Schurman ,
a daughter, Emma Lee, on January 22, in San Francisco . . . to Jeff and Lisa (Jane '81) Metzger, a son,
Kevin , on March 10, 1987 ... to John G. Powers (JD)
and his wife, Janet, their first child, Katherine Eileen,
on July Tl, 1987 ... to Paul and Laurene (Mendence
'82) Skinner, a daughter, Laura Diane, on June 29.
They live in Santa Clara ... to Batholomew Sullivan
and his wife, Susan, a daughter, Sarah, on September
1. Their home is in West Palm Beach , Florida.

'28 Leonard Reeg, on June 1, in Hollywood. During
his senior year at SCU, he was editor of the weekly
newspaper, Santa Clara. He was also active in debating
and dramatics. Following his graduation , he completed
his law studies at USF. He is surv ived by daughters
Ann Sisneros and Beth Terry '66, and five grandchildren .

'81 To David Berna rd (MBA '82) and his wife,
Sabrina, a daughter, Michaela Christina, on January
3, 1987 ... to Alanna (Rebello) Jones and her husband,
Michael, a daughter, Katiana , on August 26, in San
Jose. They now live in Colorado Springs .. . to Steve
and Shawn (Stinson '82) L'Espera nce, their first
child , James Patrick, on January 12. Their home is
in Tigard , Ore . . . to Corbett Roy, Jr. , and his wife,
Garia , a son, Corbett, ill, on November 26. They live
in Honolulu .. . to Maureen (Jurgens) Sotello and her
husband, Elton , a son, Patrick Charles, on January
23, in Los Angeles.

'34 The Rev. Geor ge E. McMena min , a longtime
priest at Old Mission Catholic Church in San Luis
Obispo, on November 28, in a Monterey County convalescent hospital. Fr. McMenamin was born April
6, 1912 , in Monterey. He served as an Air Force communications officer, flying on bombing missions in
World War II , before become a priest. He had been
a priest for 30 years for the Diocese of Monterey. He
is survived by two brothers, Emmet and Robert.

'55 Frank A. Dostalik, on March 6, of a cerebral
hemorrhage, in Fullerton. He had worked for 30 years
in retail management and was employed by Montgomery Ward when kidney disease forced him to retire
early. Although he had been a dialysis patient for the
past five years, Frank remained active in community
and parish affairs, especially the Orange County
chapter of the American Association of Kidney
Patients. He is survived by his wife, Geraldean; one
son, David; four daughters, Diane, Deborah, Donna,
and Denise.

'35 John C. Alaimo, on July 22, of a heart attack.
A native of Marion , Ill. , he had lived in San Mateo
for 32 years. He was a member of the California Bar
Association and past president of the Daly City Exchange Club. Survivors include his wife, Helen ; sons
Robert, John Jr., Frank, and Charles; daughter, AnnaMarie; brothers William , Carl, and Sam '47; and one
grandson.

'56 Rober t L. F lanagan, M .D. , on December 7, in
Grand Terrace, after a long illness. He was chief
psychiatrist at the California Rehabilitation Center in
Norco, and had been employed with the California
penal system since 1965. His father was the late James
Flanagan, Sr. , '25. He is survived by a sister, Esther
Flanagan , of Quincy ; a brother, James, Jr., D.D.S.,
'54; two nephews and two nieces.

'37 Henry A. "Hank" T homas, on June 22 , of
cancer. He served under General George Patton in
World War II , and earned the Bronze Star. His home
was in Aptos. He is survived by his wife, Lucille.

'62 Harold R. "Hal" Chapman (JD) on September
13, in his Santa Clara apartment. A former deputy
district attorney and retired San Jose police sergeant
once decorated for bravery, he earned his bachelor's
degree at San Jose State, and served in the U.S. Navy
during World War II. He is survived by his son, Mark,
of San Jose; daughters Michelle and Pamela of Salinas;
and two grandchildren.

'82 To Douglas and J udith (Pettebone) Cook , a
daughter, Kathryn Pettebone, on November 13, in
Madison , Wisc ... to Dan and Marie (Vitorino) Fake,
their third child, Melissa Marie, on April 24, in Santa
Clara.

'83 To Thomas Hopkins and his wife, Michelle, their
second son , Gregory Thomas, on March 7, in San
Jose ... to Tim and Jonae (Muzii '85) Pistoresi, a
daughter, Katherine Elizabeth, in April 8, in Merced
... to Elizabeth (Vorsatz) Smiley and her husband ,
James, a son, James Dwight, II, on January 29. Their
home is in Burlingame ... to Joh n and Abby (Dorsa)
Sobrato, a son , John Matthew, on February 7. Their
home is in Saratoga . . . to Tony Vertongen, D.D.S. ,
and his wife, Caroline, a daughter, Stephanie Charlotte,
on February 21. They live in San Mateo . .. to Robert
Viviano and his wife, Mary, their second child ,
Robert, on May 31, in Orange .. .to John and Kimberly (Clark) Wagenbach , a daughter, Amanda Marie,
on June 12. Their home is in Fremont ... to Greg and
40

Mia (Fialho '84) Frey, a daughter, Samantha Io'ana
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'30 J ohn R . Hazlewood , on December 8, in San
Francisco.

'40 Robert A. Cronin , on April 7, in Sacramento.
He is survived by his wife, Mary.
'40 Geor ge W. Cumming, on May 23, at Tripler
Army Medical Center, in Honolulu , of cancer. A native
of Chicago, he was a retired U.S. Army lieutenant colonel. He is survived by his wife, Veriee; sons David
and John; daughters Martha and Joanie ; one grandson, and II step-grandchildren .
'42 John B. McGrury, on July 9, at Stanford University Hospital , after a brief illness. He is survived by
his wife, Ann , of Palo Alto.
'44 Edward J. Rodrigues, D.D.S. , on August 30, of
a brain tumor, in Santa Clara. He graduated from
Bellarmine College Preparatory in 1939, and earned
his dental degree from the College of Physicians and
Surgeons in San Francisco. He opened dental practice in Santa Clara in 1949, and established a " mini "
dental office in the Carmelite Monastery for the nuns

'63 Leonard J . Liccardo, on July 16, at San Jose's
Good Samaritan Hospital , of cancer. He graduated
from the USF law school in 1966 and worked in the
trust department of Crocker National Bank for a couple
years after that. In 1969, he opened a law office in San
Jose. He is survived by his wife, Kathleen ; two sons
David and John; four daughters Charise, Gina ,
Christina, and Mary ; and a brother, Salvador '56, JD
'61.

'65 Thomas A. Paulet (MBA) , on April 11, of
cancer, at Dominican Extended Care Hospital, in Santa
Cruz. He was 60. He is survived by his wife, Pauline;
son , Thomas ; daughters Michele, Deni se, a nd
Therese; and four grandchildren. He was a resident
of Felton.
FALL 1988
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'75

Joyce Conder (MA), on February 17. She was
a teacher in the Santa C ruz City Schools and active
in many education and service o rgan izations. Her
home was in Soquel.

sula and in San Francisco.
He is survived by a brother, A lfred Heller of Kentfiel d, and a sister, Elizabeth Mandell of Los Angeles.

'79 Frank R . Passafuime, Jr. , 31, died on July 7,

David Jacobson

at San Jose Medical Center, after a yearlong battle with
cancer. A senior sales manager for Highlands Inn in
Carmel, he was also a volunteer worker with problem
children in Santa C la ra County. He won the Romano
Theater Award in 1975 from Bellarm ine, and was involved in music and the theater while in high school
and college. He often played guitar and sang for Mass
at St. John Vianney C hurch in San Jose. He is survived by his parents, Frank and Angelina Passafuime,
of San Jose; a brother, Phillip ; a nd a sister, Ermina,
both of Soquel.

David Jacobson , sec reta ry e me ritu s at Stan fo rd

•

University and a special consultant to SCU president
Thomas D. Terry in the 1970s, died June 13 at his home
in Atherton. He was 82.
Jacobson's career with Stanfo rd spanned more than
40 years. As Stanfo rd secretary, he oversaw institutional , legislative, and regulatory activities affecting
the fl ow of gifts to Stanford and hig her education in
general. His work at Santa C lara came after he retired
from Stanford .
Jacobson is survived by his wife, Patricia ; a son,
Daniel Jacobson of Seattle ; a daughter, Ann Schutte
of Appleton, Wisc., and five stepchildren.

(See tribute on Page 2 of the letters section. )

FACULTY/STAFF DEATHS

Harold M. Tapay
Harold M. Tapay, who was in hi s 38th year of

Clarence E. Heller
Clarence E. Heller, a member of SCU's Board of
Regents from 1969 to 1979, died at his Atherton home
June 21 of cancer. He was 61.
A nationally know n suppo rte r of liberal causes,
Heller's interests ranged from helping elect Democratic
candidates to protecting the environment and backing
fair housing, m usic, and education .
Heller graduated fro m the University of California
at Berkeley in 1950, and served in the U. S. Infantry
in the Pacific Theater during World War II. In 1952,
he entered investment banking in San Francisco w ith
Swachbacher & Co., and becam e a partner. After the
firm merged with Blair and Co. in 1969, he was named
vice president. Later he went into private investments
and maintained myr iad business interests . He also
served as a director of Pacific Cement and Aggregates,
Crocker Capital , and U. S. Leasing.
At the time of his death , he was vice president of
the San Francisco Symphony, and served on the boards
of a dozen philanthro pic organizations on the Penin-

teaching at Santa C lara, died of an apparent heart attack October 13 near his Los Gatos home. He was 64.
Family and friend s fi lled the Miss ion Santa C lara
October 17 to take part in the Mass of Christian Burial ,
celebrated by Father Karel L. De Bou vere, S.C.J. , and
concele brated by pri ests of the Jesuit Community.
A native of Nanai mo, British Colu mbia, Professor
Tapay taught in the civ il engineering department. He
was g raduated from the University of British Co lumbia and the University of Washington, and did graduate
studies at Stanfo rd Univers ity. A member of Tau Beta
Pi and Sigma Xi, national honor societies in Engineering and Natu ral Sciences, respectively, he received
the Uni ve rsity of Bri tis h Co lumb ia Bursa ry fo r
Engineering students in 1943-44 and 1944-45, and an
E ngi neering Ex pe rime nt Statio n Fe ll ows hip at
Washington in 1948.
Tapay was an accomplished woodsman and a skilled
craftsman who had built his own home. He was proud
of the fact that all five of his childre n were educated
at Santa C lara: Martin '78 of Cupertino, Ann '80 of

Washington, D.C ., Valerie '81 and Stephanie '82 of
San Jose, and U. S. Air Force Capt. Gregory '83 of
Germany.
Bes ides his c hildren , he is survived by his wife,
Do lores, and two g randchildren .

James Vizzard , S.J.
James L. Vizzard, S.J. , who headed the Washington
office of the National Catholic Rural Li fe Conference
fro m 1955 to 1968, died September 18 of skin cancer.
He was 72.
He was once known as a " lobbyist for the poor."
A close friend of Cesar Chavez, he served as legislative
representative for the United Farm Workers from 1972
through 1978.
Born in San Francisco, he entered the Jesuit novitiate
in Los Gatos in 1933, and taught English at Santa C lara
before returning to the Los Gatos seminary in 1943
for further theological studies. He was ordained a priest
in 1946.
Father Vizzard is survived by a sister, Kathleen
Vizzard of Wyoming and two brothers, Joseph Vizzard
of France, and Jack Vizzard of Los Angeles .

MEMORIAL GIFTS
Gi fts in memory or in honor of an individual may be
made to the University's libraries by sending a check
made payable to SCU Commemorative Book Program .
Each contributio n will be used to buy books fo r
whichever library is designated : Orradre Library,
Heafey Law Library, or Daly Science Center Library.
An attractive bookplate with the names of the honoree
and the name of the donor will be placed on the front
inside cover of each book purchased. Gift minimum
suggested is $25.
For more info rmation, please call (408) 554-4400,
o r write Comme morative Book Program, Varsi Hall ,
Santa Clara University, Santa Clara , Calif. 95053.

Edwin J. Owens
First dean of Santa Clara's School of Law dies of heart failure

Edwin J. Owens, retired Santa Clara
County Superior Court Judge and the
first dean of SCU's School of Law, died
August 4 of congestive heart failure in
a San Jose convalescent home. He was
91.
Judge Owens was an instructo r at
Boston College law school in 1933 when
he was selected to head the Santa Clara
law school, a post he held for the next
two decades.
Governor Earl Warren then appointed
him to the bench and he served until he
retired in 1966.
Born in Lynn, Massachusetts, he was
educated at Holy Cross Co llege and
received his law degree from Harvard
University in 1922.
Before joining the BC faculty in 1929,
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Judge Edwin J. Owens

he practiced law in Massachusetts for
seven years.
At Santa Clara he was responsible for
building the law faculty, a task interrupted by World War II when the law
school was closed for the duration of the
war. During that time he served on the
Alien Enemy Hearing Board for Northern California, appointed by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
When the war was over and the law
school reopened in 1945, Owens set
about again to recruit faculty, revise the
course of study, and prepare fo r the
military veterans who flooded U.S. campuses in post WWII .
Owens's extrajudiciary activities included directorships on the boards of the
Natio nal C oun cil of Christians and

Jews, Catholic Charities of Santa Clara
County, and John XXIII Senior Center,
of which he was chairman .
The University honored him with an
honorary degree in 1952, and established the Owens Lawyer of Year Award
in 1966 in his honor. The first year, the
award went to Judge Owens; every year
since then it has been presented to a
deserving SCU law alumnus.
Judge Owens's wife, Mabel , died of
cancer in October 1981. They had no
children .
Father Paul Goda , S.J. , of the law
school , celebrated the funeral Mass for
Judge Owens in the Santa Clara Mission
August 9. Burial was in Santa Clara
Mission Cemete ry.

•
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CALENDAR OF UNIVERSITY EVENTS

Alumni
Update
DECEMBER
1 Sacramento-Christmas Reception.
C o ntact Dic k Shan a ha n '80 (916)
444-8920

2 San Francisco-Post-work Recent

ball game. Contact Terry Shelley '69
(415) 848-1252.

TBA Santa Clara - Law Alumn i
Annual Dinner and Roast honoring Profe ssor He rman Levy. C ontact Kim
Olstad (408) 554-5473.

TIP O'
THE HAT

FEBRUARY
4 MBA- 21st Annual Crab Feast &

Receptions and picnics were spread
throughout the country this past summer for incoming freshmen of Santa
Clara. Our tip of the hat to these chapter
leaders who opened their homes to the
Class of '92 and their parents.

Alumni Reception. Contact Addy Roff
"if7 (415) 981-8191.

Dance -Be nson Me mo ria l Center.
Contact Martha Kidder MBA '82 (408)
554-5451.

10

4 San Jose -

Santa Clara- Christmas Dinner
Dance- Benson Center. Contact Marte
Formico '83 (408) 983 -1199.

16 Panama-Evening ReceptionUnion Club. Contact Gus DeLaGuardia '63 (305) 937-1090.

17

San ta Barbara-Pre-game Reception , prior to SCU vs. UC Santa
Barbara basketball game. Contact Kathy
Weinheimer '74 (805) 564-5333.

21

San Diego-Evening Christmas
Reception. Contact John Shean '64 (619)
283-7294.

Buffet Dinner prior to
Santa Clara vs. Portland basketball
game. Contact Marte Formico (408)
983-1199.

8

Santa Clara- Professional Connections for University Women . Evening
Mentor/ Protegee P rogram . Contact
Carmel Malley (408) 554-6800.

9 Peninsula -Recent Alumni Postwork Reception. Contact Eric Barrett
'ffl (415) 393-6060.

10

Por tland -Quarterly Luncheon .
Contact Mike Bacon '63 (503) 641-8i00.

11 San J ose -Golden Circle Theatre

JANUARY
5 San J ose- Recent Alumni

New
Year's Reception-D. B. Cooper's. Contact Kevin Hein 'ffl (408) 554-5350.

12 Los Angeles-Post-game Reception
following Santa Clara vs. Loyola basketball game. Contact Jim Kambe '84 (818)
790-4032 .

Party. San Jose Center for the Performing Arts.

11

Spoka n e-Pre-game Reception
prior to SCU vs. Gonzaga basketball
game.

12

Santa Clara-Catala Club O'Toole
Night at Mayer Theatre- " Hay Fever."
Con tact A b by Sobrato ' 83 (408)
370-0533.

18

San Diego-Chapter luncheon at
the Golden Lion Restaurant. Contact
John Shean '64 (619) 283-7249.

19

M BA- " Economic Forecast
1989" -Mayer Theatre at SCU. Featuring: Dr. Mario Belotti, SCU Economics
Professor, and Dr. John Shoven, Chairman of Economics, Stanford University.
Contact Martha Kidder MBA '82 (408)
554-5451.

20

Santa Clara-Law Alumni Owens
Club Reception at de Saisset. Contact
Kim Olstad (408) 554-5473.

20 San Jose- Buffet Dinner prior to
SCU vs. St. Mary's basketball game.
Contact Marte Form ico '83 (408)
983-1199.

15

Wmter Luncheon.
Contact Linda Bugelli ' 82 (415 )
956-1500.

San Francisco- Buffet Dinner
prior to SCU vs. USF basketball game.
Contact Teresa Cou sins '72 (415)
543-0890.

26 Washington, D.C. -Alumni Even-

15 San Diego-Chapter Luncheon at

ing Reception. Contact Kati Collins '86
(301) 986-0994.

the Golden Lion Restaurant. Contact
John Shean '64 (619) 283-7294.

27 San Diego -

Washington, D.C. - Reception for
law alumni and friends. Contact Kim
Olstad (408) 554-5473.

25 San Francisco-

8th Annual Buffet
Dinner, prior to Santa Clara vs. USD
basketball game. Contact John Shean
'64 (619) 283-7294.

28 East Bay-Post-game Reception
following SCU vs. St. Mary 's basket-

42
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17

San Jose-Winter National Board
of Director's Meeting. lgnatian Awards
Dinner.

Area
Host/Hostess
Bakersfield: Barbara '75 and Tom
Crear
Boise: Lynne and Gary Whaley '71
Chicago: Kim and Greg Mooney '80
Chico: Betty and Allan Forbes
Colorado: Irene and Ed Casper
Dallas: Nancy and Larry Foster '76
East Bay: Becky and Larry DelSanto
Fresno: Valerie and Jim Donovan '72
Las Vegas: Barbara and Tom Fraser
Los Angeles: Jane and Ron Cappai '63;
Mariarme and Dennis Fraher '86; Pat
and John Willett ' 61; Marcia and
Gregory Givvin '60
Minneapolis: Christine Brunkhorst '83
Modesto: Patricia and Robert Raspo '61
Monterey: Stacey and Dominic
Tuddeucci '85
New York: Tricia and Dave Doyle '60
Oklahoma: Fran and Gerock Swanson
'67
Omaha: John Belford '83
Orange County: Anne '79 and Richard
Bluth
Peninsula: Eric Barrett ' ffl; Katy '74
and Tom Kelly '76; Diane and Mark
Bonino '76; Joanne and Larry Schott '53
Phoenix: Mary and Jim Wentworth '63
Portland: Rory and Dennis Ferguson
'59
Sacramento: Lisa and Mark Shanahan
'80
Salt Lake City: Michael Bailey '76
San Diego: Michael and Mike
McGreevy '71
San Francisco: Joanne and Pete
Murphy '56
San Jose: Kevin Hein 'ffl; Shyrle and
Robert Bresniker '60; Kim and Butch
Hamann '71; Phyllis and Mike Shea '59
San Rafael: Ellen and John Miller '63
Santa Clara: Mary Ellen and N ick
Livak '59
Santa Rosa: Ann and Dennis Harter '73
Seattle: Scuttle and Phil Bannan '61
Spokane: Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Rivard
St. Louis: Anne and Peter Dolan '80
Tuhoe: Patty and Michael Francoeur
Tucson: Mary Cochran '76

MARCH
2 San Jose-Recent Alumni Post-work
Reception . Contact Kevin Hein ' ffl
(408) 554-5350.

15

San Diego-Chapter Lunche6n at
the Golden L ion Restaurant . Contact
John Shean '64 (619) 283-7294.

17

Fresno-St. Patrick's Day Luncheon . Contact Jim Donovan '72 (209)
4 85-7919.

17

Sacramento- St. Patrick's Day
Luncheon . Contact Mark Ferro ' 80
(916) 483-2091.

18

Santa C lara -Clas s of 1988
Reunion- Brass Rail Cafe (formerly
Spotlights)- Benson Center.

23

Peninsula- Recent Alumni Postwork Reception. Contact Eric Barrett
'ffl (415) 393-6060.

25

San J ose - Wine Tasting Trip to the
Napa Valley. Contact Tricia Davoren '75 .

MAY 1989

12-14 Santa C lara -Spring Homecoming Reunions for the classes of 1949,
1959, 1969, and 1979.

OCTOBER 1989
13-15 Santa C lara- Fall

Homecoming Reunions for the classes of 1944,
1954, 1964, 1974, 1984.

1he above is a preliminary schedule of
events. 1he next issue of the Alumni
Newsletter will include further dates and
details. For more information about any
of the above events, call the chairperson
or the Alumni Office at (408) 554-6800.

Coming
Events
ART EXHIBITS

18

Through December 11-Limestone
Press Prints, 1985-1988. A small selection of recent wor ks printed by
Limestone Press for artists from the Bay
Area, California and beyond.

25

Griff'm Farr: Paintings and Drawings.

San Jose- " Hay Fever" Alumni
Night at Mayer Theatre, honoring Dr.
William R . James, director. Pre-show
buffet- Adobe Lodge.
Watsonville - Annu a l trip to
campus. Buffet dinner prior to SCU vs.
Pepperdine basketball game . Contact
Nick Scurich '62 (408) 424-1831.

Through December 11 -Charles
Features representational drawing and
painting of still life settings, the human
form and flowers.
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conduct a free Master Class January 23
in the Music Concert Hall , time TBA.

January 24-Faculty Seminar. Henry
Mollicone. Music Concert Hall. Noon.
Free.
February 4-Faculty Concert. Nancy
Wait Kromm , soprano, and Roger
Nyquist, organist. Music Concert Hall .
8 p.m. $5 general admission; $4 seniors
and students.
February 20-Faculty Seminar. Gene
Biringer. Music Concert Hall. Noon .
Free.

Henry Mollicone to conduct University Orchestra in February concert

Through December 11-Joseph
DiGiorgio: The Grand Canyon Painting. Features 24 panel s 5 feet by 7 feet
depicting the Grand Canyon through a
24-hour period.
Through December 11-Ruffin
Cooper: European Photographs.
Color photographs of objects, sometimes juxtaposed with parts of the
human body, to create abstracted
compositions.

January 21-March 12-Jud Fine. This
mid-career survey of works of the prominent Los Angeles-based artist includes
more than 20 sculptures, paintings, and
drawings .

February 24-University Orchestra
Performance. Featuring an organ
concerto by Handel with Craig Lusk ,
soloist; the Petit Symphonie for Woodwind Instruments by Gounod ; and Reformation Symphony by Mendelssohn .
Henry Mollicone, conductor. Mission
Church. 8 p.m. $5 general admission ;
$4 seniors and students.

"

February 17-"Thriving on Chaos.''
Tom Peters, author of in Search of Excellence and A Passion for Excellence,
speaker. Kenna Club luncheon .
Williman Room, Benson Center. Noon.
$10 members, $14 non-members. Call
(408) 554-4699 for reservations.

For information about programs and for
ticket information, call Joanne Sinatra
at (408) 554-4428.

MUSIC CONCERTS
AND RECITALS
November 21-Departmental Student
Recital. In the Music Building Concert
Hall , 4 p.m . Free.

Tom Peters on "Chaos"

November 28 through December
I-Madrigal Dinners. Repeat of last
year's sellout celebration of Christmas
in the Elizabethan manne r. Adobe
Lodge Fac ulty Club. Nancy Wait
Kromm , director. $28.50 per person. 6
p.m.

Gordon Cook's Headland from
the Limestone Press exhibition

February 13-14th Annual Economic
Symposium. (Section I). "The Performance of the American Economy and
Other Indu strialized Economies in
1989," featuring David Levine, chief
economist for Sanford & Bernstein ,
New York City, and Jeffrey Frankel,
professor of economics at University of
California, Berkeley, visiting professor
at Kennedy School of Public Administration at Harvard , and consultant to
the government and the international
monetary fund . In de Saisset Museum.
5:30 p.m. Free.

DISCUSSION
GROUP SERIES
Social Justice Study Breaks
November 21-"Eucharist and Social
Justice.'' By Michael Moynahan , S.J. ,
religious studies and Campus Ministry.

December 2-Santa Clara Guitar
Ensemble. Robert Bozina, director. In
the de Saisset Museum , noon.

November 28- "Northern Ireland.''
By Timothy O'Keefe, history.
Belotti's Economic Forecast
All presentations are free and held at
7:30 p.m. in the Campus Ministry Conference Room , Benson Center.

SPEAKERS

Jud Fine's Annotation
Unless otherwise noted, exhibits are free
and are in the de Saisset Museum. The
museum is open 10 a. m.-5 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, JO a.m.-8
p.m. Thursday, and 1-5 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday. For more information, call
(408) 554-4528.
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December 2-Santa Clara Chorale. A
Christmas concert featuring Handel's
"Messiah" under the direction of Lynn
Shurtleff. In the Mission Church, 8 p.m.
January 22-Elaine Thornburgh.
Guest Artist/Harpsichord. Music Concert Hall , 8 p.m. $5 general admission ;
$4 seniors and students. She also will

January 18-Economic Forecast '89.
Featuring SCU Economics Professor
Mario Belotti and Stanford Economics
Chairman and Professor John Shoven .
In Mayer Theatre 4 p.m. Reception
following in de Saisset Museum , hosted
by the Plaza Bank of Commerce. Cosponsored by the MBA Alumni Association and the Kenna Club. $30 per
person. For reservations or more information call (408) 554-5451.
February 2-Parker Palmer. Noted
lecturer, author of To Know As ~ Are
Known: Spirituality of &lucation, and
dean of studies at the Benedictine Center
in Madison , Wisconsin. President's
Lecture Series. In de Saisset Museum.
7:30 p.m. Free.

SPECIAL EVENTS
January 28-Second Annual Partners in Ministry Feast. Benefitting the
Catechetics, Liturgy and Spirituality
scholarship fund . At the Italian Gardens
restaurant, 6:30 p.m. for cocktails, 7:30
p.m. for dinner. $50 per person . Call
(408) 554-4831 for more information.
February 4-21st Annual Crab Feast
and Dance. Sponsored by the MBA
Alumni Association. In Benson Center,
7:15 p.m. for cocktails, 8:15 p.m. for
dinner. Back by popular demand, Merging Traffic band. $30 per person. For
reservations/information call (408)
554-5451.
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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THEATRE AND DANCE
December I-Cho reogra phers'
Gallery. Dance students and faculty
showcase their choreography. In Fess
Parker Studio Theatre, I p.m. and 7
p.m. Free tickets at Mayer Theatre Box
Office.
January 7-Senior Acting Recital:
Christopher Brady. In Fess Parker
Studio Theatre, 8 p.m. Free.
January 21-Commedia dell'arte lecture/performance. Featuring Feruccio
Soleri, the " last great Harlequin," in a
benefit for Casa Italiana . In Mayer
Theatre. Time and cost TBA . Call
Victor Vari at (408) 554-4047 for more
information .
January 26-Commedia dell'arte lecture/performance. Featuring Feruccio
Soleri , the "last great Harlequin ," in a
presentation sponsored by the Italian
gCNemment, Albert Steiss and the President's Lecture Series. In Mayer Theatre,
8 p.m . Free.

Sports
Schedule

February 4-Senior Acting Recitals:
Amy Bauer and Synthia De Lorenzo.
In Fess Parker Studio Theatre, 8 p.m.
Free.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
November

VARSITY LACROSSE
January

February 10-12 and 14-18- Hay Fever.
Noel Coward's sophisticated 1920s comedy about the Bliss family and their
dilemma when everyone invites a guest
for the weekend . William R . James,
director. In Mayer Theatre.
February 18-Alumni Theatre Night
honoring William R. James. Following the final performance of "Hay
Fever," alumni and friends gather to
celebrate James' 30 years of teaching
and directing. In the Faculty Club. Call
Lisa Granucci at Donohoe Alumni
House (408) 554-6800 for information
about cost and reservations.
Unless otherwise noted, performances
are at 8 p. m. Tuesdays through Saturdays, and 7p. m. Sundays. General admission: $7.50; students, Santa Clara
employees, seniors (60+) : $5 Thursday
through Sunday, and $3 Tuesday and
l¼!dnesday. Mayer Theatre Box Office:
(408) 554-4015.

INFO UPDATE
The Information Booth in Benson
Memorial Center is open seven days
a week : 7 a . m . until midnight
weekdays and 10 a.m. until midnight weekends. To verify the time
or place of an event, call (408)
554-4764.
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14 Australian National
Team
28 at U.O.P.
30 Chaminade

7:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m .

December

28 at U.O.P.

I p.m.

February
5 at San Jose St.
1 p.m .
11 Loyola Marymount
I p.m.
12 Whittier
I p.m .
21 Bates
3 p.m.
25 C.S.U. Chico
I p.m .
26 Occidental
I p.m.
All home games are played on Ryan
Field.

3 Utah
9-10 at Indiana Classic
(Bloomington)
14 Nevada-Reno
17 at UC-Santa Barbara
20 at San Jose St.
22 Southern Methodist"""
27 Fresno St.
29- Cable Car Classic
30 (SCU)

7:30 p.m.

7 at Boise St. (Idaho)
11 at Pepperdine*

BASEBALL
January
Stanford
Alumni
at Stanford
at California

2 :30 p.m.
1 p.m .
I p.m .
2 p.m .

12 at LoyolaMarymount*
20 St. Mary's*
21 San Diego*
27 at San Diego*
28 at St. Mary 's*
3 Gonzaga*

February

February

3
4

4 Portland*
10 at Portland*
11 at Gonzaga*
15 at U.S.F.*
18 U.S.F.*
24 Loyola-Marymount*
25 Pepperdine*

San Francisco St.
2 p.m.
at San Francisco St.
(2)
Noon
7
U.O.P.
2 :30 p.m.
10 at Hawaii
7 p.m.
11 at Hawaii
2 p.m.
12 at Hawaii
5 p.m.
13 at Hawaii Pacific (2) II a .m.
17 at Fresno St.
7 p.m.
18 at Fresno St.
I p. m .
19 at Fresno St.
I p.m .
21 U.C. Davis
2 :30 p.m.
28 San Jose St.
2 p.m .
All home games are played in Buck
Shaw Stadium.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
November
25- Santa Clara Pepsi
26 Classic
29 Sacramento State

6 p.m .
7:30 p.m.

December
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m .
9 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
6 p.m.

January

27
28
29
31

Guard Mitch Bur ley in game
against Loyola last season

7:30 p.m .
8 p.m .

2 California
10 at UC-Davis
13 at Fresno State
16 Cal Poly-Pomona
19 Hawaii
20 at San Jose State
27 UC-Santa Barbara
28 UC-Irvine
30 at Nevada-Reno

January
2

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m .
p.m.
p.m .
p.m .
p.m .
p.m.

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m .
p.m.
p.m .
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:30 p.m .
6 p.m.
7:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m .
4:30 p.m.
5 :15 p.m .
7:30 p.m .
5:15 p.m .

La Salle

7 Manhattan
13 Pepperdine*
14
20
21
27
28

Loyola-Marymount*
at St. Mary's*
at San Diego*
San Diego*
St. Mary's*

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m.
p.m .
p.m .
p.m .
p.m .
p.m.
p.m .
p.m .

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m .
p.m .
p.m .
p.m .
p.m .

February
3
4
10
11
17
24

March

at Gonzaga*
at Portland*
Portland*
Gonzaga*
at U.S.F.
at LoyolaMarymount*
25 at Pepperdine*

4-6 WCAC Tournament
(San Francisco)
All home games are in Toso Pavilion.
*Indicates l¼!st Coast Athletic Conference games.
**ESPN-TV

7:30 p.m .
1 U.S.F.*
All home games are in Toso Pavilion.
*l¼!st Coast Athletic Conference
games.

7:30 p.m .
7:30 p.m.

March
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ~EWS
FROM DONOHOE
ALUMNI HOUSE

throughout the 1987-88 year. As
Chuck moves into the position
of immediate past president, his
predecessor, Mike King '63,
joins the Council of Past Presidents. Working with John in
1988-89 will be Matt Cappiello
' 68 as president-elect , and
Peggy Dwyer '72 as first vice
president.

TEN NAMED TO BOARD

Jerry Kerr

I

n 1972, when Father Tom
Terry, S.J. , was president of
Santa Clara, he addressed the
annual board meeting of the
Alumni Association and requested that our members assist
the administration in a new
program to interest potential
students in attending the Unive rsity. The re sult wa s th e
development of our Student
Recruitment Program.
That same winter, the first
co-chair of the program, John
Willett '61, personally contacted
44 young men and women in
Los Angeles to encourage them
to come to Santa Clara.
This was not the first extraordinary effort John had put forth
on behalf of Santa Clara. He is
a man who has never really
been away from Santa Clara. He
has served as president of the
Los Angeles Chapter, member
of the National Alumni Association Board of Directors, class
agent for the fund drive , reunion chairman, and as chairman and participant in numerous other Association events
and programs. His continuing
service to Santa Clara was
capped this September 10 when
he was elected national president of the Alumni Association
by the Board of Directors.
John replaces Chuck Packer
'76 (JD) in the office; Chuck
served selflessly as president
FALL 1988

The Board of Directors also announced the appointment of ten
new board members to replace
those who terms have expired.
An interesting observation was
made by Bill Adams ''J'l. It is the
first time, he said, that women
have outnumbered men at an
alumni Board of Directors
meeting.
As terms ended for some and
new members step in , we in
Donohoe Alumni House extend
a special thanks to each of those
leaders, who, like John , were
elected to the board for their
proven devotion to the University. We will miss the enthusiasm and dedication of Dan
Bryant '61, Bill Crowley '44,
Ann Foley '82 , Marte Formico
'83, Steve Home '62, Margaret
Leonard '76, Dennis O'Hara
'76, Rob Redding '68, and Art
Wienholz '34.
We also offer congratulations
to their replacements: Greg
Clock '83, Maureen Covey '84,
Juan De Luna '76, William
Duffy '82 , Marie Gibbs '80,
John Miller '63, Michael Mudie
' 85, Christina Robinson '74,
Katherine Tanelian '78, and
Robert Walker '63.

ALUMNI FAMILY GRANTS
This fall we enrolled the largest
freshman class in Santa Clara's
history -968 - of which 102
are sons and daughters of
alumni , and 179 others are
alumni-related. Once again, the
Alumni Family Scholarship

Program played a pivotal role,
awarding grants to 35 alumni
sons and daughters, many of
whom would not have been able
to attend without this support .

ON THE ROAD
The summer Alumni Chapter
circuit was highlighted by 42
receptions and picnics held
throughout the country towelcome the Class of 1992. The
largest contingency was hosted
at the Portland, Oregon home
of Dennis and Rorie Ferguson
'59, where more than 100 new
and returning Santa Clarans
gathered .... At many of the
receptions it was typical to find
two or three generations of
Santa Clarans in attendance .. ..
A different record was set by the
Marin Chapter, which held its
56th annual chapter barbecue,
in September at Deerpark Villa.

HONORING THE BEST
Presentation of the Ignatian
Award s will be made at the
February 1989 meeting of the
Alumni Association's Board of
Directors. The award , establi shed in 1981 during the
Alumni Association's 100th anniversary, recognizes alumni
who have distinguished themselves in service to others. The
criteria for consideration are
service to humanity and community. Some examples are involvement in education, church
programs, youth activities, and
community service programs.
As Santa Clarans excel in many
areas of community service, the
Alumni Ignatian Award Selection Committee is very interested in learning of these
individuals. You can help by
submitting the names of those
you recommend to the committee . Nomination forms are
available at Donohoe Alumni
House (408) 554-6800.

ATHLETIC FAME
It was an idea of Jack
Hazlewood '47 that led to the
establishment of the Santa Clara
Athletic Hall of Fame in 1962.
Charter members numbered 18,
and today, 26 years later, a
robust group of 170 former
stud ent athl etes have been
installed .
This year's Athletic Hall of
Fame's Selection Committee
have their work cut out for them
as they narrow a field of 120
candidates to a final 4 to 6
honorees. Finalists will be announced in March 1989, and
will be presented at a recognition dinner on the campus in
April. Serving anonymously,
the selection committee represents alumni from each decade
from the 1930s through the
1970s.
If your favorite former
Bronco athlete is still on the
Hall of Fame sidelines, drop the
committee a note supporting
your player in care of Donohoe
Alumni House . Any athlete
from any year through 1978 is
eligible; athletes must be out
of school ten years to be
considered.

OUR LOSS
A great loss to all of us was the
death June 13 of Hall Haynes
'50, a board member and a
catalyst in drawing together
alumni of the post-World War II
era. Hall was always concerned
about the needs of others ,
whether it was Santa Clara's or
those of his former teammates
or his other friends . His gentleness and quiet ways are sorely
missed.

;&-~
Jerry Kerr '61
Executive Director
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Our Duty or Our Doom?
their victims had to bear, which is unjust.
This requirement that justice be served
is not weakened by charges that only the
black and the poor receive the death penalty. Any unfair application of the death
penalty is the basis for extending, not
abolishing it. If an employer discriminates
in hiring workers, do we demand that jobs
be taken from deserving workers or that
jobs be abolished altogether? Likewise, if
our criminal justice system discriminates in

and our obligation to minimize suffering
and pain whenever possible, if a less severe
alternative to the death penalty exists that
would accomplish the same goal , we are
morally bound to reject the death penalty
in favor of the less severe alternative.
No evidence supports the claim that the
death penalty is a more effective deterrent
of violent crime than , say, life imprisonment. In fact, statistical studies comparing
the murder rates of jurisdictions with and
without the death penalty have shown that
the murder rate is not related to whether the
death penalty is in force . Unless it can be
demonstrated that the death penalty, and the
death penalty alone , does in fact deter
capital crimes, we are obligated to refrain
from imposing it when other alternatives

applying the death penalty, it's no reason
to give lesser punishments to murderers
who deserved the death penalty and got it.
Some justice, however unequal, is better
than no justice, however equal. To ensure
justice and equality, we must improve our
system so that everyone who deserves the
death penalty gets it.
That society has a moral obligation to
protect human life, not take it, is the case
against capital punishment. The taking of
human life is permissible only if it is a
necessary condition to achieving the greatest balance of good over evil for everyone
involved. Given the value we place on life

exist.
Further, the death penalty is not
necessary to protect the public from
murderers who may strike again. Locking
murderers away for life achieves the same
goal. And the death penalty is not necessary
to ensure that criminals "get what they
deserve." Justice does not require us to
punish murder by death. It only requires
that the gravest crimes receive the severest
punishment our moral principles allow us
to impose.
Although it is clear that the death penalty is by no means necessary to achieve certain social benefits, it does, without a doubt,

Looking at capital punishment from both sides of the issue
BY CLAIRE ANDRE

AND MANUEL VELASQUEZ

bout 2,000 men, women, and teenagers wait on Death Row. Their time
grows shorter as the courts increasingly
ratify death penalty laws, allowing executions to proceed at an accelerated rate.
Recent public opinion polls show a wide
margin of support for the death penalty. But
human rights advocates and civil libertarians continue to decry the immorality of
state sanctioned killing in the United States,
the only Western industrialized country that
continues to use the death penalty. Is capital
punishment moral?
Capital punishment is often defended on
the grounds that society has a moral obligation to protect the safety and welfare of its
citizens. Since murderers threaten this safety and welfare, only by putting murderers
to death can society ensure that convicted
killers do not kill again.
Second, those favoring capital punishment contend that society should support
those practices that will bring about the
greatest balance of good over evil, and
capital punishment is one such practice.
Capital punishment benefits society because it may deter violent crime. Although
it is difficult to produce direct evidence to
support this claim, common sense tells us
that if people know they will die if they perform a certain act, they will be unwilling
to perform that act .
If the threat of death has, in fact, stayed
the hand of many would-be murderers and
we abolish the death penalty, we sacrifice
the lives of innocent victims whose murders
could have been deterred. But if, in fact ,
the death penalty does not deter, and we
continue to impose it, we only sacrifice the
lives of convicted murderers. Surely, to protect the lives of innocent people, society
should gamble that the death penalty deters
rather than gamble that it doesn't, thereby
protecting the lives of murderers and risking the lives of innocents.
Finally, defenders of capital punishment
argue that justice demands that those convicted of murder be sentenced to death. Justice is essentially a matter of ensuring equal
treatment. It is unjust when a criminal
deliberately inflicts greater losses on others
than he or she has to bear. If the losses society imposes on criminals are less than those
that criminals imposed on their innocent
victims, society would be favoring criminals, allowing them to bear fewer costs than

A
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Should Pro Bono Service Be Required?

Only 17. 7 percent of lawyers devote time to pro bono programs
BY GERALD F. UELMEN
recent American Bar Association
survey reports only 17.7 percent of
American lawyers devote time to providing
pro bono representation. Many embarrassed bar leaders are responding with
renewed calls for mandatory pro bono programs for lawyers.
The president of the Bar Association of
San Francisco, Edward E. Kallgren , has
urged all Bay Area law schools to consider
adding a mandatory pro bono service requirement to their curriculum.
This dismal pro bono record certainly
reflects a failing in legal education.
Somehow, many law school graduates have
lost the message that public service is a
moral obligation that accompanies their
license to practice. But I'm not convinced
that the best way to deliver that message is
to mandate that a student "volunteer" 40
or 50 hours before he or she can graduate.
The most effective teaching we do is
teaching by example. Young associates take
up the challenge of pro bono cases because
senior partners consider them important
enough to do it themselves.

A

Most impressive about Santa Clara's
faculty is how seriously we take our responsibility to serve the public. Many of our
faculty have leadership roles in important
community and charitable organizations.
George Alexander serves as president of the
National Senior Citizens' Law Center;
Richard Berg heads an international advisory committee for a new high school in
Bali ; Mary Emery is on the board of the
Santa Clara County Legal Aid Society and
the council of United Way; Aidan Gough
serves on innumerable boards and committees of providers of emergency services;
Ken Manaster chairs the public advisory
committee for a massive federal environmental project; Cynthia Mertens
chairs the community council for Catholic
Social Services; Carol Sanger is on the
Eastside Project's advisory board ; Ed
Steinman serves on the boards of the ACLU
and the Haight-Ashbury Food and Shelter
Program; Eric Wright is a member of the
Consumers Union's advisory board, and
the list goes on .
Other faculty participate in significant

Bar Association committees and activities
that serve the public.
The role models our faculty offer are important ones . Our students are responsive
to calls to "volunteer" because those calls
are beckoning from the trenches as well as
from the podium. This year when 30 students volunteered to assist undocumented
immigrants applying for legal status, Carol
Sanger worked closely with many of them.
Students active in our Public Interest Law
Foundation frequently encounter professors
Berg , Manaster, Peterson, Steinman,
Wright, and Zarefsky on various projects.
Professor Russell Galloway recently received the NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund Pro Bono Service Award
for his volunteer efforts assisting a sex and
race discrimination case against the San
Francisco Fire Department.
I'm confident our graduates, as practicing lawyers, will continue to volunteer their
services. I am greatly impressed by the
level of pro bono activity among our alumni
in the Santa Clara Valley. This commitment
isn't a product of curriculum requirements,
in which students do what we say. It comes
from our own commitment, in which
students see what we do.

•

Gerald F. Uelmen is dean of the School of Law.

Our Duty or Our Doom?
Continued from opposite page

impose grave costs on society. First, the
death penalty wastes lives. Many of those
sentenced to death could be rehabilitated to
live socially productive lives. Carrying out
the death penalty destroys any good such
persons might have done for society if they
had been allowed to live. Furthermore,
juries have been known to make mistakes,
inflicting the death penalty on innocent
people. Had such innocent parties been
allowed to live, the wrong done to them
might have been corrected and their lives
not wasted.
In addition to wasting lives, the death
penalty also wastes money. Contrary to
conventional wisdom, it's much more costly to execute a person than to imprison him
or her for life. The finality of punishment
by death rightly requires that great precautions be taken throughout all stages of death
penalty sentencing to ensure that the chance
of error is minimized. As a result, executing
a single capital criminal costs about three
times as much as it costs to keep that person in prison for his or her remaining life
expectancy, which is about 40 years.
FALL 1988

Finally, the death penalty harms society
by cheapening the value of life. The death
of anyone, even a convicted killer, diminishes us all. Society has a duty to end this
practice that causes such harm, yet produces little in the way of benefits.

Recent public opinion
polls show a wide
margin of support
for the death penalty.
Opponents of capital punishment also
argue that the death penalty should be
abolished because it is unjust. Justice, they
claim, requires that all persons be treated
equally, a requirement that is all the more
rigorous when life and death are at stake.
Of 19,000 people who committed willful
homicides in the United States in 1987, only
293 were sentenced to death. Who are these
few being selected to die? They are nearly
always poor and disproportionately black.

People go to Death Row not because of the
nature of their crime, but simply because
they have no money to appeal their case, or
they have a poor defense, or they are
members of a political or racial minority.
The death penalty is also unjust because
it is sometimes inflicted on innocent people. Since 1900, 350 people have been
wrongly convicted of homicide or capital
rape. Inflicting the death penalty makes it
impossible to remedy any such mistakes.
The case for and the case against the
death penalty appeal, in different ways, to
the value we place on life and to the value
we place on bringing about the greatest
balance of good over evil. Each also appeals
to our commitment to "justice": Is justice
to be served at all costs? Or is our commitment to justice to be one tempered by our
commitment to equality and our reverence
for life? Indeed , is capital punishment our
duty or our doom?

•

Manuel 1-elasquez and Claire Andre are director and assistant director, respectively, of the
Center for Applied Ethics at Santa Clara.
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Three by Louise Erdrich
Her novels of the Chippewa world are told with grace and humor
BY CAROLYN MITCHELL

I

save up all my leisure reading for summer vacation, my time of respite from
course requirements, and then I read, read ,
read-all the more ifl discover I like a particular author. When this happens, I really
indulge myself and read everything that
author has written, often haunting bookstores to see what I have missed or if anything new is forthcoming.
My favorite genre is fiction, a taste
developed as a child on the run from everyday reality. The immediate world ceased to
exist as I merged with the characters and
immersed myself in fictional situations. It
didn' t matter if I was in the world of
Dostoyevsky, Jane Austen , or Richard
Wright because all reading was-and still
is-my escape into fantasy and pleasure.
The world that I entered this past summer
is one created by Louise Erdrich, a contemporary novelist of German-American and
Chippewa descent . Erdrich's novels construct the emotional, spiritual, and physical
landscape of Native Americans caught in
the political , social, and cultural cross fire
of change.
Louise Erdrich has written three books
so far: Love Medicine (Holt, Rinehart &
Winston , 1984; Bantam, 1987), The Beet
Queen (Henry Holt, 1986; Bantam 1987),
and Tracks (Henry Holt, 1988).
In Love Medicine, we meet all the
characters who will appear in other
episodes of the saga: the Kashpaws, the
Lazarres, the Pillagers, the Morrisseys.
Erdrich presents her characters so that each
plays a major part in the story, even if he
or she is a minor figure.
Thus, it is Lipsha Morrissey who reveals
the meaning of love medicine in Indian
ritual and who brings the title into focus.
Through him , we see his love for his grandparents and their Jove for each other. We see
the old man's mental deterioration and
understand that Lipsha plans to heal his
grandfather with his version of the ancient
ritual. I say " his version" because Lipsha
must improvise, since the true knowledge
of love medicine has been compromised or
lost. Erdrich's brilliant technique draws us
into Lipsha's mind, and we experience the
tragedy of loss as the old ways disappear
and experience the humor of his improvisations in concocting the medicine. The
ground between the old and new is rapidly
shifting; Lipsha helps us feel what it is like
48
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to straddle the two extremes. His Jove
medicine fails, and his grandfather dies; yet
Lipsha and his grandmother are bonded
anew.
The Beet Queen begins in 1929 with the
breakup of the Adare family and the
journey of the two abandoned children to
Argus, North Dakota . They are initially
rescued by Fleur Pillager, who appears
briefly in Love Medicine and is the central
character in Tracks.
There are many characters in the novel ,
but we actually follow the birth and
development ofWallacette Darlene, mercifully nicknamed Dot. The Adare children
have grown up and become blood father and
surrogate mother to Dot. The story of Dot's
birth and naming mixes pathos and humor
in a way that rivets the reader's attention on
the madness of life's contradictions. We experience the rite of passage of this clumsy,
overindulged girl, who manages to alienate
her peers and the townspeople ; she embodies all the pain of cultural and social
isolation-one suspects because her mother
is part Indian, although this is not the immediate focus of her story.
Dot is the "beet queen" of the title, and
though her crowning is a total fiasco, the
novel ends as she wings over the horizon
with the pilot who has been hired to
celebrate her victory by writing her name
in the sky. I won't reveal the wonderful

symmetry of plot described by her flight ;
suffice it to say that having experienced all
of her adolescent pain, I cheered her
freedom and envision her soaring blissfully forever.
Tracks begins in 1912 and ends in 1924.
This novel brings the reader into the struggle of the Native Americans to retain their
tribal lands and customs. Some leave the
land, abandoning the battle; others stay to
the end. We see most of the story through
the eyes of Nanapush, the patriarch, and
understand the struggle through the actions
of Fleur, in whom superhuman magical
powers still exist. We know, however, that
the battle is Jost.
Tracks is the most mesmerizing of the
three novels. Erdrich herself seems enthralled with the ritual , custom, and lore of
the Chippewa tribe. The people and the
ritual are one entity and they embrace the
reader in their magic. Fleur disappears at
the end of the story when all is finally lost,
but her young daughter, Lulu , survives.
Nanapush lovingly passes the legacy on to
Lulu , who provides the link with Love
Medicine , in which she reappears, thus
completing the circle.
Louise Erdrich's stories are focused and
told with grace and humor. I entered her
Chippewa world and emerged more
knowledgeable about Native American
history and culture, yet deeply edified and
thoroughly entertained. For some, this may
not seem like light reading , but for me
leisure-time reading is the opportunity to
meander, to dally, to fantasize , to empathize, and to learn. Louise Erdrich's three
novels allowed me the luxury of all these
pleasures-and then some.

•

About Carolyn Mitchell
Carolyn Mitchell taught at several Eastern
schools-Tufts, Howard, and Hampton Institute
- before moving West in lfJ77. Prior to coming
to Santa Clara in lfJ79, she taught (and still
teaches) Spirituality and the Black Tradition at
Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley. An
associate professor of English at SCU, she was
granted tenure in 1986.
A graduate of Hunter College in New York,
she received a master's degree from Michigan
State University in 1962 and a Ph . D. in
American Literature from Boston College in
lfJ77. Before beginning work on her doctorate,
she was an editor for the New York publishing
firm, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., but soon
realized that teaching was her true calling.
At SCU, she teaches courses in American
Literature, the American Novel, Afro-American
Literature, and a new course, Well Being and Ill
Being in Literature, for science majors planning
on entering health-related fields .
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A $6 million project for Heafey Law Library, doubling its size and linking it to Bergin Hall,
was dedicated recently, the final facility built during the Rewak administration (page 21).
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